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well made during the

is building a spacious tall for the
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and already a large sum of money

ing on all sides.

ORDINANCE BRANCH OF THE NAVY.

known as Blue Plains.

has

Bellevue,

of consideration

ing

Oh, succor him that’s groveled on the shelf

take heed this clause be not put in,

at the public

meeting in

year 1200

of the

Santals in

had been converted through the

Association report ag-increase during the
year

of

1745

members.

They

numbered

28,668 members last year; now they number 80,313. = Mr. Spurgeon is again indis-

English Correspondence.

posed.
§

He leaves for the continent next

week. His 20th volume of sermons is now
complete. For twenty consecutive years
he has pablished one sermon a week—a feat
probably never performed
before; and

16, 1875. .

Mr. Gladstone closes bis political career
by a ** surprise.” In a letter to Lord Granville, published yesterday morning, he aunnounces his decision to withdraw from the
nouncementis apparently made

what is still more wonderful
are read as well

the sermons

as published,

and

lated into nearly all European
and sold all over the world !

The anafter ma-

trans-

tongues,

tare deliberation, and the decision final,
A year ago Mr. Gladstone startled us by a.
sudden dissolution of Parliament. Now he
startles us by his own political dissolution.
Some of our journals profess not to be tak-

The death of Mrs. Peggs is announced,
the widow of one of the first missionaries
to Orissa. Messrs. Bampton and Peggs
began their work in Jan., 1822. Bawpton
died in Orissa, Peggs died about twenty
en by surprise.
They bad foreseen it, years ago in England.
The widow of Mr,
they bad noticed indications of it two or Bampton lived to be 80 or more, and Murs.
three years since.
Mr. Gladstone was Peggs was 76 when she died.
THOMAS GOADBY,
growing weary of public life, he longed,

for - repose, his programme was worked

out, he was drepping behind his party, he
was ceasing to lead. These prognostications arg. now fulfilled, and they can not
affect astonishment. Be that as it may, we
are not all political seers, and the country

generally will feel that the Liberal party is
placed in a positior of unforeseen difficulty.
So long as ‘Me.

Gladstone

lived

able to attend to parliamentary
was expected to be thé Liberal

and

was

dalies, he
chieftain;

it will notbe easy, should Mr. Gladstone
continue in Parliament, to fix upon a suc-

Special
|.

Correspondence,

W asHiNGTON, D. C., Jan. 20, 1875,
OLD FORTS AND NEW

MAGAZINE

GROUNDS,

Approaching ‘Washington ‘from
Fort
Foote by the tiver or 'Tiésboro’ road, one
passes old fortification made during the
late war.

The first of these is Fort Greble,

on the high

table-land

between

leys, one frontmg the Potomac,

two
the

running on either side of Oxen
secure the allegiance essential to'an effect. Many traces of the embankments

valother

cessor who will command the respect and

Branch,
ave left

ive re-organization of the Liberal party.
Mr. Digraeli is older than Mr. ‘Gladstone,

here. The old magazines are used as
stables. The rich Jand about the fort makes
a fine garden farm, and has a commanding
vie x of great beauty.
Visitags can almost catch glimpses of the
Blue Ridge as they look over cities and sails,

‘and

foment "Prime Minister of

is at this

England. Can it be possible that in the
unfavorable response the countiy gave to

Mr.
cause

Gladstone's

appenl

a year ago the

of his retirementis to be

found?

Cun it be that Mr. Gladstone sincerély believes that England is once more

conserva-

tive at heart?

IF so, it is a remérkable

Conservative,

becoming

cir-

and conld

easily- answer

the

signals

that

dat up from occupied military posts.
Driving on a mile farther towards Washington, one comes to Fo: Carroll, . Fhe

cumstanee that beginning political life as a road divides the fort,and on either side high
a

the administration of Sir R.

Liberal

under

Peel, advanc-

ing beyond his chiel to the disestablish-

to. the

planet Venus,,'Behold,’ said he within himself, ‘the God and Lord of the universe!’

he beheld the moon at the full. ‘Lo,’ he
cried, ‘the Divine wceator, the manifest

and

is about

This is now eslled
midway

and. the finely laid out. walks and’ the, addi

Hibs

make tits an

my

Creator,

ARTHUR.

Law and “Prayer:

between

first plowed, and then seeded, and had a
smooth, lawn-like appearance. Two neat
cottages have been built, and one mansion
of brick, which is a perfect model in beauty

of people

labors of one missionary, Mr. Boerrisen,
alone. Verily we do see gieat things today !
The 131 churches of the London Baptist

“ 1 never begged befor, nor will again.”
— Francis Qugrles.

leadership of the Libera party.

the past

Hindustan

Of pain and want, and can not help himself!
Cast down Thine eye upou a wretch, and take
Some pity on me for sweet Jesus’ sake 1”

Jan.

Thousands

Mr. Spurgeon's Tabernacle; even the Pres{dent's address in the afternoon bore upon
it, and concluded by reporting that dur-

If thou wouldst learn, not knowing how, to pray,
Add but a faith, and say, as beggars say,
“ Master; I'm poor and blind, in great distress,
Hungry, and lame, and cold, and comfortless

ina

by ‘pight

born

sel

ian

It is quite. possible, says Rev. W.P.Roberts, we may discover that the range of law
extends farbeyond our present conceptions.
It may be that'while we are praying for the
recovery from sickness of one who is dear
to us, the doctor may clearly see the will of
God, and may know that the result is as
certain as in the case of death it is unalterable. Both cases ave equally subject to the
power of God ; in both his will is declared ;
in the one case his will may be read by the
superficial observer, and in the other by
the deeper knowledge of ‘the man’ of science. But until we clearly and distinctly
know what God's good : pleasure certainly
is, it remains our soothing ‘and hopefu]

rus be: * This *“experita
ordnance
ich’ of the Nagy will
and delegates talked and prayed about it,
and in the evening it yas the one subject Fu ina of the enterprise if Congress privilege to tell him everything, our secret
aids the sompletion of the work. «

Makes is old gifts the examples of His new!

Ms

walking

but thou, loo, hastest like the rest to thy set-

Washington. and Alexandria on the Maryland side of the river. The grounds were

the whole day seemedto be given to the |'
‘“ Revival.” In the morning the ministers |

———

& § CHIL WELL CoLLEGE,
Cor
ENa.,

was

Last year the Government purchased, a | ting !—neither then art thou
tract of land oun the river front which was my Lord, or my God

meeting of the London Baptist Association’

Man’s plea to man is that he never more
Will beg, and that he never begged before ;
Man’s plea to God is that he did obtain
"A former suit, and therefore sues again.
How good a God we serve, that, when we sue,

hold!

This

press through the darkness and fog, and and convenience. The new Magazine buildmany have fo wait long outside in the ing of pressed brick is constructed on the
most scientific principle;so as to be impregstreets, to hear Mr. Moody give his adnable
and not liable to disaster. The
dresses. Numbers of conversions are re:
foundations for shell houses are completed.
ported, and the secular press finds it advisable to notice the movement.
At the last Thelawn has been terraced,a rivenwall built,

How to Pray. .

But

Abrabam

boys in blue left here. This fort is only
tion as at the setting of the evening star.
four miles from the Capitol.
All the rest of the night hé passed in proLand so near any other large city in found rumination ; at sunrise he stood bethe union would bring a fabulous income to fore the gates of "Babylon, and saw the
its owners. This land lies unimproved, ex- whole _ people prostrate ' in adoration.
cept a small portion owned by private par- ‘Wondrousorb! he exclaimed, ‘thou surely
ties.
5
art the Creator and Ruler of all nature!

the conduct of Messrs. Moody and Sunkey.
London is making extensive preparations,

ER failing e——
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When {He

well is one hundred and thirty feet deep.

of securing the largest possible attendance
at the meetings shortly fo be held under

The Morning Star,
be

war.
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and pen
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-ofnglish
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a
en
them. unealled for, is i
of Intentions fraud.
except business and politics, is now ablaze
with the revival,and the flames are spreaddave
wie Fo end ir ani
hole amoun, whe

é

“As

from the grotto where he was

Before leaving our ‘pinnacle % obfervas city of Babylon, he gazed on. the stars of
heavén, and among them on the beautiful
tion, we look below us into an ‘immense

It is a pleasure to turn from such atheme
to note the continued success of the revival movement in England.
Riverpool

fh yar entitiéd
on $0 ta hg
por cont.forof clubs;
the Maney
then

Ere

some patriotic democrats show their appreciation of‘their dawn of power by a liberal

spirit go for nothing; nerves, protoplasm,
atoms, material substances ate everything.

|in advance.

regular]

which

The water is clear as crystal, and fey cold.
!* but the moon sank below the horitive religious ordinance ? A rauk material- It is an underground monument which, the Deity
zon, and Abraham made the same reflecism possesses us now-a-days, Mind and

wossubscriber who will furnish the name of a
can have the two cepies of the paper at

1. Any

practices

as indicated in the discussion about the
presence of the body of our Lord in the
bread broken and eaten in a commemora-
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‘In silent appeal,as if, after and their religious * traditions, ”
Jews,
years Rien effort or useless talk, it Magians, Sabian, Indians, - Mohammewould sooner be sunk in the earth than stand
dans, have claimed him 'as the great patri-

shown in Tyndall's address on the evolu- depth of one hundred and seventeen feet
but the star set and disappeared, and Abtion of the universe from a primordial was reached, a charred log was cat through, raham felt the Lord of the universe could
atom, and the cuifent of religivus thought the bark and fiber of the wood being pernot thus be liable to change. Shortly after,
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person
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observing
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reads it that hair-splitting about the doctrine of the Real Presence should go on in
newspapers in the year of grace 1875.
Yet is there not an obvious connection between the current of scientific thought
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ing Rome, by recovering tor the Church of much talk,and so many enterprises in
:
“One
of the most pleasing
England the hold upon truth which through ress to raise funds to finish this dame ber
but “Proceeds
neglect or mistake she was fast losing. The fully deferred work that it may, before
the! upon (he supposition
the lowing,
that he was educated
correspondence is protracted to considerable Centennial, be completed.
Why will mot in idolatry:
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Protestantism bad repudiated. - Canof) Lid- up there to be commented upon by all peo
don replies not so, they are simply “hinder- ple and nations under the sun. There fs 30 ‘arch apd founder of their several sects; and

Terms: L33. 00 per year; or if paid strictly IN AD+
VANCE,$2
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for mone:

FEBRUARY

of the Camp left. It was in ‘this ‘oeality : . The Patriarch

to be

The Ritualists, he says, are doing the work |.

ANCES

CHICAGO,

the great stampede of ithirty ~ thousand |
By
years of his life.”
horses occurred, when | hundreds ware | ae The wide and deep impression made by
The progress of Ritualism in England is drowned in the river. Clitmbering up one
| the eharacter of Abraham upon the ancient
now an acknowledged and unquestioned of ‘the highest embankments of the fort, a wor
1d," says an ‘eminent author, “is proved
Tact. Monsignor Capel, of the Kensingtop ‘charming view is’ presented of the Polomac
by the reverence which people of almost all
Catholic college, has written some letters for miles. Washington and Alexandria
nations and countries have paid to him, and
to the public journals to show that this‘) glitter with #pires, and fom the former,
the
manner in which the even(s of his life
means the progress of Catholic doctrine. | Washin stom y unfinished monument stands
bave been interwoven in thelr mythology

RELIGIOUS NEWSPAPER

THE

what

AND

‘ the hest method of spending the closing
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BAPTIST PRINTING ESTABLISHMENT,
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Volume

earth-works remain much the same

war left them.

On

as. the

one side of the_fort

wishes and desires, the things we 50 much
Near this are five hundred acres of; land long
for. He is our Father, and through
plateuu

running back from the river dn a

Christ we know that we are’ his

¢hildrer—

gradually rising into brodd, beaatifu wood-Hittle : children, and knowing: : Jitfle. He
land parks, just as nature adorned them,
knows us better than we know - ourselves,
taking in a part of Fart. Carroll, Parties and we need not be afraid. to tiust our
owning this have tried to negotiate with wants to him. Evenif we do make a mis-

the government for its purchase. This proptake, he will give us hig blessing, although
erty extends to the Government Asylum
he say lo us,“ Ye know not what ye ask ;”
for the insane, and if sold will doubtless be
and when we ask him :for anything, we
monopolized by private parties. Its pur-

shall de so as our Pattern did when he too

chase would be a djsaster to the country, prayed a prayer which to human seeming

if Uncle Sam’s cows were to graze ove r its
fair fields, and the lunatics plant eorn and
set out cabbage, while the Managers of the
Asylum
demand a large appropriation of
Con,
early to try experiments at the
expense-of the nation.
At another time we may give the result of

could not be granted, ‘Father, not my will

conservative, reaction,

Whatever magsbe at the root of bis: der)

cisiony no Liberal, assuredly, will regard

that decision :but with profound regret,
and no” Boglishman will: read the Ener
that announces it without wishing that Mr.
+ Gladstone may £0joy every possible bless-

a report to the department relative tothe ob
servations of Encke’s comet, He says since
people as well as to the-golitary great ones January every available opportunity bas
fiilare and

the high places of success, to. poor

on

Humble

of earth, there come the need of prayer and

been

thirsteth for Thee, My flesh also longeth
after Thee in a barren and dry land where

Unjted States navy the wight of January
26. It was extrerzely faint, with no »ucleus, and with to well-defined boundary,

been mild.

Times aré

extremely

hard, upon the sun, so is the seul of man upon

no water 18,

~

>to
Bah
a Sb 5

but seemed from owe

Personal Influence.

II Cobgress

should do something gvand, brave, and
noble once,more, the pulses of our expec:

the hopeless

end,

At

whatever

must pray, for they have seen the
God

in Christ, and now

they can

storyteller of the sea, we

minutes of

clip the follow- |

ing incident
of his stu
t lifeat Andover:
“ A classmate of Mr. Kellogg at Ando-

It is reported that the Alfousist troops:

yer was a brilliant graduate of Amherst are advancing vietoriously against the CarCollege, fourth or scventh in a line of re- lists and their other enemies. The Pope
markable ministers, ‘ but he was a leper.’ has written a letter to Don Carlos, in
That is, he was ail ;that Lis {riends could which he expresses
sympathy
for, his
wish, but not a Christian.” A student of cause, but advises him to recousider his detheology, but not a Christian. The faculty termination to continue the war, as the
were deeply interested in him, the students dignity of the Catholic church in Spain has
were praying for him.
Who would lead been vindicated and the rights-of the’ jdeisy
him into the Jordan, and how? A professor recognized by King Alfonso.

learns of a friendship existing between the

STRANGE NEWS

subject of our eulogy and this unconverted

FROM C

A.

The London cable despat
say that
son of his dear friend. - ¢ Mr. Kellogg, we
frome:
and everybody are interested in young S. private advices have been ive
Can’t you save him?’ So says the professor. China confirming the reports of the death

And our friend sets his invention to work. ‘of the Emperor, and stating that the EmHe finds in the market a watermelon, takes press was overcome by grief and commitit to his room and invites the unconverted ted suicide. The despatch further says that
man to visit him.
They eat melon, read a son of the seventh prince, a 'ehild three
poetry and at last talk about home and the years old, has been proclaimed Emperor,
aga) re-.
purposes of life. David falls upon the and the Emperor's mother ls
neck of his Jonathang kisses him and says,

‘ R., you must be a Christian ! Let
and they unite in prayer, and they
a Saviour. In that moment was
our defiomination the ablest man
init,
There are differences of
trations bat the same Lord.”

Events

of the

usjpray;’
unite to
given lo
we have
adminisn

gent.

Washington Correspondence.
—

OB

:

WASHINGTON, D. C,, Feb. 8, 1875.
SENATOR CONKLING’S SPEECH.

The Senate,

for one or two“days the past

week, was the center of attraction, as the great
Senator from New York was to speak upon the
Louisiana affairs ; and the crowds upon the floor:
fod ig the galleries, who had the pleasure of:

Week.

———

CHARGE OF THE SIX HUNDRED.
agn

‘Senator Conkling, not
only enjoyed
at, but were amply paid for their time.

The “Light Brigade,” which immortalizThe speech. was replete "with all that goes to
ed itself by its charge at Balaklava, which makeup a grand oratorical and forensic effort.
charge itself has been
immortalized ‘by Mr. Conkling brought out in this ‘speech sll the
Tennyson's famous poem,

had

one

of

its

members left in the person of the now Rev.
John C. Edgar, who is helping to ekeout

learning, knowledge of Jaw,

eloquence

and

ps--

tient and painstaking research ot which he is the

master. 'No candid man can read the speech

the expenses of a theological education by
giving a lecture ‘describing the immortal

and then condemn the President under

scene.

ed with the belief that many portions of thesunny South are in a deplorable condition.
THE GREAT STRUGGLE.

It is said to be a graphic,

intensely

interesting and well delivered lecture.

Al-

the eire

cumstances and condition of affairs in. which he
acted. Moreover, every one must feel impress—.

tried to prevent. Mi.T. makes Mr. B.

fo. | Wednesday, Jan. 27, which began at 12 o’cloek,
M., lasted forty-six hours, and the entire time

sponsible for his (Tilfon’s) acquaintance
with the Woodhull, 1X cau hardly be said
how the
his side
ers will
excused
trial till

the majority should

not get the bill before the

case stands for Mr. Beecher until House. All aré aware that to consider a blk
puts in its evidence. If our read- out of its order,or hefore the designated time theagree to it we would like to be rules must be suspended, and this requires a
from saying much lor about the two-thirds vote. The yeas and nays were esalled during this long session upwards of seventy
the verdict is reached

times, involving a list of more than 50,000 names...

THE SCENE IN THE

HOUSE—ITS

champion, and has been such on

ANIMUS.

all occa-

He
they Jican committee from 1864 to 1868.
face of. was elected to the43d Congress by. over
5,000

was taken up with fillibustering motions, so that

majority; and re-elected to the

44th

The conflict continued
up to the 2d inst., when

without
the

reached, and the required

| obtained, and
coveted victory.

much cessation:

desired

point

two-thirds

was:

vote was

the Republicans schicved thelr
The rules will now b> amend-

ed, the civil righ‘s bill will be passed and

hence-

forthit will netbe in order to make «ilatory mo
tions to any considerable extent.

The Democrats now say that when

they ob—

tain power in the Fort: -fourth Co:wgz ess they
wi I restore the rules. They will hardly do this,
inasmueh as power once conferred and enjoyed

is rarely surrendered.

They will therefore old

the republican minorityto the doctrines thew
have uow propounded.
WHAT IS PROMISED,
There is now a more hopeful spirit here, bets
inand outof Congress, that some healthy leg-

islation will be put through before the adjourmment. Something is promised by way of im.
provement of the tariff and the internal revenue
systems, to give a larger income to the goverm=
ment—an indispensable requisite for the n<xt
fiscal year.
Something, also, is to he done'im
aid of internal improvements and inter-state
communication through railway facilities.

TEMPERANCE

LEGISLATION.

During the past weeks bill of a stri ingent probibitory character has been introduced into the
Senate and referred to the Committee om Fi-

nance. It was accompanied by a roll of petition=
ers of sore 20,000 names,
This bill,should Con=
gress pass it, will apply only to this District and

the Territories of -the U. S. There is not at this
present time the slightest chunce for it to become a law, and its referénce to the committee
is simply sending the measu'e to * the tonibof

the Capulets.”

We may look for 1ighi®ous

leg-

islation with respect to the liquor traffic whem
the people send men to Congress to do this works.) b)

TIE

MEMPHIS AND EL PASO RAILROAD,

There has been a good deal of talk in
und business circles respecting some

{

politica k
(rememn-

dous disclosures which were soon to be brought
to light in regard to millions of dollars having
been used togbribe members of Congress and’
others to obtain some governmental

aid

to this

project. There is nothing init. It is ouly the
right of way on the 82 parallel that Genernk
Fremont sought to obtain, . He did not ask
dollar of the goverment in the shape of a sul»
sidy, and therefore nobody was bribed with amy
valuable thing. It is true, stock and bonds of
the railway company were offered, but these:
were never-worth a cent; and whoever had them
.
then, or has. them now, had and has nothing,
thsolutely nothing.
"

His death, altation would thrill: with hape for a, waning without it: Their prayersat (imes may be Congress last September.
. will be seriously
canse as they baven'y for many a Jobg mistaken ones, but the spirit which inspires though not unexpected,
month.
BrssiE, Depo, "| them tells of him who listensto the crying’ felt in the community.
8 RERUCTION or SALARIES.
hd
of his children.
Underlying the passing| . Senator Buckingham, of Conbecticat, a
a
Has! loft £5,000 wants are the deeper needs of a soul ‘which rue man, anshonor to his ‘country ‘and his Tife Civil Service: Committee on the part 6&
‘pountry who well’ remember the ‘old bar-, LA Toxin’ i
the Senate have reported: favorably upon the
racks, the hospital, and the mud too, in as a fund to “defend persons who Kill, bag’ has found: put how, insufficient are the best’ state, and with. a distinguished cdreer #h'
proposition that for two years from and after
the
U.
8
senate,
diod
last
Thursday
evening;
gage-smashers,
i
‘which their horses often : stood knee. deep,
things of’ earth, and how full, of disappoint| July 1st all salaries exceeding $1,200 per annus,
ment that which we have most desived.
watbirde of the day, awaiting ovders to
‘| in all branchés of governmental service, eivik
ENCKE' 8 COMET FAINTLY VISIBLE.
Lamartioe says, ‘War, very far from beYes,
in a new joy.as well as in a blinding
| and military, ¢hall be reduced ten per cent.
lng the progress of humanity, is only mar- Rear Admiral Davis,superintendentof the | There 16 not much lkelihood that this bill wild
quarters of Fort Carroll, and was oue mile
in mass which retards it, afflicts it, de- reverse, in the wearingss ‘and ‘rustiness of
PHAROS.
:
:
A
oe
400 often repeated Pleseates, in the gnawing United States hisiin Shecryatory bas de pass.
nearer Washington. There is not a trace clmarén it, dishonor it.”
SR

BRED

Pou

:
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so, Mr. Edgar is said to be no humbug.
The struggle in the House the past week of”
THE BEECHER TRIAL.
the minority against the majority to prevent the
The chief point of interest
in the Beccher passage of Mr. Butler’s. Civil Rights bill, bas
trial last week was the admiSsion of Tilton’s been such as has never been witnessed before in
om
evidence, which the counsel for the defense. the history of the government; "The session,

cost

not live

to two

arc of diameter.
All ‘attempts to observe
the comet with
micrometer failed om:
account
gf
ita
ext
faintness,
Et willi
From a biographical sketch in the Ad§ too od observe for some:
vance, of Elfjah Kellogg, the delightfal probably be

people excited, and Congress supremely in- communion
with
God.
Talk
about sions, of fraud; who is the apologist of
‘different to the wants of the couniry; and a “prayer gauge!” The surest one is: the "thieves; who is such a prodigy of vice and
the spirited speeches and tantalizing * reflec- state of a man’s soul: Men may rise up meanness that to describe him imagination
tiong of opposing parties bring no’ relief to and lie down without prayer, and may well would scken and invective would exhaust
the people. We
_4poked for better things feel that the chills of death are upon them.
itself, Ino Scotland yearsago there was a
from our representatives than to quietly acThey who make objections to prayer can man. whose trade was murder, and be earnquiesce in tearing down que of ‘ourg National little know its real benediction. It isnot a "ed his livelihood
by selling the bodies of
{ 'work-shops to be distributed about the coun- mere piece of mental machinery for obtain- his victims for gold. This man’s namé
‘try piece-meal as policy demanded.’ Just ing some temporal advantage for which ma- was linked to bis crimes, and to-day’
think of four hundred women being deprived terial appliances are insufficient.’ In the throughout the world it is known as ‘burkof the means of support in mid’ winter, Lord’s Prayer, which may be taken as a ing." If T'was to desire to express all that
when living is so" expeusiye as io’ Wash- model for all prayer, there is bnt one ma- was pusilianimous in war, inhuman in
ington, . The fact is, there is nothing to do terial blessing asked for, und that of the Petes, forbiddingin morals. and infamous
here but hang on the beneficence; of the very simplest kind; not: riches, or power,
n "politics, 1 should call it Butlerizing.”
Goverpment, - No manulfactories, no large or place, or plenty, but the veriest neces- ‘Ab, Benjamin !
‘branch of industry ; nothing but the differ- saries of existence—*Give us this- day our
DEATH OF CONGRESSMEN.
ent grades of public service. + A man
or daily bread.” = All else is for the soul, The
woman. in moderate circumstances, trying kingdom of heaven isnot ‘a mere unionThe Hon, Samuel T. Hersey, member of
to live without these aids, will have a strug- house from which the idle and the improvi- Congress from the fourth Maine district,
gle, but their facalties will be develo ped dent, and indeed all comers, may get a died at his residence in Bangor.shortly aftrather than dwarfed. We welcome every passing relief. Oh? Something far differ- er ten o'clock last Wednesday night,after a
enterprise that supplies employment, and ert is it from this. Prayers the commun- protrac ted illness. He had long been promialready the Washington Chronicle has taken’ fon of the soul'witli, God, its répose upon
nent inthe polities 0!of Maine, ‘being one of
the lead in opening a wide field. We have infinite lave, There are/men who would the pioneers of the republican party and a
a beautiful pictorial weekly in Washington lose everything they possess in the world, steady advocate of its principles.
He was
at last! Then the new National Magazine, rather than loge the power-and the strange
a member of the State legislature in 1854,
second
to
none
in interest,
culture, joy of prayer.
If they, were to lose this, 1857, 1865, and in the State sevate in 1869;
science and art, seems (0 us a great ora in life to them would become a barren desert, also a member of the executive council in
a delegate to the
the history of our eity. . There, is’ ample over which, tried by sand- som
and the, 1851,°1852 ‘and 1864;
national republican conver
s'of +1860 and
room for a thousand similar business ven- wind of death, unrefreshed by tree or shade
tures, and we hope to chrovicle the advent or running water, they must journey on to 1864, and a member of the national repub-

of guill greater wonders here.

used to look for Encke's periodie

the crying for God. + “0! God, Thou art comet.
It was first seen by Profesmy God; early will I se¢k Thee. ' My soul sor Holden and paymaster Tutile of the

but; thine be done.” ' But the world of matThe scene of the session Sr
in
wd
ter and of material law is not everything,
house
of TD
Senured ast
nor nearly everything. There is a world of) Thursday, in a debate on the Civil of an
mind and soul which proceeds by law, just bill, in which Brown of Ky. used langusge
as much as there is a world of matter which referring to Butler which caused the pubreveals law; and as certain as the laws of lic censure of the former. To show what
our observation of the National Asylum, motion are in the one case, is the law of kind of language merits such public cen—don't infer we mean the Capitol. We prayer-in the other. One of the most<lis- sure we give Brown's characterization of
mean the immense institution built for the tinguished political thinkers of this or in- the Essex herp. lle referredto him [Butinsane which comes in our way of appronch deed of any other age has written, ‘ the ler]
as ‘one outlawed.in his own home
to the city.
30
great malady of the sou! is cold.” As the from respectable society; whose name is
The weather, with one exception, has life of the” “earth is ultimately dependent synonymous with falsehood; who is the

isa gateway leading to Carroll Cottafe,
ment of the Trish church, Mv. Gladstone at built: many ‘years before the war. With
‘sixty-five should withdraw’ from’ political, ‘every spot is connec ted some ingident, and
leadership under the depression occasion: | surviving soldiers are scattered, over. the

ed by a supposed

dissatisfaction, of conscious

OTN
M

_@HE

fulfillment of it secures the one, fhe transgression of it the other. Turn to the book
of Deuteronomy, and the parts of it w hich
Moses commands to be read and’learned
are found not to be the things mentioned
in the twenty-seventh and eighth chapters
alene, but essentit and p: articular’ judg-

: arta.
RE
(For Questions
EBAL
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AND

QUESTIONS
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Lesson

Sabbath School

HOWE,

AND

GERIZ¥M.
4

di

.

JosauA

of “the eleventh chapter with the beginning
ol the twenty-seventh makes it evident that

The capture of Al immediately succeeded the death of Achau.® The Jessons wisely skip the account and bring to our notice
Ebal and Gerizim.

of

nomination.

They are twin

im, not far from Samaria,

the v alley

mountains rising above

between

them a thousand feet, and so near each
other that the voice can easily be heard

from one to the other. - (8.) *“ Joshua built
an altar unto the Lord God of Israel.”

the mount of cursing instead of blessing, | ed to the words ‘of God.
and judgments

curses

a sign of penitence

sive scene they presented,

to declare that

appropriate

mountains,

are, by sacrifices as

tism which some of the seceding

Another practical truth from sucdgeding
verses is (1.) that the blessing or the cursing must always attend, the ove obedience
the other the disobedience of God's commands. An infallible recipe for prosperity
and joyfuiness is contained in the’ laws of

and

sacrifice

offered on it. x¢* Burnt offerings and
offerings” were offered * thereon,”
THE

LAW

INSCRIBED

ON

was

peace

God,

PILLARS.

32. ¢ And he wrote there upon, the
stones.” (1.) These were not the stones
of the altar, but stones of the mount plastered over and inscribed.
The writing
was in the plaster, not in the stones. (2.)
The east has furnished many specimens of
this way of perpetuating records, the recent deciphering of which has thrown light
on ancient history. The law commanded
this act, and mentions it as if it were to
precede the building of the altar.
(3.)
He wrote on the stones a copy of the law
of Moses, that is, of that part of the law
. which Moses required to be pronounced on
Bush thinks that the
.Ebal and Gerizim.
blessings and cursings ‘were alone -inscrib-

the

This

elders.

secured

ders of the priests.
Hence those who
were spread out on the slope of Ebal and
of Gerizim were facing the ark, as well as
standing over against each other, , The

elders, officers and judges took positions
before the ark, some on one side some on
the other, according to their tribes, and
nearest to the priests of all in the camp.

(2.) Oa mount Ebal, Reuben, Gad, Asher,
Zebulon, Dan and Naphtali stood; on the
opposite mount the trives of Simeon and

Let wus calculate
a majority of any F.
do-baptists, is it
church?
Suppose

he hears the blessing or the cursing.

school closes;

you.” |

the, meeting, such

as

to
c
and 1 getget e each teacher

have a prayer meeting with his or her class
on Saturday afternoon, at the house of the
teacher or. one: of ‘the scholars. Let the
to
‘each scholar
and get personally
‘try Talk
“cher lead; rt.
to each

will ‘not let theé go éxeept thou bless me.”
You will get the blessing.
~

Tae THINGS TO BE DONE:
The Secretary of (he Pennsylvania Sunday Schooi
Convention

indicates

three lines

of action

by which the cause may be promoted :
The formation of voluntary and sim
organized associations in counties or
tricts, which experience has shown to

(3.) As

-{
y

among the most effective methods of extending: and improving Sabbath schools;
to increase the educational power of the
Sabbath school cause, by holding institutes
and meefings,
ing opportunity for workers of experience LO learn of each other,
and to impart fnstruetion to others less ex-

perienced; aim
power of Sabbath

increase the spiritual
Achools—a most difficult;

delicate and important part of the werk.

As the priests |

read the blessings, those on Gerizim, per« haps all the tribes,uttered in reply, ‘‘amen.”
(4.) In this place no mention of the curses
is made, because it is supposed that every

people.” The word ‘* they” has for its antedtdent* the priests, the Levites which

SiN or UxseLier.
of Glasgow, a
ed ‘last, said:
more than the
Christ without

The late Dr. Heugh,

short time before he breath** There is nothing I feel
criminality of not nsting
doubt —without doubt. Ob,

edness like the wickedness of vnbelief !”
—

gh] * bare the ark of the covenant of the Lord.”

THE BLESSINGS AND THE CURSINGS.
© 84, 85. “ And

afterwards he read all the

_ words of the law, the blessings and cars-

Fl

SiunitioN AND THE Canoes

¥

In alate

sermon, Spurgeon affirms that the Sabbath,
school ** gives the,church the hope of bewith the best men and woming i

en. The church's Samuels and Solomous
th; her Davids
are made wisein their
read the words of the law. It is common in ‘and Josighs were tender "of ‘heart when

ings.”

(1) Joshua did not read

but had

: _ the Scriptures to refer aets to the one who they Mure tender in Fears. Read fhe lives
yon
done, instead of to the | Of the most eminent ministers, and
bé
; causes th
mere bie

yb dame, much of the law

shah wsaliy nd

began sary.”

warond wo are here told: “The blessings ory

and curing" are in apposition to and =.
~

"

that: their. Christian

.

is-

|

pb

hin,

Sr

not

‘an actual necessity

the lack of'it wae not at Teast

"

v

Brits

were

a

matter

to do, hand in to

bigssing to thé ¥ittle girls you love so well.

with the elder

This is what yo

Eo

brother

who knows all the way because he has gone
before.

Thave told yon, lie dream. Now I will
tell you somethipg éyery bit real.
The
blessed Saviour does:always care for and
love every lictlg child god every

:
Tan
ny si lh i

ra

Build a, mill with the nicest and most
costly ‘machinery, capable of grinding the

may love him.
t _—
The angel mothers dre ghd
love him,
:

flour with which to feed the multitudes.

little

child

when you do

J 3

| MS! precious grain
g
and producing the finest
Throw

vayad for to-night. "

then,
1
that you were all
and I knel} Hind thanked the loving

Saviour, he had teard shy prayer.

"Use of the Powers of Speech.

em)
Gp
n—

Working With the Master.

in leaves and chaff to be ground.

eit

“Are you tired ? Weary. with “secking to
biting home the lost ? The Lord is your

the smell of brimstone.
This is Just what is being done in much
of (re conversation that takes place. God
has constructed powers of speech, They

own great work, a work so, geéut "that God
himself, the God of our salvation, could suf-

are nicely and wonderfully. formed. They
are the tongue, teeth and, lips. There are
the vocal cords below: the larynx of the
throat, through which the air is forced

even going with you in the search?
Blessed thought! you age: working with
Christ, Yelping to bring dome the wander-

when we speak, producing

sounds as the

wind does on the ZEolian barp.
The power of speech is peculiar to the
human race.
It is ennobling. It is advantageous. Words are the signs of ideas. By
speech we communicate ourselves to others; interest, instruct and benefit them, This

course when conversation is proper and

for

they

right to an existence. Itinvolves too much
cost for nothing.
The Regular Baptist denomination in the

U. 8. is but little older than the F, Baptist.
The Disciples or Campbellites,are consider-

versation.
about
not

Talk and nothing

nothing,
understand

stand nothing.

is nothing,
it,

Mad

said.
and

It is

God

can

as He

can

not

under-

and

filth

put in and

such comes out. There is that which smells
of the fires of the bottomless pit, profanity,

oaths and the most horrid imprecations.
‘The earth mourns because of profanity ;
the heavéns seem

thoughts you could think of, and ; bad been

for half an hour’ engaged in very general
moral reflections on the subject - of outsiders. _At least this was the cnse with me,
and 1 have been speaking on ihe hypothesis that humanity in general is very similar
to humanity in particular.

spoke as never man did, *1 say ‘unto
you that for every idle word men shall
speak, they shall give au account thereof
in the day of jodgment,”
Zeno, a Greek, said, ¢* Men have two ears
and but one tongue, therefore they should
sense

breaks in full volleys,

spoken have power.

much or too little in the

rizht way,

doing something in the

wrong

King Hezekiah bad a blasphemous message

find

of gold in pictures of silver.”
With base cavilers, mean

from

Sennacherib.

He

tricksters

on

said nothing, but

hands too weak for doing, feet too tired for] went to God with it. The prophet Daniel
running, “and brain too faint to plan; “they
was misrepresented and aroused, and he
who find theirheart's' thought

‘one-who speaks so truly for

uttered

“ Lord of the yineyard, was
Of all the tasks I might have
For teeble ha
no work
Am I at heart unworthy yet

of sorrows.

by

“v

the. thousan

there none
done ?
set ?
?

fled to his chamber and on his knees committed his cause to bis, God. The Saviour
at some things said Ly Pilate ‘* answered
nething,” or as a poet has it, ' deigned him
no reply.”
8) speak ye and so do as they that shall

be judged by the law of liberty.” Wrong

Ah, Lord, forgive the restless thought

words

leave

a terrible

Does

sting.

Too

much

not

day,

a man

the . Master know

this ? Come then and lean more closely
his arm as you go.

on

“A faother’s heart is in t
Viour’s preast,
| AndThoug 16 nll big ebildgen he is kind
’ Around the tired ones His arms are twine.”

You may safély Tea¥e to his care not ouly
yourself but those iso of the fold who may

seem to be in danger.
If : he so orders
your ways as to put them ont of the reach
of your helping hand, then pray and trust,

resting your troubled heart

in Christ, and

through him they will meet you
“In the Beyond—God’s home so bright and fair,
Where he so kindly waits to welcome In
The weary victor over seif and sin.”

You are tired! But. olvl:the joyof feeling
that you are helping to'save the lost,
Do
not give up the search. | Servants of Christ !
may the spirit of your Master 50. work with
you that there may be . great rejoicing in
heaven over repentingy sinners. ‘And as
you work, you who aréistrong, do not forget the sore need of some, who, not following the light, have stumbled and strayed.
Though repentant they are at times well

nigh crushed withthe sad memory of their

denial of Him who shed his. blood for them.

Help them if yow- ean. Perhaps you can
help them best by asking them to help you.

Their feét though ‘torn are willing;

their

hearts though bleeding are Joyal.’

:

You are tired, but! this is far better: than
to be taking the rest of” the slothful, from
which you must wake to see that many opportunities.of pointing your fellow-men to
the Lamb of God, are

forever

‘lost. . Take

courage. The good Shepherd is with you,
even to the end. - Rementber there is no

other way 8o hard'as the way of the transgressor, and cease not your labor for the
lost. ‘Are yon weary with waiting for the
Lord **in his own time” to provide a way

out’ of the

difliculties

which hedge" you

about ?
}
He knows which of his children

can

be

safely tried-and trusted. The crown is for
"HoPE.
those! who éndare to the end.

Rev. Flavel Bartlett.
—PC—

Thy are ** like apples

moral and religions subjects, and with
bold blaspheners, it may often be most
effectual to maintain complete silence.

way,

ing.
But you are tired ; you ate even

but words fitly

sunlight, who live on God's’ manna, who
look on God's handiwork ! The sad ‘outsid‘ers are they who sit with folded hands be‘cause though the spiritbe williog the flesh
is weak ; they who, by trying to do too
by

Good Shepherd now lead you day by

hear much and Spéak little.” Prattling non-

Ah! the hosts of outsiders—of sad outsiders, of bad outsiders, who walk in God's

or

fer and die in it! And does not the same

Rey. FLAYEL BarTLETT died in Auburn,

Maine, of congestion of the lungs, March
22, 1873, aged 81 years. ‘He was born mm
Plymouth, Mass., April 12, 1792. Oar acquaintance with him commenced a little
more

fifty

than

years

since,

in

Franklin

county, Maine, at. which period he was an
ordained preacher in the F, Baptist denomination, and quite active as such, but at
an ealy period a feeble state of health,

affecting his throat and- lungs, prevented
bis further

constant

labor in the

ministry,

and to provide for a young and loved family he engaged in‘ mercantile business,

still preaching occasionally ds health would
allow for some years.

About 15 years sinca he came to Auburn,

Maine, to reside.

A: feeble state of health

‘talk, especially on matters that amount to
from business,
[ nothing, ‘prevents proper thinking, besides soon compelled him to retire
'munion and of baptism for remission of
Be hard as this, to sit and wait 1”
Christign life
cheerful
quiet,
a
lived
he
leaving the mind empty ‘and causing it to and
sins are both generally repulsive, and yet
Respected
departure.”
his
of
hour
the
until
The Lord knows that something good be weak.
these denominations have both far outand
beloved,
he
was
ever
true
to the de:
every
from
come
will
helpful
stripped usin the acquisition of numbers. and sweet and
and ready fo give
WY
choice
his
of
nomination
it
wherever
King,
is
Christ
where
heart
Why this? Different reasons there may be,
of his substance to support its character
The Angel Mother.
hut doubtless the reason is to be found beats and however faintly.
and work. He took the Morning Star
LR
Pin
the
change
T
The bad outsiders—no;
mainly ih the fact that both have made a
seri
;
from an early period of its. publication and
bold issue upon baptism, as against Pedo- word, for all the world as one dear thing
here
sit
will
you
if
and
dream,
a
considered it a source of much: comfort.
had
1
|
loved
baptists. They have a standard of une- the Lord held in his heart when he so
kind and 'loyable in
givoeal Sharachets and their people know. it that he gave his sou; and brothers whom | with your head in my lap, dear Ba 1 He! was exemplary,
in death.
happy
and
| Jife ud peaelul
A
~[The Father loves alike, "each man’s hand as | will tell you what it was.
| where to rally
ably younger.

The doctrines of close com-

But ¥, Baptists,

while

claiming

to

My lonely weariness has wrought,
* Can any task inside the gate

be|a brother's let us clasp. The poor outsiders |

1 dreamed that you were sick, and ‘T was

J

4

Sha

i dons: CHANEY.

merite Jeb SA 41
Baptists, have awarded to Pedo-baptists all | are they who are outside the, fold. . Not'| 40 sorry that I'dould riot keep from étying:’
: outside fis love, not outside his mercy, not 1 was a ong wa from ome and cold not Those who kknow the truthoare not. equal
shen

The hole’ Taw is call ed the | uts “for Biblica. and Ahan religions vlan
” Taw?
blessing and the curse inasmuch as the | tion at hotne.
ih

your presence was

‘| portant differences from other sects, has no silent ones when she says,

and
one would understand that they were in- to think what Christ is, what nothe todid,.
believe
it for, and then
did
he
om
cluded. (5.) ** That they should bless ‘the | him; not to trust him ! There is no wick-

|

con-

to

taste in this world.

respectable event in the place of your habitation. You had never considered that if

possibilities. Suppose
B. church become Penevertheless a Baptist
such majority author-

would generallybe interprated, was a repudiation of the orthodoxy of 'all ages, not
to say the cleavly revealed polity of the
apostolic ‘Christians,
4. The argument from Scripture we will
not now give at length. . Diseiples were
baptized inimediately upon confessing faith
in Christ. Their baptism was manifestly
designed to announce their faith in the
Messiahship of Jesus, and was. hence spe| cially professional,and therefore antecedent
to the church relation ‘and to everything
practical of the Christian lile.
Finally, a comparison of denominations
is significant. * That a denomination multi:
plies its numbers rapidly, is no proof that
it is certainly right, but it ix’ proof ‘that it
has a bold issue,—one or more distinctive
features making, a) with ‘other ‘sects. ‘A
| "denomination without: -distinétive and im-

mals
pe
take some
and let him
Speak pa to youra'x. pastor,
one.

iin,

Itissuch a very peaceful thiougth—the' gift of sleep and the’ Saviout’s love and

thought of going through time and into
eternity as Our Father has given us a right

to obtain them by a declaration of ' war up- seeing you as youhad thought at the'time,,
You remember with - melancholy safistacastonished, and ‘hell
on every respectable denomivation in Chris1'liolds a jubilee.
tion
that
Sécrates
was
“not
appreciated
in
tendom. However desirable the unity of all
It is easy to talk, ' The boy, who whistled
his day, that the poet Percival was ridiculChristians, or the acquisition of strength b
in school, said, ““It whistled iself.” So it
ed in his yonth, that Bloomfield was snubthe incorporation of Pedo-baptism;:
the
the io
seems with many in talking.
bed, and —and you are sure that there are a
sues between Baptists and
Pedo-baptists
“The tongue is an inruly member.” So
great many other honors: to: their country
says the Apostle James. He also says
No |
¢an not be ignored. - They: are irreconeila‘whose eurtbly eareer was thus sadly checkman can tame it.” True ‘enough.’ But ifs’
ble. The contests of centuries have mot
ered if’ you could only think of them. You | possessor can. He, by thé grace of God,
been contests of passion Without: princibad
congr atnlated _.~yowrselt
(forgetting
iy
can do it. Hence the injunction, * Slow
pte.
that you didn’t; want to go) that if you
to speak.” And hence it is said, ** If any
Returning from Providence] on the day
couldn't patronize what.you wanted to, you
man among you seemeth “to”be religious
after the last Conference adopted ! the resowouldn’t be obliged to patronize when the
and bridleth not his ‘tongue, but deceiveth
lation rejectifig baptism as’ a ** door.into
powers that were should be anxious to adhis heart, that man’s religion is vain.” How
the church,” we saw that'a num ber ot secumit outsiders for a price.
And. when at
worthy of ‘considération is the declaration,
lar papers even, withont waiting the reconlength yon was honored with a special in:
« By thy words shalt thou be justified, and
sideration of the resolution on the: next day,|,
"vitation
it didn’t mend matters, for you had by thy words shalt thou be condemned. ”
hastened to ‘make special mention of that
already = thought ‘all the
disagreeable ‘And ‘how solemn. the wordsof Him who
m. All men kpew. that the resolution,as it

occasionally have a promise

as the subject for
John
ohn 14:14, . T Try

and Ben-

" {he Levites with a loud “voice uttered the
curses, the tribes on Ebal, perbaps all the

.

surface smiles, and not expecting

“So with your usual high-mindedness you
hid decided
to do your “duis” at whatever
cost, when, 10! most unexpected of possibilities! you are not wanted. It had never occurred to you before that
[*
you were not the presiding genius of every

true, as is claimed,

tized members at a fearful cost,

be

In auswer-

¢¢ Aceording to your faith be it unto

{hat

lead into darkness that we almost forget |: afraid she Would go away, and I began to’
the patience of the Christ whose life: we sk her to Say and talk fo me a little longBut ehe.stdbped and kissed me, shying
want to keep in our hearts, and reach out
oo op not stay, for Lam carrying the sweet
trantic hands.

well regulated. And this is not all, One,
serious regret. But now comes the inferize men to preach and administer the ordi«
ence that something can exist without you, who speaks wisely, is benefited himself.
nances who + have never been baptized?
i
Is it possible that youn are not such an es- | A g good conversation has a reflex infAuence
Suppose any number of sucha churches
sential part of the.universe as you had sup. on the mind of the speaker. His own
send delegates to ‘the General Conference
posed ? You mentally retract some harsh heart is refreshed, strengthened aud blest
who have never been baptized ? These are
criticism in which you have indulged con- by the words he uses, And he who has a
possibilities, and if they occur, then what?
cerning the authors of certain super-meek good beart, with the tongue blesses God.
Is iy gooa policy ?
verses, on the supposition that they were Here is the highest felicity.
. The innovation, however agreeable
to |
It is lamentable that the, wonderful powwrittea during moments of extreme deprespil Pedo-baptists, and tg some of our
ers
of speech afe very much prostituted to
good, large heurted brethren, would meet sion induced by the realization on ‘some oc- the most unworthy, vilest and wicked purthe unqualified disapproval of almost the casion (interesting or otherwise) that: they poses. Leaves and chaff are put in,and nothwhole Christian world.’ On“ no ‘one point were outsiders. You involantarily review ing valuable comes out. Such is vain con-

Get every “teacher in your school to pray
daily for an outpouring of the Spirit on
each class.
Have a prayer ‘meeting of
teachers and scholars, immediately after the

The duty of those on Ebal was to

tribes, responded ** amen.”

would

er.

disaster and sorrow

How 10 Have A REVIVAL,

stand for the curses, those on Gerizim for
the blessings, while the priests by the ark

repeated the precepts of Moses.

X.

our numerical strength,our wealth and pow-

nant of the Lord.” (1.) The ark was Joeated | ask the prayers of the church for a revival
in the valley, and was borne ou the shoul- in ‘the school. Take for ‘your motto, “1

jamin.

Preachers,Q. Ms,

(d) Suppose it .be

ing the question, ** How to have a revival
in | your school this winter,” William Reynolds’ says:
Pray for it—expect it—work for it—make
it the one thing, from this time till it comes.

the Levites : which bare the ark of the cove-

Judah and Issachar, Joseph

M's

damned.’

‘|
PAVISION br Tus aniEs,
33. * Aud all Tsrael, and théir elders and |
officers and their jndges stood ou this side’|
the ark, and on that side, before the priests, |

Levi,

sition.

and

sult oné's own

that, in sucha case, large numbers of Pedobaptists would join us, greatly adding to

him who sets the command of God

demned, for ‘*he that believeth not shall

:

SUthoriy to. the savy

the propo-

tered something about social nonsense

There is no neutral territory. The priests
in the valley were also subject to the laws
your past life ahd weighthe good against
they read, and sure to be blessed or cursed. have Christians been more agreed than up- the evil, trying again to solve the old prob(3.) What is the present moral position of on the autecedence “of ‘baptism ‘to church {lem that Contracted your childish Lrow, of
Not a denomination” of any
B soul? Isit beneath the. favor or the membership.
gain or loss, and how much. You find the
cousiderable
strength
would allow a single
The disciple of Jesus
frown of God?
last census report’ and then reflect ‘that you
stands om Gerizim, for to him are made exception. These. may all be” wrong and are ‘only one of those ‘millions.
You be+s exceeding great and precious promises;” few may be right, but thé contrast is signifi- lieve that Mr: and ‘Mrs. Ashton * intentionF. Baptists would purchase non-bapthe unbeliever rejecting his Saviour is con- cant.
ally slighted you last night, instead of not

and

both tceuracy

us; qo much Baptist to: endure

feel bound in; conscience to withdraw.

way.
(2.) Every man practically stands
on Gerizim or Ebal. There is no neutral
valley between these two positions. He is
where

room and read the papers, but if you must
go you must ; and then had taken out. its
handkerchief to wipe'its eyes, while it mat-

(c) There is a very large elethent among

y

inevitable

so. many

Shepherd, and’ did bejhot seek after you
that it | Pbur.” And what comes of it? A worth- faithfully until you were ‘found ? And how
? To ask the would be a deal pleasanter to stay in your | I°ss substance comes oul, Dust, filth and | be honors you by, asking ¥dor aid in his

thing.

aside and attempts happiness in'some other

of the

supervision

while

fall on

ed; others'think the decalogue is meant,
and others all the precepts of Moses in
Deuteronomy which the priests read. (4.)(
The object sought was. to publish to the
people the law-of the land, and to impress
them with the certainty of reward according to their works. The roll of parchment
perpetuated, the pillars published and - wit-,
nessed to the declarations of God. The
inscribing was done in the presence of the
whole camp, under

—

duty to give to all gatherings for the pro-

question is to answer it. Mixed membership among, Baptists involves | the same

(2.). that the laws of Ged in our day are
best published, not by inscriptions on plastered pillars erected on mountains, but by
the printed volume; (8.) that if God wishes his laws published he also wishes to
have them known, and they can best be
known by the free circulation of the Bible.
Hence the value of societies having this

the groves and high places, for worship ot
false gods. A temporary altar, therefore,
the prohibition secured.
(5.) ‘The altar
sacrifice,

without reference to baptist

God has given us is desirable;

object in view.

for

|

L. WYMAN.

I

cense aud ordain preachers, &c.,. wholly: first self that the thing was a bore,

and the priests

| Words of God's law to them. The teachings of the thirty-second verse of this les
gon are (1.) that the publishment of the

laws which

are

80, happy; because

know ‘that he is ibis loying and gating
for t ou.’ BN
nt
When the angél slapped speaking, I was

motion of the social element the encourage- Throw fn mud and filth of the gutter. Throw
ment of your presence, your impertinent in Java from some belching volcano, or the
How would Presbyterians - or Methodists
treat a proposition to receive members, li= little second self had told your very demure | ton s and rubbish from some ming of sul-

gathered on the

the’ ark

before

there

is what makes ‘me

sharers of

“just eno.”

roads winding through it—so many

“You've earned the right to have a good
time to night,and I want you to have it; but
have it among yourseives.
Outsiders are
not wanted.” This was the edict of the
professor, at Bayberry Institate, when the
students were assembled for morning pray-

are wont

as

to

: lo give.

What an impres-

years on the mount, and soon be used, like

built

ADDIE
C—O

or ought to, give the sanction to Pedo-bap-

(4.) The

who with a loud voice declared the

of God,

and prayer, to. be avert-

ed, is not clear. Joshua,in selecting Ebal
for the site of his altar, followed the oHig-_
inal instruction. Dent. 27:4. (4.) The peculiar construction of the altar, It’ was
made of rough, unhewn stone. The law
. prohibited the use of iron in preparing
stones for the altar. The reason for the
prohibition is not known. It probably had
in view some, protection against idolatry.
An altar of rough stones would perish with
the using, while one elaborated under the
chisel and compacted, would stand for

was

BY

want

Life is so uncertain,

gi

from other Baptist bodies; but otr virtual

Why the altar | old and the young, the native and the’ forcommand. Dent. 27:2—8.
was built on Ebal instead of Gerizim, on | eigner, mothers and their little ones,’ listen-

unless it was

one home? Ohliwe

recognition of Pedo- baptism, by adopting
mixed membership, would repulse all gen- ers. And I was an outsider.
| ple: They had no copies of it, and may
Friend, did you ever know what it is to
uine Baptists.
| never since the death of Moses, have heard
be an outsider ? You had no idea that you
Qu
liberal
and
seceding
Regular
BapAll the camp now heard it,
| it before.
wanted to go. When your good mother
tisls embarrass their own cause by asking
| heard it promise on one hand, or threaten
and your pretty sister, unconscious of the
| on the other; heard ‘it, too, with wonder too much of their brethren. No considera- professor's forth-coming . excommunication,
ble
number
of
Regu'ar
Baptists
ever
will,
had gravely assured you that it was your
| that they ever should dare to reject the

{0 a previous | blessing and to invite the curse.

This was done in obedience

and smile with their smiling

Denovmiseck the

Outsiders.

denomi-

peo-

of Ephra- | not at all familiar at this period to the

tribe

in what was the

Pedo-baptist

the issues between them and Baptists are
understood to be grave ones, and will not
be generally ignored.
w—
(b) Asa Baptist denomination, our accessions from abroad must come mainly

their base of supplies, seems ineredible. | must have been, at that time, given to the
(2.) Ebal and Gerizim are situated near | people. (3.) Consider that the law was
Shechem,

work schism

nations are large and popular, and, besides,

Hence the most of this ‘book

also be read.

but

(&) At most, few Pedo-bap-

tists would join’ us.

precepts

and

-

could

1t would be very gratifying, often,

in our body. If the denomination ought to
be Baptist at all, its unity as such ought to truth, love it and abide by it, taking the
consequences.
Rendering
themselves
be preserved.
.
2. It would be bad policy if we would worthy by so doing, God will prosper them.
0. E. BAKER.
promote the growth and strength of the de-

found in .the other chapters named are too
he sanctions
vital to have been omitted.
of the law beginning in the twenty- -seventh

from

away

enemies

their

for my individual gratification.”
nations, as individuals, should

far into | and ruaning (hrough the thirty-first would

the whole congregation to marchso
the cowilry

decalogue:.

The

studying.

Ebal

compfeted.

Possibly we were made, as smadl. fish, .te-be

grave one, and 2ould not

asmuch as they are the laws for {he people
settled in Canaan, show that they must
‘have been read on the -occasion we are

lies ‘more than thirty miles away from Ai,
and Ai fifteen from Gilgal, where, until a
later period the camp rem: ined ;Jand for

by Baptists and the other by Pedo-baptists.

into

food for large whales, but it would be nataral, and passibly pot eriminal, to, awiy for
“
life while we éan. ’

the intervening chapters are there referred
to, and the contents of those chapters, in-

THE ALTAR AND SACRIFICE.
:
30, 81. (1.) The events noticed in this
lesson probably did not occur until the

to complete the dismember-

sip of our Zion, and its captivity, ug pal

Emerson ass, Ea the world loves a quickly’ But'l know. now thit they were
lover,” and it must be that the reason why not tears, and that it” yas the tender and
we do it consistently, to receive unbaptiz«d ail the world does not love Jesus is becausg, bright light PE) ove fost which shone in
persons,
but we admire the remark of a it does not know—it never really tried to her eyes.
aware,
are
we
This,
of the denomination.
When the angel spoke again, she said, in
think what a great, tender, patient 1¢ver he
is a minor eonsideration, but is not wilths good Pedg-baptist lady: ‘Much as it would
a sweeter yoiee, than de ever heard before,
is.
gratify
me
to
be
a
member
of
your,
church
out weight, nevertheless,
It is not propos.
hi
are’ mahy of us
The poor outsiders! When sha)l we clasp “T am A mother;
ed by the advocates of mixed membership (F. B.), I would deem myself unworiyy of
angel
molhers;
and
the
dear
Saviour sends
their
hands
as
brothers
of
one
heart,
and
tv change the rule proper, but simply to. al- their fellowship, were Ito ask a whole deus
to
take
cure
of
the
Jittle
children.
= This
look
into
their
eyes
as
friends
of
one
hope,
principles
their
to
low an exception. But the exception isa nominationto do violence

eral days may have béen- devoted to it.
The word #‘afterwards” implies twe’gatherings at least. A comparison of the close

Notes and Hints.

make death life, and that pike, Ho bleed, } yoiee say, *! Do not cry.” I took my hand
In trouble outside th sympath of the ove away fiom my eyes and saw a beautiful
who above all others deserves the = name; of | gel... She ‘looked so happy that I said,
friend, ib care outside the help © thé helpf “ kB u ire an ‘angel but not a mother; if
er, in weakness outside of the ‘strength of1y
1diever been a mother you could not
the Omnipotent, in weariness outside of the}:
50o happy while dear little Bsn is sick
arms of him who feedeth his flock ad’ 'a and I eax not, #0 to her.”
shepher! and carrieth the lambs infshis
Then { ght I saw fears in the angel's
eyes, al nd I
shed hit 1 had not speken so
bosom.
His

of ote. mem

full and equal membership, persons not immersed, or baptized? |
:
We beg leave to answer in (he negative,
and to offer a few reasons for the answer.
1. It would violate the established polity

The time
amounYt-was read at one session.
Sevgiven to thijwservice is not indicated.

cursing.

dodie - the fre:exit

‘membership

veceive

Should T. Baptist churches

that all this

to suppose

is not, reasonable

Gorpex Text 1 — Behold I have set“ before you life and death, blessing: and

conquest of Canaan was

——

op! en1

by {o Pado-Laptist societies, «
We uced only the adoption ‘of’ mixed

J
Membersbi ip?

Mixed

It

*¢ the little ones” mentioned as present.

8:30—35.

fab

Conninitationd.

These are included
ments and statutes.
with exhortations to obedience in Deut.,
chaptérs-5—7, 12—27 ; the reading of which
vould make a long service, especially for

see Lesson Pupers.)

: 1875

Leki

ions hig Sate:

sida. of

ihe

10

1088

i

Wha

TENE

nd

hose

LETC ms

va crying some | iL are not equal to those who "find pleasee] at eT
‘emsion that Baptists od “Pedo-baptists tnd the peace, and (he 1 rust, thaty I ghten i
;
0)
have no occasion for separation, and leaving. joy, that calm sorrow, that quiet fear, that | one touched my band, and I heard a sweet | ure in it.
Re cH

i

.

¢

~

Ait
eda a at era gl

«Lynch.

Front.
aN

' An opinion widely prevails that the
churches do not wisely administer the gos-|
pel of Christ,
This
opinion gains ils
chief support from the qld fact that
many in our New England vill
fallen away from the churches,
though as strong au its pes
-over those who receive it #8 ever, is less
diffusive than formerly” There are large
masses of people n¢ar our churches, not
reached by them.
Families, whose fathers
were in the churches, are themselves not
in - them. There are outlying
populations,
increasing in some cases rapidly from year
to year, yet not swelling the number of
church-goers ; and evils, easy to be descrihed, numerous and threatening, result therefrom. If you question religious
people as
to the causes of this fact, you will be told
that the coming in of so many new influences, and the growth of so much that is
foreign in origin and character, account for

it.
But if yousquestion the people themselves who do not attend worship, they

will give you other reasons; one of the
chief of which will generally be their diswith

the

churches,

on

do

not

proye

that

they

very

much ; and if they do sympathize with the
outside world, they fail to make them teel
it
Now it is worth

our

while

as

Christian

. churches to change all this-~to uproot those
prejudices upon which irveligion thrives—
tu take forever from (ke mouths of those
who neglect their duty to God, the excuse
which the apparent uniriendliness of Christians supplies, and

the gospel upon

not only

by

the

to impress the truths of

people

out a reason.

Their work is there-and

| sustain the drooping spirit, the weary hrain

so far as our imperfections

allow,

of good lieth within our reach.»
virtues we

can

all exercise,

can

fill

of this town,

declarations of concord, but

» open and decided fraternal intercourse.
be partial, superficial hold of religion
upon the masses about us, should shame
‘us out of cur un-Christlike isolation. We
have been attempting to fight Christ’s battles with separate, unconnected battalions.
Shonld au army operate on that principle,
its defeat would be certain. Suppose that
Meade’s army at Gettysburg, or Grant's at

Peace.
——

The goalof all true living is certainly
peace. Faith is the grandest moral power;
and peace is the end of faith. When we

have learnedto trust God thoroughly, we
laws,

soul, between

and

their

beauty;

You live under a government

de-

—Baptist Weekly.

obedience will
to law produces

upou the young men of any age or of any
land.
God has given you a vast continent-

as its fundamental

home

the

and

desires; and outside

thé soul in its relations to all other beings.

Peace comes just in proportion to trust.
The first lesson wo learn is God—to know
him, to believe in him, to have

a childlike

trust that he will do the very best for all
his creatures by the very necessity of his
own goodness. He is under the compul-

sion of his own benevolence,
enables us to look throagh dark

This trust
hours and

to look over trials and griefs. It enables us
in the whole daily life to walk with confidence, because things must come out for
the best to the loving soul. We know in
prayer that what we desire is God's desire;
that we can state our wishes as to one

who

will of course grant all that is best. “Why
art thou cast down, O my soul ?.and why
art thou disquieted within me ? Trust thou
in God.”
There is no other philosophical
goal for life but this, to get into the peace
of trust; to get out of and beyond the turRichmond, instead of being
. massed to- bulence of distrust. We can, think freely
gether, arranged in definite order, incited’ and learn without fear; {or whatever views
y & common spirit, and led simultanecus- we love, or doctrines we modify, we know
i to the conflict, had been brought into the

eld without organization, or concert, or
settled parpose—upon what banner would
the victory have perched? And yet we
fight our religious battles upon gst that
ridiculous, nay, insane, plan. Each church
for itself, is our motto, and as for the work
which churches in their isolation ean not

perform, let it go undone, But it so happens that that work is becoming so great
as

to

be

almost

hopeless, and, in turn, is

reacting on the churches to their certain
and great injury, Does not this fact put a
different complexion upon Christian duty?
Does it not

counsel

‘other, smore

fraternal

and more efficient methods of doing God’s
work P Attached as firmly as one can well
be to the polity of the fathers of New England, if seems certain to me that issues

Good.

One says, «1 should be very glad to do
" some good in the world while 1 am in it,
but [ am Shliged to practice the strictest
- economy and eep myself constantly busy,
ifv order to deal justly with all men. 1 will
not be in debt.”
Another says, ** I have

so

much

and so many tq do for, that I have

portunity to Help others;

perhaps

to

do,

no op-

I am

selfish in giving all my thoughts, time, and
means to my family,and it sometimes troubles me that I do so little good outside.”
«If I was strong and well,” says another, * I could go among the poer and suffering, but. a nervous, diseased person like
myself, would only distress them. I really
wish I could do some good, but I see no
way.”

God gives us all the meansof doing Just

what he wants us to do, To some he gives
wealth, aud says: *¢ Tuke care of the poor
. around you; endow your benevolent in-

the means you possess than he does.
not your heart upon these things,
they

upon:

are

them

perishable,

for

they

pride

not,

will not

Set
for

one may hope for in the heavenly state, this

is our common lenging, and our sure possession, The end of all our strivings and
strugglings is peace.—S. 8. Times.

Christian

Young

of this

Christian

Men,

Association,

your being in this age and in this landof
grand opportunities and of grave responsibilities. You are now in the morning of
lifc—of conscious, proud life. In‘the vigor and strength of” youthful manhood, the

‘world
is to you ful

of light and beauty.

The skies seelp to look
down upon
you
with glorious? greetings, -and
the earth to

throb.
Hopes,
inspire
of the

at the touch
of your
aspirations and ambitions
you.
You feel the wild
years before you hear the

footsteps.
thrill ard
pulsations
tumult of

the conflict, and ** cherish noble longings
for the strife.” Bat do not fail,young men,
to remember that this grand-battle of lite
is no holiday parade, no holiday warfare.

It is no march down

be

skies.

If wealth allares you, all

industries

are opén and free, and successful examples
of men who have achieved the *‘golden
fruitage of success ” are all around you. If
professional honors inspire you, the highest
professions in the land are open, and illusrious men are before you who have’ won

¥enown and power aud friends and gold.

If the glittering prizes of ambition and the
lofty
aspirations of public life beckon
you onwarg, the highest honors may be
won by those inspiring toils by which
“man

masters

men,”

and

by

which

the

brave and daring heart conquers even the
obstacles of ‘low birth and iron fortune.”
But these opportunities, open to the
young men of thisage in America of all
nationalities, bring with them high responsibilities. These responsibilities must be
bravely met by the Christian young men of
this city and this broad land. That robust
Christianity which shrinks not from the
turmoils,

strifes

and

conflicts

of laudable

endeavor, should grapple bravely with
evils that poison and corrupt.
Public
needs
reforming;
private:
purification.
Drunkenness,

withering curse, must

be

the
life

life demands
that blighting,

extirpated.

norance must be enlightened.

Broadway,

a stern, continuous, never-ceasing:

In this battle you

are

nor up

conflict.

not volunteers, but

conscripts rather.
Never can you be mustered out, pay commutation, furnish sub.

dispute every

rades ‘* weary

step of your advance. Comwith the march of life”

fall and perish around’ you.

brush

away

will

Yor nwst

the tears of friendship, bid
close your thinning

ranks and hurry on.

Loved ones, bound

10 you by sacred ties and endearing asso.
ciations, and ‘those who inherit your blood
and bear your names, to whom you cling
of deathless love, will
with the tenacit
8 ; every face smiles upon you; pass from your clinging clasp on to the unthe | Seen shores, saddening your lives with the
a but really you have more enemies ia than
anscen,|
Wearied with never cealing ‘couflicts, by
se of your

yours. You have only a life lease of them.
Your accounts will be looked into hereafter
and judgment will be passed upon the inA vestinents you make.
[ou are surround-

_. blinding you if they can by a sen

8
pe dT

fe
eX

thé

strongest

men.

"Doubters

never

ac-

complished anything, Doubters never discovered a new world; a doubter never invented a printing. press,or a steam-engine,or
a power-loom,or a sewing-machine.
Doubt-~
ers never constructed a Pacifie railroad, or
an Ocean telegraph. A doubter never
wrote an epic, or built a Cathedral,or paint

drastic in effect, but such is not

ward with open-handed charities, with

lov-

ing words and inspiring examples, to the
lowly and suffering sons and - daughters - of
sorrow.

' One

of the

then, your

precious

oppor-

tunities bere in this great city and the vesponsibilities that rest upon “you.
Your
task is indeed noble, godiike, In striving
to brighten and cheer lives darkened by
sin, shadowed by want or suffering. or sorrow, you are doing a work that patriotism
and philanthropy, humanity and Christianity will applaud, and that God will bless.
To have performed generous deeds to relieve suftering ones ang to have spoken
loving words to gladden- the sorrowing
heart, to have rescued the. fallen and to
have pérsuaded the erring, whose feet were

gliding downward, to retrace

their steps,

are sold by

added a statue to the

The

world’s

and

and kindly opural ing cathartic. The

doubters ; and if you want the best

tht will help youto climb
of sacrifice, to struggle
Slough

best

of Despond,

to

some mountain
through some

conquer

ley of Humiliation, and be one of

:

—

and thus
secuted.

to come between

him

and

to bim, must take the

Use

immortal

possessions.”

the laurels of victories

won,

Then,

when

in

battle

the

earth are vanishing, the

passing

soul

will

will

say,

see the Heavenly

mansions in the Father's

house,

by

prepared

Him,

who

“Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of
the-least of these my brethren, ye have done
it unto me."
:

;

Invigorating

with bitterness, and that he

‘would

not hes-

itate to retaliate if opportunity should offer,
but also that he lacks wisdom as well
as charity in not considering how useful an
enemy could be to him. A wise and faithful friend once spoken to his acquaintance
upon this subject as follows:
** You are ever complaining of the wrong
and annoyance you suffer from your enemy, but you forget that more than half
your trouble and fears come

from your own

heart. Guard more against yourself; and
you will have less reason to fear other
enemies, for open enemies are far less dangerous

Then let us take this

of Faith.

great word with us

as we enter on the New Year. Deeply settled
in our hearis, let ‘there be a reverent faith

in God,

which no scientific theories ‘can

shake, no sceptical philosophy destroy. Let
us believe that He sits upon the
throne
of the Universe, and governs it with iofinite wisdom and boundless goodness. Lut

this idea be more
to us than an article of

our creed, a dogma of faith. Let it be a
getiled principle in our hearts; let us take
it with us every day we live; everywhere
we go; whatever we do, whatever we

boar, God lives; God reigus; God cares for

than

Secret

ones...

The

mind

he

God who

makes

himself an

man

condemns

all implacability

and

enemy, and thank God that
can come out of evil.”

so much good
:

After

Ai

:
ONE-THIRD

can have the Star

The Psalmody

BEING NEW

ie the denominational
Hymn Book, extensively
used, printed on both white and tinted paper, 18mo.
and 32mo. and bound in various styles.
See price list of F. Baptist books,

at $2.00 each,

The Sacred Melody

_ isa small book of 225 hymns and several tungs
selected especially for prayer meetings.
cellent book;

Tae celebrated Philip Neri was once in
company with a young man who informed
him, in. high delight, that his most ardent
wishes were about to be accomplished.

A

relation had sent him to the’ university, he
had begun to study the law, he was. going
to devote all his time¥o it, and would soon
have finished his studies. Pailip listened
quietly to the young man, who spoke with
all the enthusiasm of youth.
:
‘ And what shall

you

do

then,” he said

al last, *‘ your educition completed, what
do you mean to do next?”
*“I shall take my doctor’s degree, *replied the young man, ‘and then I shall be

The

tle Star and Myrtle,and we can not furnish them

Book

of

no answer,

or

more,

sént

be twenty-five cents
containing less than

to one

address,

will

each, while all packages
ten will be thirty cents

Butler's

and 250

the Atlantic to the

AMAN

Missouri

river,

and

The

may

Indica.

Treatise

e

o

tae

For

Young

v

held

teresting

early

Freewill

events

The Memorials
give

Baptists

of our

denominational

now

of the Free

tians'in New York, till the time

the Freewill
The

Baptists

of

their

-

union

with

Baptists.
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gives this recipe free on receipt of two stamps to pay
expenges. There is not a single ‘symptom of
Consumption that it does not dissipate —Night Sweats,
Irritation of the Nerves, Difficult Expectoration,
Sharp Pains in the Lungs, Nausea at the Stomach.
Inxction of the Bowels, and Wasting of the Muscles
Address Craddock & Co. 1032 Race Street, Phila~
delphia, Pa., giving name of this paper.
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the very noise made with the tearing drawin fhiversal attention. Before he had got
to his seat the Canon rose: abstractedly and
commenced the service with ‘¢ Rend your
hearts and not your garments, but turn,”
h&c. The whole congregation, already with
difficulty suppressing its amusement, burst

tion

clearly all the questions of

contains a brief statement of the doctrines

When death was hourly expected from Consumption, a]l remedies having failed.accident led to a discovery whereby Dr. H. James cured his only child
with a preparation

well

Theology

Acts, Rom. and Cor.
It is an excellent
Sabbath schools and family reading.

rushed on, splitting his gown into halves, by

tiping,

more

It is

Hillsdale College, Theological department,—contains
two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the other on

OF A THOUSAND.

A Consumptive

playing the voluntary, made haste to get
to his seat. - Hurrying past the’ lectern, his
gown caught and
began to tear. As is their

pulsive,

contains

tunes.

Butler's Commentary
© by the same author,—Prof. J. J. Butler, now ot

The

Heo once held a stall in° Dirham Cathedral, and of course fiequently: performed
service there, The students of the university attend service,and are-placed in the center of the church, - One morning an under-

.

different

doctrinal theology, and the author’s vigws
those generally accepted by the denomsnation.

Improved Farm First Mortgage Coupon Bonds
Guaranteed. We loan not to exceed one-third of
the value ascertained by personal ins
ion by
one of the firm.
In many years’ business have
never lost a dollar. We pay the interest promptly
semi-annually in New. York drafts, During the
panic when all other securities lagged, our farm
mortgages were paid promptly.
We get funds
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out laughing.
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Illustration.
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used

adapted to either social or public worship,with congregational singicg.

From the French by ** Janet.”

undergraduate

than the

Ten copies

days we must think of that everlasting
‘“ after ” which follows this transitory life.—

graduate, comipg in while the organist

tunes

than 600 hymns

went away thoughtful, still ‘staggering under ‘the blow of that last ¢ After that?”
He comprehended now that success, and
what is called fortune, in this world, are
not everything, and that trom our earliest

An

and

mainly for social worship,

at the old price and pay the postage in addition.

*“ After that?” replied the young man
astonished at the pertinacity of his questioner,—** Well, .I suppose,—1 suppose,—after

that, I shall die,”
¢“ And after that?”
The young man made

of hymns

designed

though sometimes
ing.

No other Sabbath school paper in the country
has been published at so low a price as the Lit-

and cloth

.

is a larger book
Sacred Melody,

Itis an ex-

paper-board

covers.
}
. Whe Choralist

'The pastor
way of get-

be able to refer to parties of your acquaintance.
send for full particulars.
:
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J: B.
WATKINS & Co., Lawrence, Kansas.
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bound both in
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has made {ts annual appearance for more than
forty years, and contains, in addition to the usual
Calendar, the names of all Freewill Baptist churches, arranged in their appropriate Quarterly and
Yearly meetings, with their statistics; the names of
all ministers and their post-office addresses, officers
of our benevolent societies, an account of our liter.
ary institutions, obituaries of deceased ministers,
&ovy &e.

ting up the clubs, and so make the generous of-
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And

for each
Sample

The Register

fer available.

is an

malevolence of disposition. ‘Now consider
the matter calmly, and you will soon see
how much good you may derive {rom an

30 cents,
1
85 cents.
commission

on the Star and other pa-

copies of the Star are now taken.
and friends will choose their own

enemy of the

hor wy good; and ‘we shall find it to “be from the most valuaule rodts
a

As we pay phe

will be doing

pers hereafter, will not the friends of ‘these publications exert themselves to increase their circulation,
©

enemy to himself who indulges in hatred
to his fellow man, and meditates revenge
against those of whose hostility he complains; for by cherishing such a temper of

1 nate

Power

where they

*

Lesson Papers
of the International Series, for adults, alsq for
children, are issued every month. 160 copies to one

ata

after the formation of a club in every place where

w

~

:

Terms: single copy, each,
Packages of ten or more to one address, each,
=.
y
=
Payment always in advance, and no
allowed on money sent.
Sample copies sent free. -

sirableness of obtaining a new one, or of looking

When a man complains of bis enemies,
it not only shows that his hearts filled

wont,

-r

now put

;

STAR is for an older class of readers than the Myr-

strictly in.advance.
.
4
No commission can be allowed on either of the

of Enemies.

:

TLE.

above offers,and every subscriber will see the de-

The
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od 00

address, $9.00 per year, 50 or more, at the same

SUBSCRIBERS,

ferring man’s word to God’s.— Dean Goode.

Wath

rate. Any number less than 50, 12 cents
copy per year.
Payment in advance.
copies sent free.
'

them

Clubs of six or more,

of Pre-

K

still lower figure, as we have them on hand, and

strictly in advance.

God's. message

-

Both papers are of the same size, but the LitrLe

furnish the name of a New ONE, can have the
two copies of the paper, for one year, at $4.50,

any man

consequence

them aie

_

are Sabbath School papers, printed alternate
weeks, on superior paper, beautifully illustrated.

similar hooks can be purchased
some of

each

The Little Star and Myrtle

‘We continue our offer to clubs as follows :
Any subscriber to the Morning Star, who will

dation. And amidst all the varied interpretations of that Ward, keep to that
which a a prayerful, “earnest, oo diligent
perusal of it carries home to your conscience, When you stand before the bar
of God hereafter, no dependence upon human teaching will be your ‘vindication for
not having acted upon God's Word as he
allows

but

;

wish to place
good.

|

to God’s ewn Word, Let no man, call himself what he will, move you from the foun-

He who

Offers.

will a greatly increased patronage be
The price of our books is twenty per

cent. lower than
elsewhere,

$3.00
2.50

Postage is paid by the publisher.

that these offers will be met in the same spirit of
liberality and enterptise in which they are made,

detenders; and, on the other, a superstructure of wood, hay, and stubble, is raised

TE

peryear ~
+
»
+
inpdvance,
.'\':
.
offers, strictly in advance,
commission paid:

One old and one new subscriber,
- ~ $4.50
Clubs of six or more, one-third new sub-

The Board of Corporators, at its late meeting,
went as far in the liberality of its offers to the
patrons of our publications as it could go in wisdom or safety. And we have reason to, believe

:

Our lot is failen in times when on the one
hand the very foundations of the faith are
shaken by those who ought to be its chief

you.

Terms
“
Special
with no

Pellets

dealers in medicines.

Liberal

Stick to the Foundation.

itto

gives hig entire time to the work.

scribers,

the over-

Dr. E. P. Rogers’ New Year's Discourse.

gave

The Morning Star
:
ip
is a large religious paper of eight pages, now in
its fiftieth volume. It is.able, literary and progress.
ive. The principle offices are to be in Boston, but
one for the WESTERN DEPARTMENT has recently
been opened in Chicago, and the manager tliére

some Val-

comers of the earth, here it is, *¢ Jehovahjireh,” ** The Tord will provide."—From
WY

RE.

the

watchword for the coming year, the wold

upt by

will, when earth’s labors are ended, be to
you precious memories, sweet consolations,

and

all

bravest work has been done by believers,

of Fame.

largest, if not the largest, of these associations that now cover the land with bless- able to plead,—I shall try to make myself
ings and benefits, is this association ‘in the a name by my talents and my eloquence,—
commercial capital of the Republic.
Your in ‘time public attention wiil be directed to
reports give some faint conceptions of your me, and I shall, I trast, one day become
contributions and labors. But how much eminent.”
ws Min
you have done,and how faithfully yon did it.
* And after that ?” said: Philip.
may not be known.. But remember, young
*¢ And after that, I feel no doubt, some
men, I pray you remember, that good great pubiic Suployient will be confided
deeds, inspired by purity’and love, if
npt to me, and I shall make my fortune.”
recorded upon I¥toric pages, will never be
‘“ And after that?”
=
WE
consumeil by mothor rust.” They will
¢* Oh, I shall live in ease and dignity, and
bud and bloom and blossom upon the ‘earth shall have an honorable, happy old age.”
and gleam immortil ii the heavens...
«¢ And after that
:
"Remember,

at

case, the different active medical principles
of which they are composed being so harmonized, one by the others, as to produce a
most searching and thorough, vet
gently

temple

PUBLICATIONS

concen-

trated form, as much, cathartic
power as
is embodied iu any of the large pills , found
for sale in the
drug stores.
From their
wonderful cathartic power, in proportion
to the size, people who have not tried them
are 2 to. suppose
that. they are harsh or

icis. A doubter never won a battle, or
founded an empire, or inaugurated a suc-

lg-

and its free institutions.shall be an alluring

toil, misfortune aud

gative Pellets represents,in a most

ed a Madonna, or chiseled a Venus de Medcessful revolution, er

Tooewill Baptist

and concentrate them into a ‘minute Granule, scarcely bungee than a mustard seed,
and can be readily swallowed by those of
the most sensitive stomachs and fastidious
tastes, Each of Dr. Pierce’s Pleasant Pur-

courage, and

Society and

of life for power, and renown and gold, are
Fifth avenue, with burnished arms, flashing withering and fading, good deeds and lovbanners, and glad ‘music, cheered by the ing words for struggling and suffering hugreetings of admiring thousands and the ‘manity will break into bloom upon your
smile of beauty, friendship and love. It is brows.”
Then, when the possesgions of

yourself them a hasty farewell,

ong

law—

and guiding example for the nations.
Among all the instrumentalities for good,
for reform, for elevation, and for progress,
1 place the Young Men’s Christian Associations of the land with the first and fovemost. The young men of these Associations, inspired Ly Christian faith, go for-

stitutes, desert your banners, or leave
stitutions, build your churches, send out your struggling, penishing ranks. The
beat upon you and
your missionaries to other lands, spend ac- storins of battle may
cording to ypur means, live according to sweep over you. The sypres of the temptyour means, give work to the artist and er may entangle your footsteps, and appcartisan, and gather about you as much of tites and passions may beleauger you on
luxury and beauty ns you like. Make your flunk and rear. Before you the embattied
hostsof ambitions, of-avarice, and of adlife delightful to Jourseit aud everybod
else, remembering it is all the gift of God, verse and mighty inverests, will contest and

who considers you no better than the poor. est man it you do no’ better according to

the

ing.”
:
Tbe soul must'learn the way of peace a3
it must'reach all things, by experience. It
is no wonder that peace at firstis-byp brokep
glimpses, and by snatches; and that prayer
oes out into a’ dark void. It will take
ong patience and careful study, and gentle
teachablenéss to bring us to the calm,
cloudless condition.
Whatever else each

are

+

before

sublime

the Government must be carried forward
and upward,
so that this Christian nation

young men

Doing

creed of human equality

accepts

the

him, the All'in All, above all opinions; “’in
whom we live, and move and have our be-

before us demanding the subordination of
all denominational feeling, all personal
We make the following extract from the
Preferente, all favorite methods of workaddress
whizh Vice President Wilson Ilateng, all interesting questions regarding
secondary matters in theology and church ly delivered before the Young Men’s Chrisadmipistration, and formatfn of a sub- tian Association of New York. It is .earstantial, perhaps; to some degree, organic, “nestly commended .to the atfention of all
union with all
Christians who hold Christ
and his cross to he more preciogs than sect, classes, but especially to the class to whom
:
“and human souls of more value than unes- it: was addressed :
God ig. his providence has given you,
sential theories,—~Rev. C. R. Bliss.
LA

that

Priveipie

ihat equality which was born of the Christian idea of the Fatherhood of God and the
brotherhood of man. In this ag® and in
this land and under this Government, you
are in the possession of larger and higher
powers than are possessed by the young
men of any other portion of the globe.
These powers are to you fountains of inspiring
ambitions.
and bright hopes.
Here the loving heart, the tender conscience
and the instructed reason
can. achieve
grander results for individual and public
rosperity,
progress,
development and
“happiness, than can be achieved in any
land beneath the bending arches of the

w natural. Obedience
harmony or rhythm in the

all

and

upon that foundation, almost equally perilous to the safety of those who trust themthat faith. Tn that faith which see¢ in all selves upon it. And men are asking where
things the guiding and chastening hand of is there any resting-place amidst this dela loving Father, and in that trust leans -con- uge of unbelief and false doctrine with
filingly apon the Divine arm, you cin go which the whole earth is overspread ? But
forth to the conflicts of the future, inspired why such a question?
Is not the ark of
by the immortal hopes of everlasting life, | God's Word floating high above it, offering
To you, young men of this generation in a secure, a permanent resting-place to evAmerica, are given greater opportunities,
ery weary, heavy-laden soul that seeksa
and upon you are iniposed larger responsi- refuge in it? Is notithe ark of God's: testibilities than were ever given or imposed mony spread open before you? Keep close

thev

human being could do,and that is our place.

shall see his

Christian Association, and of kindred . asso~
ciations, profess to accept that trust and

whatever

mand. neither time nor. money. -A word
or look of kindness may be an encouragewent to some fainting heart, and brace it
to renewed exertion and ultimate success.
We can not all do great things, but we can

SE

young men of this

al republic with illimitable resources to be
.developed for human happiness and power.

The

and

and saddened soul. You,

is

done best there. It is that lor which they
are best fitted, and it always lies so near
them that to mistake it they must do so
willfully.
.
We may all make our lives a joy to ourselves, and a blessing (0 uthers, by doing,

all de good things, and each, of us

the

have

:

The class whose duty is the least defined
is of all most isolated: To them seems to
come the odds and ends that everybod
else bas left; to put together and mend,
smooth off, und polish, Leautify and barwonize what others in thew hurry have left
incomplete and unsightly. There is mot
one of them all sent without his work.
To none are solitary places given with?

one place in the world better than any other

ground
that they are mutually repellant, |
unsympathetic with each other, and with
that portion of the outside world that bas
no special affinity with them. This conviction is
partly true and partly false.
There is su
nt ground for such charges
to make it impossible for an honest man
squarely to deny them. If there is not mutual antagonism between these churches,
there is an absence of evidence for the opposite feeling. If they do not prove that
they have no sympathy with each other,
they

do most good.

of strength,

hope. There is no such invigorating principle as faith, Men who believe most are

a

And only war could make us meet

satisfaction

you, then, young men, while the music and
the bloom, and ‘the beauty of the world
gladden the ear and eye, to the teachirgs
of philosophy, and to the examples of the
grand and noble souls of the ages, for inspiration and guidance,
;
Abeve all and over all, the lessons of e xperience and the Seachilige and examplesof
the wise and good, willbe to vou, in comdng conflicts, an abiding trust in God and a
sublime faith in the doctrines and the teach-

a principle

Loud

*

We win our way by strife.
Then he within us lives;

For peace so sacred and so sweet,

youn of sorrow. Turn

plainingly, fa great lesson to the world.
It works u
the harder parts of our’ nature and brings ‘the affections through it.
When we remember the sufferer, we remember the sympathy and love, his silent
endurance and self-helpfulness inspired in ings of the Divine Muster. That trust and
us, and we say: * That did me good, there that faith which look up to the Heavenly
must be a reality in his religion. I could Father when the heart throbs heavily with
never bear what he does so nobly and
sorrows and disappointments, defeats and
well,”
The service he performs is just losses, or with victories<hat turn to ashes
what God requires of him and there he can on the lips, are the surest forces that can

the wells of life,
God the water gives;

TRY

cry of pain, and the

| of one who suffers patiently and uncom- |

‘

And shall we of the toil complain
That speedily will bring us gain!

fu-

opeful and trustful, fresh and tender,
quick to respond to the appeal of want, the

bas given the means of doing precisely
| what it is their duty to do. The example

- Wherein, to us unknown,
Astrensure lies concealed,
hich may be all our own;

smiling

ou should ever strive to keep the heart

somebody some good. To them, too, God

We toilygs in a field

make the

ture gleam and glitter before Jou, may
yield to perplexing doubts and chilling distrusts. Even the greatest of earth’s losses,
a veligving heart, may passe from you. But
whatever fa te may betide you, whether vic-F*
tory or defeat, success or failure, in your
hopes, and aspirations, purposes and plans,

many suffering from infirmities who sometimes look out from their, loneliness or
pain and wish they were in situations to do

Then the clear waters on us burst.

United

pectations,
that now

There ure some isolated individuals and

t

The blessing on us streams ;
For when we are the most athirst,

are given bard labor and

483

ji

Tee

+ This is indeed the boon,

Though strange to us it seems;
We pierce the rock, and soon

of your feelings will be rudely jarred, and
your natures grow sterner and harder,
"The confident hopes and high raised ex-

0. 1875..

yi
LE

, mo

He sets us some new task,
Involving care and strife;
Is this the boon for which we sought?
Has prayer new trouble ‘on us brought ?~

A

disappointments and losses, the harmonies

| family cares. That'is the world: in which
and for which tliey are to. work. Though
the circle may seem small, it is impossible
to tell how far its influence may reach.
‘They have the means to do all the good,
and just..the ‘good God requires of them,
and a great and noble thing it is to educate
physically; morally, intellectually and religiously, a human soul, and prepare it to
do its work upon the broad tage of life.

from the Rock.

Oft when of God we ask
For fuller, happier life,

To the majority

STAR, FEBRUARY

Samick

|,

S——

We dig
And

MORNING

own greatness, and making you forget
| you're only a steward, responsible to your
i Master for what he lends you in trust.”

Selections.
Streams

THE

pyA

by order of the General Conferencey and for gratuie

3 bet

to

aig

~~

SF adoieatedal

|

0

Warning S

| souls it succeeds in herding together, and
| keeeps from scattering by means of politic
compromises.
10, '1875. a
But we believe that this suggested ap-
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WEDNESDAY,

far.

This monument will witness the ing of
few reverent pilgrims to swear by the
Teachings
prophet it is meant to exalt.
like Mr. Paine's have been tried again and
again, A few claim to be coutent with

of the

stamina

out. the aol

| that sucks

FEBRUARY

proach of the denominations in question,

|

v

is

Vy ~ 's@

and all |
ti on ghould be addressed to the Editor,
&e.,
1 ettera on business, remittances of money,
N.H.
should be addressed to the Publisher, Dover,

But most ‘hearts

ton
——
@ Pp

There has been a good deal

to a

of discussion

and comment lately over she tendency

And if these two bodies may combine for
to Christian ends, why may not others? Why

fraternity and union between the Congregationalists and Unitavians.
The chief organ of thg first-named body in New England opened the question in a way to arrest
aftention.
It says the two bodies are
steadily approaching each other.
These bodies were formerly one. When
1 hey divided, chiefly on the doctrine of the
Trinity and others involved in or closely re-

may not the northern and

southern branch.

es ofthe same’ nominal church?

Why

thay

not others now separate by only miiior dif- | things, nor its author believe in them, the

ferences of doctrine and polity ? It-can not
be al! eftected in a day. The forms of union sought may not always prove practicable ov wise.
Only a small part of the
gains anticipated may follow the formal
joining of bands. The millennium will
1 ated to il, the antagonisms were positive not tread on the heels of any of the organ-|
and sharp. Churches were rent in twain. ic combinations that ave suggested. In the
Sormetinies the Thinitarian party was in the multitude of antagonizing theories respectmajority, and so held the church property ing the vnion of the sects, and the unsatisand kept up the,worship.
Sometimes the factory outcome of more or less-attempts to
Unitarian element was the stronger, and embody them, it is not perhaps strange
this bad things in its own

way.

Harvard

University was lost to the Orthodox parly.
Yale was soon founded as a means of recovering

as much

as

possible, of what

had

gone.
The theological war that followed
was fierce and prolonged and wide-spread.
Both parties had able men, and they came
out and measured swords with each other
freely. There were intense convictions gntering into the struggle.
Men contended
as they only contend when charged with the
defense of what they deem vital truth, or
with the overthrow of what is accounted
mischievous error. And this struggle is by
no means ended yet. There ang still those
who see the chief peril to religion in the
spread of Unitarian theology, as there are
those who are ever ready to hunt. down or-

thodoxy as the graud foe: 1s a robust and
Juanly

souls

3

But a different spirit Coming in. Extremists give way to men of $moderation.

that many lose faith in such endeavors, and

glorify the rivalry and zeal with which the
denominations labor to build up each its
own peculiar interests.
But the longing
for real unity in spirit and co-operation in

work, in behalf of human welfare,is a hopefal symptom.
The feelings may at’ times
be half blind; but it is an outreach of the
soul after God that will not be wholly baffled, and it is also the repetition of the
prayer of the Master, that all his disciples
may be one.

Boston-and

Unbelief.

+

Boston is known

as

the

Paritan

Religion is supposed to abound
has been noted

for

its

able

in

city.
it.

It

ministers,

its

Christian merchants, its God-feariog rulers,
Its laws have smacked of piety.
It has

ologians look up at each other as if to say,
—¢ Lo, be utters himself nearly in our own
tongue, in spite of falling, now and then,
“into the dialect of the evangelicals I”
And
so the spirit on both sides grows friendly,
‘the appreciation becomes hearty, even the
criticism is more than half apologetic and
kind, and the old talk about differences is
gradudlly-exchanged for the language that
has a look toward open fellowship.
~The Congregationalist utters a frank and
fraternal word, and expresses the convic-

tian

canonized,

political saint

as an

A building

has

not

so

much

anti-Christian

just

been

a

zealof.

erected

which

bears his name and is meant to testify to his
eminence as a thinker, and to the value of
his teaching.
Mr. Horace Seaver, long
and well known as the editor of the Tnvesligalor ,—a paper openly and avowedly in-

fidel,—is the chief man

in

for

to

enthrone this modern unbeliever.

and emphasis,

Ope asks,

whether

the Or-

thodox are drifiing, or deliberately walking

over toward the Unitarian position.

Anoth-

er

are be-

queries whether the

Unitarians

| tions of his'dayso as Lo guin

ques-

other day, when

and

strenuously

in both sects make

denied.

Representative

frank

statements to set forth the

and: careful

It is his * Age

poimts

that

are

written in the interest of unbelief,

He

strict accordance with law

each other.

One-

ness of spirit is seen and felt to be the main
thing. Agreement in the great vital traths
of religion is regarded as a sufficient
ground for coming together in practical

out men's

Scriptures,

take

confidence

everything

fault

with

either.

But

his obligations.as a man and an

when they could only come through the dis-

That ought
is

ropolitan

not dispense with other

means.

a

couscience,
than any

gres
ising

4 Ga

ca:

net

departufent

of

:

Current

Topics.

es

ox

ing us just yet.

The struggle in Congress

of the country and the highest préfis of the
colored people are largely involved in it.
And thus the differences of opinion are honest as well as radical. The old Southerh ideas

touching the ‘proper status of the
among us are deeply wi

negro

and not ea-

bow to use

wisely.

In

other

and more

cases; the whibte-haters. of the--negro are
bent. on keeping: hima down.
His citizen-

wv

radio

Foi

pe

Pri

3

bus

WA Up

YO

Hof

clare it to be representative Baptist action!
For ourselves, we

IPT.
‘
v

have

looked

on

this

whole thing-as a new departure, perilous to
the integrity of the denomination, and we
have resisted it as we Sould, and, we are
glad to believe, not wholly in vain, We
have been denounced as weak and inconsistent lecanse we went with the extremes on
neither side. But we have been fully consistent with our own well defined ideas and
purpose on the subject ; and if it_is weakness to take our
ground and maintain it
against so many of our leadihg brethren,
brethren right around us as eh as all
abroad, then we pray that we may be girded w ith it as with a garment.

]

Denominational News and Notes.
Home Mission Work,
I have some account
ant of my labors during

of that state, informing we that Bro.

less

him

to be dome for us, let us do

Brief Jottings.
N

-

DR.

BARTOL

a

c'aims

that

* spiritualism

is

swamped.”

THE Marquis of Hartington takes Earl Gladstone’s

place: as

leader of the English liberals,

It is said to be a popular choice,
SENATOR CARPENTER follows
retirement, and

Angus

Chandler

Cameron

into

succeeds him.

The hard money men are getting the best of it,
THE

‘ missing volume,”

which

gives the

in-

side and of course scandalous although

truthful

history

and

of

King

George

IV’s

Court,

for

‘which a thousand dollars in gold had been offered by English parties who arc anxidusto ups
press this only volume in the United

States, has

been found in" Louisville, Ky: But thé owner
prefers the book to the money.
JUSTIN D. says now that he didn’t go ®
Brooklyn to start a paper but to preach the gospel. Why then hasn’t he preached the gospel
and let his paper alone?

Tax February No. of the Christian

the

ragged

What

a

fire

coverlids

or

permanent field of Tabor,

self-denying

from

the Papers
C—O

to pull

of

=

again.

However,

he

civilization extends.

Christian law,

ter than all the others shail be. °
FoUR of the first pulpits in the

of all that has been practiced or even imagined elsewhere.

country, three

am—

in New York and one in Boston, are now vacant, except by supply, and in a majority of
cases because
preacher.

the

UNLIKE most men

society

wants

a

He

now

that he ¢ fell into error” in allowing

wiser

other

witht:

admits.

At short

the Ala-

bhama to escape.

Several

Tt ‘is too bad that consistent. Christian
conduct should brivg this experience to the
Baptist Weekly, but we can Sywpathize

* star?

Earl Russell grows

as he advances in thé eighties.

ought

obliging every compositor to commit them!

excellent institution of learning, and is - open, to
all stadents, |
7
Sin James Hoa, in fn reetnt spicch alii,

England, made ths anvouncement that the: govs

ériiment 1héant to Wgislite duriagithe coming

session Ti Yeference to'the dwells of ‘the poor

ih Londyy Hud bene. lft tifetal “No more init
DB¥Owd

Asem
PP

gg

a

LURE

aii

a a Ha vduintl
NCar Ae

Ter

Bond
iw

)

mod

two

from

‘a

as a sequel to this unseemly style of sound-

Hillsdale College.
SPRING TERM.

Considering the hard times financially,
and the fact that the College has lacked its
usual facilities during the past two terms,
those who have had -the- responsibilities of
the College in charge feel that the large attendance has evinced both a “tommendable
purpose individually to secure an education,
and a general loyalty to the Institution.
‘We are happy to announce that there are

better things in store for thé spring term.
The Center Building will be ready for

Recitation Rooms. Upon entering ‘upon
the enjoyment of ‘these new [facilities we

shall heartily welcome the return of all our
old students and enjoy the presericey and
acquaintance of new ones.

Zion's Herald thus refeys to what a good
many persons have been pained to observe ;
The ‘thoughtful friends of popular’ eddca-

expect. our citizens

ing habit, especially on the part of bo ye, fo
‘leave. their sludies prematurely,a
hasten, at an immature age, into en

oc-.

cupancy. This will give us a beautiful
Chapel for all general public exercises, and
there will be ten new and commodious

ing his own praises, we are not surprised to
see it announced that, with all his fancied
success, he has been forced to resign,

tion have heen pained ta discover the grow-

We hope
tb place a 2500-pound bell in
the new Tower ready for duty ut'the opening of next term, and during the term we
will

place a superior

Tower clock in ‘connection with it, so that
hereafter

we shall

have reliable time ‘and :

régular bell-ringing.
While locally we ase lek funds tor the
e

messengers, porters and 'of- Buildings, and for furnishing. all the new
-{ rooms with seats and warming apparatus,
fice boys of whic Jesetablics, oro lawye
and thus bot
ikon ‘themselves’ of a and cases for our’ Library, Cabinet, &¢.," we
lo become the

i"

the only necessary expense. | It i§ moreover an

than

ness, we have thrown his puffs into the
waste basket. Several of our contemporaries, we have been sorry to. netice, have
grained the vanity of the brother by publisting his unsigned paragraphs. But now,

of it

next term? IVs a poor rule that does n’t work
both ways,
PROV. A. 8. HLL, of Huawini, College, has
Just published a book entitled * General Rules
for Punctuation and for ‘the Use of Capital Letters.”
If now Congress wolld enact a law

mote.

to-demand sume rebuke, and, in’ pure kind:

are worth. ' The rule is framed to give the present majority an advantage. Do they reflect tHut
benefits

for

pastor in Vermont, wonderful reports of his
sveeess, His want of modesty has seemed

to be thankful for the new rule in the na«

the

intervals,

years past, we have been receiving

clergywmen,among whom

the present minority will get

from

This churel we found much di:couraged.
They had lost all spirit of labor and love
for souls, They have had no pastor for
some time, - Our meeting continued there
two weeks and four days; the church was
brought into a working state, and eighteen
souls reclaimed and ‘converted, and under
the faithful and earnest labors of their
present pastor, Bro. Jones, I think they are

Chris-

tian institutions, Christian respect for
the American Tract Society’s publication, is an. women, are things incomparably in advance
bet

ine

Indiana, re-

must, like Father Hyacinth. either go (in a fair way to live.
backward or forwa
Logically, in. his
We then came to the Hawpatch church,
present position, he can oaly’ stand awkin the Lagrange Q. M., held meetings
wardiy..
there twe weeks and two days, and some
The Christian Intelligencer deals with twelve or fourteen have been brought into
the ‘‘Rev. Mr. Smooth-it-away"” style of the fold, The whole neighborhood is stirred up, and thé church has taken higher
preaching, and says:
- Oat of this liberalism comes that glitter- ground.
_ ing and vulgar sensationalism which is the
I see by the Star that Bro. Chase has
disgrace and the disease of the modern pul- consentéd to recall his resignation, and
pit. It turns the sanctuary into a Sunday continue Bi services as Cor. Sec. of the
play-house, and the preacher into a fifthThat the Society has
fate actor, and the congregation into a Mission Seciety.
hing, stamping, clipping audience, who been greatly benefited under his efficient,
del ght themselves in the excitements of the persevering labors no-one who understands
hour, and go away as well satisfied with its past and present condition can for a
themselves as was the Pharisee in the paramoment doubt. His thorough and ex‘enble, with his “God 1 thank Thee that 1 am
sive acquaintance with the denomination,
not as other men are.”
:
east, central and west, with fis demands
The Western Christian Advocate (could- and wants, with its good and bad localities,
n't it shorten its name) in summing up the and his business and executive qualificaevidences of the success of the gospél, re- tions, eminently qualify bifn{for that pesition. Now, if union, harmony and co-op_murks:
The Christian nations are the prosperous eration be restored all through the denomnations—the only prosperous ones. But ination, and each state association follow
the gospel works on higher
planes than the direction given by General Conference,
‘that. It makes men enlightened,
just, mer- we way hope for, cheering results,
We
cifal, chivalrous, and goed. The
pel | shall then, [ trust, get a small approptiafosters culture of all kinds, and is itself the
highest form of culture. Colleges, schools, tion, at least, for the Missiceippi Valley.
:
J. 8S. M.
libraries, art galleries, und other public educators, are found only where Christin

Banner,

excellent one, but the managers say it is no

8. Jones, of Northern

the Tippecanoe church, in the Noble Q. M.

Say.

Dr. Behrends has not, it is true, trav old
this road to its terminus [open communion],but he appears to be facing in the right
direction, and it is not likely that any
amount of mere ecclesiastical intimidation
back

1.

concluded

questing me to assist hinr#n some protracted meetings. 1 accordingly went there.
The first place we held a meeting was in

found

The Advance says of Dr. Behrends, in his
pedo-baptistic struggles:

will twist him

so-1

About that time I received

over

his couch

Ran-

Jett, from Mass., Kad come to make that his

leaves.
About a thousand dollars were
sewed under the patches of his clothing.
CSET
0
0 ERR
re

is

fas-

one sshom you can rely upon,— like R. A.

hh)

Minnesofa.
Before I was ready to go
there, I received a leiter from Bro. Brann,

if there

Maing

A

sted—

pre
rematurely and unadvised] a as hw since
en shown—not only to endorse the action
of the Long Island Association, but to de-

Bro.

he.

They are drunk with| |+ EDUCATION is absolutely free in the univers
the liberty which they have not yet learned sity of Minnesota, Board at cheap rates is about

Yoon

4

question ; and moreover, this bod

too feeble either to light

It will not do to

over that question shows how it takes hold tional house of “representatives. It. pu's an end
of conviction 4nd ‘purpose, as well as of to all fillibustering,a practice which has prevents
prejudice and passion. The real interests ed more needful legislation than some parties

bal

og

re-

tidious and exacting. Take what is available; make the most and the best of it;

Dr, John Witherspoon, Edward Everett and
—CivIL Riciits.. The question of secur- “ Parson” Brownlow are well known, have had
ing equal civil sights and privileges to “the a voice in ational legislation,
negro is one thay ii$ not likely to cease vexAvtnoligr. a party measure, the country

idin itdler Asi
a

were

threatened in
Massachusetts. It was
in contemplation to deny
fhe privilegthe Boston Ministers’ Moetin to those
did not agree with the lo ty on the

not to go.

Ohio.

meat

weir

en
even
es of
who

habits. He was found in a dying condition last
Wednesday, lying on the floor “of his hut, and

THE election of Rev, Professor Seelye to Con.
‘gress reminds some one that General Garfield
was, before thé war, a Campbellite preacher in

S———

|

of wealth

Mass., where he practiced the most

a hundred

Coats, for instance, of Spencer, Towa.

do

many, attempts, to set less true thatthe colored people are arro-

diiw

ISN'T it time that women

Reflector, 7 feeling

aently forced through in Long Island, and

sent any obstacle.

a pleasant snm-

tion, is not ju st the man for that ‘business.
At least it would be safer to send to some

Bénevolent individuals will belp.

Christian labor.

order tohear a wiser

Bia

any

notihg,

more for «others; if the soil is rocky, let
added energy go into the arms; if results
come hard, let the stiiving for them be all
the more resolute. That is the first and

Some will cheerfully do more,and

struction, and help. in every

perfect ‘wisdom.
And there ‘have sbeen
many\who listened to such calls, who trust-

Sr

in

take such a course that our prayers can consistently be answered. God is evidently call- vital condition everywhere, and where (his
ing men among us to enter the field of spirit is, ways. are almost sure to be found.
.
labor. It is not for us to look on indifferBe
CAreFuL‘Wnou
You Trust.
We
ently, and say, Let them see lo their own
duty. We too have a responsibility. Most mean particularly in sending supplies to
We give the
of them, may we not say all, feel the need the needy western sufferers.
caution
because
we
have
received
informaSchools are pro-of preparatory means.
vided in different sections, which have aid- tion, which probably is but which may posed many,and offer increasing facilities... No 3 sibly not be reliable, to the effect, that F.

ok from her Bible and her churches, apd make .86/they plan and’ wofk ‘Ito: keep him'iin the
Lid Tey els hg ~Bit one (hifng A# phi

Sn

where

average hearers..

“We must

t wholly a new eal. sily rooted outs: Tere and there, it is doubt-

LA

charch,

mer Sunday “gathers less than

this wiil

ship isa sore; : grief, his thorough equality
they
think of a8 ah intolerable affront.An
Tikely. to turn -away |

hergndee
“ended. fo 30

perhaps

but,

‘|

critical literary gentlemen are again

Watchman &

called on again to explain its relations to
|
the “liberal” movement, says:
Our special utterances for toleration have
been called out—and this must not be overlooked—Dby. a special tendenc
to extreme
rigidity somewhat ‘extensive
manifested
among us for the last rtew years. There has
been a talk of compelling all “‘to show their
hand” in the matter of communion, and of
driving from the denomination all who did
not accept the docirine in its strictest interpretation, Associational action in the case
was first invoked in Rhode Island, subse-

the last few weeks that I wish to -communision and hermitage, Rousseau Petrarch at Vaucate
to the patrons of the Home Mission.
cluse, the French hermit of Vesuvius, and Thoreau in this country are social puzzles, To | The Board at its session in Providence
these may now be added, by a siretch of dis- decided that I should spend - the winter in

The answer is, pray for it. Yes, we need

more of the spirit of prayer. But

so much.

in the

A

th.re

and than many acknowledge;

How is the object to be accomplished ?

of its highest

fe ou he fa

- themselves
and hosted

virtue ;

more of it in exercise than gets reported

highest efliciency and usefulness a large increase
of gospel laborers is demanded,

wital convictions will prove like (he apples. man's poor philosophy above the. Messiah's | gant.and présymibg.

40 ashes fin the palm. “Any union that
wars against a
hot
- prHg

SEVERAL

at great pains to prove that Tom Paine was the
author of our national Constitution. The same
gentlemen have no doubt he was the author of
the famous * Junius Letters.” Why not also
credit him with the authorship of Shakespeare’s
plays, Ossian’s poems, and the Arablan Nights
stories, and so dispose of the whole lot? The
anachronism in these latter cases should u’t pre-

cflicer, let-

not to be a rare

The

And now “Warrington,”of that journal, writes to

meas-

regard of principle and honor.

degocratic friends trouble

Mt, Redpath to thank him for his own obituary,
which the latter published last week, and kindly
adds, “‘ Twill do as much for you some day.”
‘Which are not bad displays of humor, considering the grave nature of their occasion,

ting the offer of advantages go for nothing

to promote our

% supply the lack of any who

est hopes, He urges a fair type of. moraliChristian work. The best souls would les- ty, and commends a generous. spirit as betsen the friction’ of religious parties, and
ter than a selfish one. But his pleas are of
Join the forces that have lacked anity in an
the earth, esrthy, and he would destroy
‘earnest effort to make the gospel a real the faith that takes hold of unseen things,
power . among men. Very likely too only to put in its place a mere human pru.
much may be here and there attempted for dence and a. weak logic.
i
success. The methods chosen may now
Tt
is
for
these
things
that
this
new oor
and then lack wisdom. Impracticable thebas
been
‘accorded
him
in
Boston.
These ¢allories may, and will bé tried in vain. Sen{ed
ott
the
strong
words
of
praise.
' These
timentalists will waste time and breath,
‘Doe set of men will be too full of dog- were nsed to exalt him as a great leader in
watism ; another
set will counsel suppres- the: warld of thought and a prophet of prog. Men yess asked “6 lurn awdy from
sions and evasione, ‘compromises and si-

of Sodom, fair in.appeatapee, , bt t

and

life,

They are out of employment, and thrown
upon the charity or self-denial of their
friends, 4f they ave poor, and find no Jigs
app
in obtaining an opportunityto
earn a §
rt. Hence many fall into the
habit of
“H¥ing by their wits,” and soon
come {o bie penitentiary and'a criminal life.

“ DONT you publish my obituary unless you

precedent,

saw

need our

when they reach

The result is, thousands live a shiftless

a better

reeeive it over my own signature,” lately wrote
“Dunn Browne”'to the Springfield Republican.

ir

ured the opportunity,looked at the prospective, gain, heard the plea of friends, and then
caluly took his decision in accordance with

a grest measure emulate the spirit of the
fathers; there is little occasion for finding

motive, its richest experience and its divin-

leaces, that are equally unmanly and futile, Sanus of Nong
_ “Te gains that come of bigotry will cheds. | tenchir’Ne
Those ‘that spring from “the surrender of There have. bedn

He

us

differ with the circumstances. But in all, the
fact that the needed work must be dove in
inviting opportunities for new interests somewhat trying circumstances and taxing
waye, must be accepted. It is useless to tinction, the name of James Gately, descended
which can not be supplied. The old piodemand
the full labors of a pulpit giant in from an -honorable English family, once the
neers are setting a worthy example of dea
country
school-house, or refuse to take companion of famous men in bis native country,
votion and perseverance, others are strugup
with
less
than is found in a great met- a man of culture and talents, but for many years
gling under difficulties; the young men in
past living in an isolated cave in Hyde Park,

the sum.

at-

supernatural

out of religion, and rob life

WHY

his party, and won him the special thanks

of his political allies.

given

themselves about General Buruside’s capacity to
represent
his state in Congress? "It is a very
small state,

though a different ruling would have helped

beginning. Three hundred churches contributing twenty dollars each will furnish

tacks the religion of the Bible in a bold and

would root

and

case, this public example deserves

open way. He is dot always dignified,
nor
Some churches or Q. M’s may choose to aid
too vital to be abandoned, and insist that
just, nor modest, nor manly. = He argues
directly a brother in whom they are inter
amion, without! a cordial assent (o these, is
tike a pettifogger. He misreads the record.
'
quite out of the question. And so the dis- He draws unwarrantable inferences and ested.
A number of the churches already provide
cussion goes on, without reaching any gen- then savagely fights them down. “He tises
for this objeet in their stated contributions,
erally accepted conclusion within the circle
smutty epithets. Xe accuses without warassigning twe-fifths for Home Mission, twoof the parties interested, while outside obrant. There .is often a fierceness in his
fifths for Foreign Missions, -and one-fifth
servers and ericics draw all sorts of infermethods, and what seems like malice be“ences.
for those preparing for the ministry. ' Meashind his words. He seeks to induce: disOn the whole, the: dhbision is interest- trust of Moses and Joshua, of Luke and ures of this kind will not retard, but p
mote other objects of benevolence, enabe
ing and suggestive.
It is hopeful, too. Paul, and it is easy to see that he wishes to
the
Institutions to provide better for ij§At shows that’ the hearts of religious men strip Christ's i words of authorily.
He

draw and tend toward

he ruled as Speaker

have

picture,

“To this

——REFUSING THE ADVANTAGE. That was
a fine thing which Speaker Blaine did the

East, and three: thousand for the West?
This is a small sum, but it is so much bet-

a’ considera-

of Reason” that stands for his main werk.
ginning to assent {o what they bave so long
Through this he is chiefly known. - It is
men

strifes.

IF the Advance had kept back a part of the

ink with which it illustrates its current‘ Bible
Studies” supplenient, and sold it to help the
poor, it would at least

complexion must it come at last,”

ble hearing. Buf it was not this that set ter than nothing, and will indeed be a good
him apart from other men.

|.

whether

one requires that before entering the min- B. Tanner, of Nebraska, mentioned in Star
istry all shall pursue a prescribed course of of last 2d December as a suitable person to
study,or invariably attend a school. Circum- whom articles might be sent for “distribu:

thus bringing

He dealt with the

diserimina-

on the ground of color ¢r otherwise.
The
alternative is equality before the law, or

him afresh into public notice. The building has just been dedicated with public
stances may render it impracticable.
But
ceremonies. Strong words of praise were
old should study in the schools if they can.
freely spoken. Mr. Paine was quoted as a
This spirit should be cherished, and the
man of great grisdom and rare excellence.
best facilties for encouragement furnished.
He was held up as a. anode}: and master.
To accomplish this,additional means should
tion that the old estrangement need not
One could only. infer ‘that be deserved a
«continue, and the hope that a meeting
‘be devised. We need to make a special
confidence which no author of the Bible
point may be fourid not long hence, and not
object of the.increase and strengthening of
could claim.
:
the ministry, and adopt a system in this as
far away. Of course the utterance induces
We know something of Mr. Paine’s opiunsome surprise. There are those who greet jons, character, and history. He wrote we do measurably in other objects. - Something has been done to aid those preparing
it gladly as the frank expression of a political pamphlets.
He discussed questhought that bas often come to themselves. tionsaf society, finaace, and legislation. “for the gospel work, and this is opening the
way for enlarged benevolence in the same
There are others who regret the saggesHe could assert with vigor, deny with vedirection. Shall we not begin with raising
tion, and see in it a dangerous liberality.
hemenee, argue with skill, and attack with
the next year at least six thousand dollars
Here, the assertion that the two ‘bedies are
effect. Bul he was no broad-minded statesfor aid of needy young men preparing for
coming nearer together, is admitted with
man. Me could be always popular, but
the gospel ministry—three thonsand for the
satisfaction; there,it is denied with warmth

never profound.

a

tion against one class of citizens,

an adequate education;

young manhood they are not prepared te
assume responsible places requiring a thorough education and a well trained mind.

It is this fidelity to the right, even when it membering institutions devotéd to the welfare
is likely to.prove costly, that is needed in of their own sex in making their wills? HarOur Ministry.
public life and private, in great and small] vard College has in late years received $103,000
———
'
from two or three ladies, and thanks them by
things,
whether it wins approval or en- closing its doors to their sex. Other ladies have
There is at present no object before us
It is the backbone of given
more important than that of increasing and counters ridicule,
to various other colleges in the country,
strengtheping the ministry. < The churches character ; with it, there is the clear prom- entirely for men, $550,000, which is only a part
have become in a great measure interested ise of success sooner or laier; without iif of the aggregate, while a woman, so far as we
in the Foreign Mission work—not enough all other qualities may fail for want of sup- know, is yet to give the first thousand dollars to
Vassar, or C
, or to any one of the several
indeed, but increasingly #0; and, what is port.
ons whose aim is the el. vation of
especially encouraging, (hey are doing the
work systematically. When the mass of ——HELPING FEEBLE FLOCKS. The inten
CHAYCELLOR CROSBY says of Lawrence S.
our members are thus enlisted, the funds est generally taken in the gquestion,—How
n's ** Darwinism Answered,” * It is the
and necdful appliances will be readily are the feeble and waning religious inter- most clear and incisive argwment om the question
augmented.
same in substance may be ests to be provided for ? is hopeful. There which I have seen.” Mr. Benson accordingly
Some of them have been takes courage and issues a circular in which he
said of Home
Missions. Iu both these de- are many such.
states that he proposes to contioue his attacks
§ partments, though the lack of funds has stroug in other days, but deaths, removals, upon the atheistical doctrines of the day, and to
and
otuer
causes
have
sadly
weakened
them
been a great obstacle, that” of laborers is
‘‘ show that the discoveries of modern sciemific
still greater. From year to year the .anx- and made their fatare wear a dark and research are in striking accord with the Bible.”
jous inquiry has been, Whom shall we doubtful look. Others are in their infancy, It will be interesting to notice how he goes to
Work to do it.
send, and: who will go for yf One of the and have not had time to acquire power.
That
mus!
come
of
time,and
labor,and
fidel. AMONG the unaccountable eccentricities of humost.-direct means of aididg"
the mission
ity
and
growth.
Meanwhile,
what
is
to
be
man
nature is that which sends persons of cultcause, is to strengthen the ministry.
So also with regard to (he welfare of the done ?—The replies to this question must ure and brilliant talents into misanthropic secla-

gloried in strong theology.
Its charitable
institutions are many and strong, and they
stand for a vital faith. To be sure, ‘in later

has just been

sanctuaries,

meant

laws provide for ar (olerate

octet question could be brougtl Before. the
legislature of a great country.

churches. It is sad to think of the number
of declining churches, destitute places, and

~ Elements of truth are discovered in creeds
“that have long stood out ready for war. years, it has been very tolerant toward libMen have met from the two schools of eral opinions, THe disciples of every creed
thought,
looked into each others’ faces, have been allowed to" speak freely, and
clasped hands in secial intercourse, Tabhored the boldest skepticism, and the most auside by side in good and great causes,bowed dacious denials have had a safe platform.
But in all this Boston has shown its symtogether in prayer.at the same mercy seat;
Ifit has stripped
and the result has been, that they have pathy with godlessness.
mutuaily learned the'lesson of esleem ard the Sabbath of some part of its sanctity, it
trust. Theyghave found that they agree in has done it under the plea that it could thus
It has
perh: \ps more important respects than those best serve man’s spiritual nature.
in which they have differed.
The state- delended Sanday concerts by claiming that
--ments in the creeds have been modified. religion might be best taught through art.
But a new step has been lately taken.
Dr. Peabody speaks bis thought of the gospel, and the Orthodox congregation feasts Thomas Paine, as the apostle of unbelief,
on his teaching.
Dr. Bushnell discussés
the atonement, “and half the Unitarian the-

book will be left unopened or shut with
disappointment, and the author will preach
his public Sermons inte the air. No; Boston will not give up her loving Bible for a
book of dead moralities,nor desert her Christhe temple

There can never be any real CatisCiory.vo
settlement of this question, so long as the

fierce and mischievous

their best influerice. In its deepest sorrow
the soul gets no comfort from them. They
leaveit astray, bewildered, orphaned. No
summer comes to the Arctic land where it is
forced to abide. Its sky bas no stars,
There is no day-break in the East. No immortal light falls on the graves where its
hopes are buried. It longs for a heavenly
voice, for an infinite friend, for a heme that
And because the
can not be blighted.
“Age of Reason” does not offer thege

truer mutual esteem and a larger and manlier work as the result of this discussion
and comparison of views ‘ind relations,

BE RCTaaCins

word.

better

poor,- barren

them

find

feeble. © The heart lies sad and cold under

believe there will be gain rather than loss,
If they still work on their present separate

lines, we believe they will bé helped

or

no .higher

asking

them,

.

Editor.
likely to illustrate a manlier method and
GEORGE T, DAY,
G. ¥. MOSHER, Ass’t Editor.
If they shall still draw nearer,touch
| spirit.
aa a
te
we
Res ch other, and combine their forces,
publica.
for
designed
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F. Baptist Churchin N.Y.
nt of
. We find in the N.Y. Tribune an accou

though several years old, only

New York, with 140,000 volumes, has a
It
daily average circulation of about 6560.
has
Chicago
that
fact
is certainly a curious
a library which in less than a year records
a circulation more than twice. as great as
Doubtany public library in the country.
the exin
found
be
may
on
less dn explanati
istence of more private and society libraries in the older cities, but the aboye state
of things seems nevertheless very creditable

The audience crowded the building, and
brief addresses were. made by the pastor,

other
Rev. Robert Cameron, and by several
ent~
repres
city,
leading clergymen of the

They dwelt

upon the sivgleness of aimin religion,
though modes may vary, The brotherly
The
spirit ran through all_the words,
speakers recognized and rejoiced in the

snd the good done by the | to Chicago intelligence.

truth spoken

churches belonging to varied sects, and,
bade the workers in (bis=new enterprise
God-speed, The Tribune adds'the fotow‘
:
g statement:
The ‘new building is a plain wooden
structure, neatly carpeted and furnished,
and capable of seating comfortably about
800 persons,

which

is

the

number

ent time undér the labors of its pastor, Rev. A.
J. Kirkland, Thev prayer. meetings are fully
attended, and have been characterized by a
decp toned spirituality, Christian hearts are
encouraged. God grant that we grow not wea-

¥

“This was

sold last

thought to be suitable longer for church
parposes.
During last summer the conFegation worshiped in the Charch of the
sciples, at West Twenty-eighth St., and
Broadway.
,The building just dedicated
is intebded only for temporary
nse as a
church edifice, and a more

costly

of Providence, R. I.,

place

in the world’s

gallery at the Vienna Exposition
magnificent picture.

REV.

and isa

He is now engaged,

ed nearly two years ago, to be

called

Rev. A. H. Huling, Mahager.
Notes
Some

St.,

Chicago,

Fruits.

local

wants of the place.

the prospect is

a loud trumpet will bé

then—time

will

settle

Lester, Iowa, church, and
with the prospect.

the

The present

«condition of affairs in the South

The printer transformed Galva
word.

converted

only justi-

and

J

condition sim-

premises,

N.Y.,

Bro.

whole chureh
congregation

,

revived

the

renewed vigor.

tion.

Poole,

much, in the completion

The

After some

of

A. H MORRELL.

Libra-

librarian,

‘open to the publi¢ with a colléction of only

about 10,000. volumes,

works of reference.

Mount Vernon chapel, Feb. 1,

at

Pp.

A. |. Houghton,

the

o'clock, evening.

and those largely

umes on the shelves,

=A public meeting

‘has been ealled, prominent and wealthy citThe curious

feature ol

of Lowell;

Charge to the church, by Rev.

C.

The Mount Vernon church

was

D.

Dec. last.

in Dexter

in

It has a neat and commodious chap- |’

ML

WATERVILLE

Public Library,
a5, the «end, of, twenty-one
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Quartets

Anthems

($2.50.) Perfect music of the
pest class, for Quartet Choirs.

«+

*

& ~HEPARD,

easily made by
PORTERS’

Hats.

Anthem

Letters

Services.

Book.

Anthem

Perkins’

($1.30.) Easy Anthems, Very full,
good, and already popular collection. W. O. Perkins.”
75 cts.) For Sing.

Song Monarch.

30¢,” $25

Sent,

post-paid.

Publishes, Boston.
2teowsd
J

sellisg
PRICES,

TEAS

pe up

at

or

i

Apply by letterto D. C.

CO., Holliston,

IM-

MOWRY

{i Shoots. No:

Mass.

2t6

ous System, from whatever

by

Dr. Lighthill,

A NEW
PERFUME
=z
Forthe

ROOM 14, SPEED BLOCK,

123 Dearborn

in Press.

COSPEL

|

tic work, and want more agents

at

BY

P. P. BLISS.

¢

IT 18

Truth

BY P. P. BLESS,

also

ublish the choicest Family Bibles extant, 800 illusrations, new features Rosiiivel
unequaled. For
patiiculame address,
BARD
BROS.. 53 Wash»
1y
n glon St., Boston.

College.

b

That Gospel Songs,

:

We

once.

1

Is acknowledgedto be the best book ever issued
for Revival and Sunday School Work. Specimen
copy sent by mail on receipt of 30 cts.; $3.00 per
dozen,by
.
JOHN CHURCH & CO.,
§
CINCINNATI, O.

sold in one month, 501 copies of the

jgvements and
which: unfolds thé marvelous
thrilling experiences of a veritable Hero, as also the
wonderful
most
of
varied wealth and curiosities
coubtry. We issue the most complete and authen-

new

i

SONGS!

~

Life of Livingstone,

Ferry, commencing

36

& CO,, BOSTON,

»

Sixtieth Thousand

H

Publish the Celebrated $1000 and $500 Prize Stories,
the Pansy books and upward of three hundred other
choice books for The Family and 8. 8. Libraries.
Catalognes free.
Any volume sent post-paid on
receipt of price.
tre

The

Ode.agent

Chicago.

erences given when desired.

52623

Clerk.

=

Loans Negotiated and Investments made. - Real
Estate Purchased and Sold for Non-residents. Ret-

New York.

I]

St.,

Or Room 4, 85 Devonshire Bireet, Boston.

andkerchief

Clerk.

711 Br'dway, N. Yorks

GRAHAM, PERRY & C0.
LOAN & REAL ESTATE AGENTS,

3} Beacon Street, Boston, Mass.
Letters of inquiry must contain one dollar, to insare an answer.
1y388ple
3

Clerk.

cause, cured

Boston,

D. LOTHROP

ISCHARGES from the ear, noises in the head,
.Catarrh, Bronchitis, Offensive Breath, Cone
sumption, Throat Affection and Debility of the Nerv-

158

&

DEAFNESS.

continue over the SabE. W. FoL8om, Clerk.

Is having a more extended sale than any book of a
similar character ever before issued. The demand
for specimen copies (which are sent by mail on receipt of 30 cts.) is in Rexrly

every

case

followed

b

large orders, showing that the contents of the boo
are its sure recommendation. Address all orders to
the publishers.
he

ome

Addresses.

'W C Hulse, Farmington,

d

($2.50) “Anthem music of excellent quality for all
the services of the Episcopal Church. H. P. Danks.

Providence,

clubs, in towa and country for the oldest Tea Company in America. Greatest inducements. Send for circular... CANTON TEA LO., 148
Chambers St.. NX. X.
45

begin Wednesday, March
L. PP. REYNOLDS, Sec.

Office

of

Thomas’s

40 SMART, AMERICAN GIRLS, to trim Straw

the

collection

®
Metrical Tanes, Anthems, &c.,
with Singing School Course. H. R. Palmer and L.

0. Emerson.
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| GILFORD VILLAGE,N. II, The last Sabbath in
Jahuary was a good dayin Gilferd: ,Dwe more

eiexad

and

Hillsdale
I'he spring
17, at 3, P. M.
At6

chufeh relation from F. B. to C.B. was regard-
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years; with 182,000 books rand 42,000 reg« | young men werebaphized, muking, thirty pers
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J.J: ALLEN,
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Hampshire to the short, mild winters of southern

several
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will

Q. M,

1’clock,

Feb. 26, at
bath.
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lation of 1700 .volimp, | ile the Boston
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new

held with the church

church in Clinton, at Pishon’s

‘the Chicago’ Library with about niveteen ‘prayer, union meetings have been held, between | and tothe churchesof our early choice, with |
Pleasant street soglety, and: Metho{housand registered borrowers has, at the the nnion
w 1h Com.
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all Booksellers.
price.

LEE

AROOSTOOK Q. M. will be held with the church in

‘commenced during the last week in

TY

#,#For saleby
ois ee i, tof the

‘A. L. Kovourox, Clerk of Council.

the report, however, Ties in the comparison, December, in the Pleasant
St. church, where the
instituted with other cities as to the reéla- ‘Baptists and Free Baptists with a Free Baptist
tion of supply and. demand. . For, instance, pastor unitedly Worship, but since the week of
end of nine moths,4 dally average! circa:

ye

>

H. 8. Perkins and W. W. Bentley."

LEADER

Home Aga.
Thelchange from the long, cold winters of New

in

and if the ' peowanderers have been reclaimed,
ple yield to their strong convictions of duty and

revival

Book.

ofstampall Danks’

Send

Boards,
16mo.
them Offering.”
per hundred ; flex. Cloth, 35 cts.

| hopefulness, and with good prospect of siiccess,
1

:
35 ots.) A
River
of: Life. {ii
Shy hlbeauoor

J. R. Thomas.

CHART

Agents wanted,

¢

Sacred Musie, but an admirable preparatory
A new collection of Hymns and Tunes for much
course, with a large quantity
of secular music for
Prayer and Camp Meetings, Christian Asso- practice. H.R. Palmer and L. 0. Emerson,
All boeks sent, post-paid, for retail price.
ciations and the Home Circle, by one of the
CHAS, H, DITSON & CO ,
authors of “Golden Sunbeams” and ‘‘An- OLIVER DITSON & CO,

Fort Fai, fleld. Meetirg to commence Friday,March
12, at 2, P. M., and hold over the Sabbath.
N. GAMMON, Clerk.

el, which will accommodate about 400 persons.
The church enters upon its work with much

,, with its healthful surroundings,

in Christ,

N. F. SEYMOLTH,
2

Sermon,

Barrows,

Village.

JEFFERSON Q. M. will be
in Phiiadelphia, Feb. 19-21.
!
i

4
climate, pure air, and soft water, for two
MECHANIC FALLS, ME. This town is being "ofyears, has restored my healthy" Fhe change of
a powerful revival interest. Quite a

number have professed faith

J. W. BURGIN,

85t37

i Books for 1875!

OF JOY.
SONGS
BY J, H. TENNEY.

session at

Feb. 24,

IAT

| Sacred Music

aa

Prayer,

organized

St. Louis, Mo.

Exeren gc M. will
be held atthe F. B. church

of Lowell ; Benediction, by the Pastor, Rev. Geo,
8. Ricker.
:

Jun. 27.

,visited'by

For TELEGRAPHIC

ministering brethren iq desired. rt
:
GEO. 8. HILL, Clerk.

H. F. Wood, of Manchester, N. H.; Address of
of” Lowell ;
welcome, by Rev. Smith Baker,

it 48 believed that a general and extensive
is right
work of grace will be speedily witnessed. The

and a large increase

and

Q. M. will hold its next

Fein Conriiry

Mass.

Yourself.

signs. &c., 50 cente.

NEW DURHAM Q, M. MINISTERS’
CONFERENCE
will meet with thg East Rochester church, Tuesday, Feb. 16, at 2 ¢’clock,P. M. A full attendance of

by Rev. A. 1., Houghton, of Lawrence ; Installing Prayer and Charge to the Pastor, by Rev.

yet we hive been cheered’ through the whole
forward
year by having one after another come

books, is

small, but additions have been steadily
made until there are now about 83,000 vol-

HUNTINGTON

mn.

Agents wantedev
Business strietly Jogi imate. . Particulars free. Address J. Worth & Co.,

15 So. Market St., Boston, Mass.

Learn

Meeting:

Starksbory’, commencing

These took place in the fol-,

by Rev. T. J. B. House,

see-

to the work of Christ—some ten or "twelve
8..8. NICKER
all,

|

ADAMS & WAUSHARA Q« M. will be held at Harrisville, commencing at¥ o'clock, P. M., Mareh 5.
C.K. RICHARDSON, Clevk.

clerk,

lowing order :
bei
Invocation, Scripture Reading,

Mas bad in training a good=

.. Though we have not heen encouraged by

o'clock,

P.O. Box

eh

$72.00 EACH WEEK

POST Free on APPLICATION
It contains lists of the choicest
varieties, carefully grown from
best of stock, specially suited

3teowt

to

Sec. of Board:

EVERYWHERE.—Theé

tlle world=Importers’ prices—

Bible Encyclopedia,

of

.

for circular to GEQ. E. LOCKWOOD,

o'clock, A. M.
!
Per order of the Exes. Com,

of the candidate, as to his religious experience,
his call to the ministry, and his doctrinal views,
At the close of the éxamination it was votedto
proceed with the exercises of installation at 7 1-2

Jy number of young men and women, and now
we are made to rejoice hy Seeing thirteen come
forward to a public profession of Christ, also

others not connected with the Sunday school.

3

sent

to

Notices and “Appointments.

The council proceeded”
with the examination

oy

:

,

Our Bubbath school

The city fund, which

can lawfully be appropriated for

‘speedily expected.

at

suggestive - facts,of ing so many start at any one time before ‘this,

It is- only about
more than local interest.
nine mouths since the library was thrown

izeus interested

church, met

proved the beginning of a good work with us.
The interest increased with the evenings of
prayer, and we have continued our meetings
three and four evenings per week up to the present time. We know of others interested who
have not come forward, and desire and pray
that many others will choose now to serve Je

Lord.

The

n

PUTT

WELLS, 43 Vesey Street, N. Y.

°

5000"

Farms, Private Gardens and
Greenhouses. Address,
Schlegel, Everett & Co.

The Corporators of the Freewill Papuint Printing
Establishment are hereby
notified that a special

install him as pastor of said

has

The weék of prayer

Hernia.

I. D. SIEWART,

1287

FLOWER
er, tho most "ssiect_ Market

meeting of the Board will be held at their office in
Dover, N. H., on Thursday, ¥eb, 25th inst, at 11

.
The council, consisting of Rev's- J. E. Dame,
of Lowell, A. L. Houghton, of Lawrence, and
Deacons Howe, Piper, and Blake, of the Paige
St. F. B, church, Lowell, was organized by the
choice of Rev. J. E, Dame, chairman, and Rev.

Harper's Ferry, W. Va., Jan. 27.

WEST DERBY, VT.

cure for

a

So!

Our New Catalogue
with prices for 3 ring of 1875
isnow at the
disposal of all
who wish for it, and will

AND
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M.

chapel,

outlay

for reviving
his

T. A. Stevens, "|

"A council, called by the Mount Vernon Free
Baptist church, of Lowell, Mass., to examine
Rev. Geo, S. Ricker, and if deemed proper, to

S. 8. feels

of their new

God

Installation.

He needs aid very

and to meet the

on “ Navy Hill,”

good work.

A ‘report on
the

once be discarded as a

ROBERT

with

descriptive

& Co., Boston,

ty, at iron or steel hoop around the body should at,

for a

Boston.
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GARDE

throat tending to consvmp-

Corporators’

One of the members is a minister of the gospel,
from another denomination, where he has been
useful. He will act us a missionary with us in
Ya.
Bro. Dunjee is very hopeful concerning the
growth of this new interest.

Let us all thank

engrovings,

{

It isnot, surprising that in an educated communi-

:

Lituie L; STEVENS.

months of faithful labor carefully prepuring the
ground, on Sabbath, Jan, 24, Rev. J. W. Dunjee
organized a Free Baptist church in Richmond,
Va., consisting of eight members, after which,
a candidate for baptism at a future day was
received,
.

BR

Mr.

Rh

work.

;

Tak CHURCH IN RICHMOND,
VA.

:

I
TooTn- ACHE DROPS~Ciuice in one minute.

last’

and encouraged.

is ingreased, and

WASHBURN

‘Elastic Truss affords instant relief. Is worn night
and day with comfort; retdining the rupture absochurch and congregation, Ouleout, N, ¥, on
Wednesday, Jan. 27, of over $40.00. This, for. lutely at all times, and is never taken off during the
few weeks neccessary for a permanent cure. ‘Sold
four months work not yebhalf accomplished, inf i cheap. Very darable. It is sent everywhere by
addition to salary, when it was feared the salary | mail by the Elartic Truss Co., No. 683 Broadway,
could not well be raised,is worthy of commenda- | N. ¥. City, whe send circulaas free when desired.

few weeks in the Free Baptist church at Bellevernon, Pa. Four persons have been converted, wahderers have returned
.to daty, and the

ed, but have an open door presented in the
fact thai thousandsof their own faith are
scattered here and there needing instraction and sympathy."
;

some very

tion.
PI1kE’Ss

FOWLE, Chemist,

largest Company in America—staple article—
pleases everybody—trade increasing—best inducements—don’t waste time—Send for
Circular to

more than three thousand varieties of choice Flow-

the

speak

D.

$1 a bottle,
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it,

years. H.
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er and Vegetable Seeds, Gladiolus, Lilies, &ec., &c.,
also full directions for culture.
Sent free on receipt of two 3 cent stamps.
Address,

264

from

16

evervwhore.

conildont this
will prove the

plate, and hundreds of

him seriously. Tell him that every paroxysm is
like the sound of a mufiled drum beating time to his
march to the grave. Advise him to begin forthwith, a course of Hale’s Honey of Horehound and
Tar. The country from ocean to ocean rings with
its astounding eures of chronic cough and all com-

Rev. 8. 8. Nicxtndox acknowledges a donation Jan, 21, amounting, With Christmas gifts, to
thanks

®. m—

Machine twist is war-

no danger

greatest B:

covered, Entirely vi
back your money’ fn

given by

INDIFFERENCE.

plaints of the lungs and

FOWLE’S

With more than 3000 Elegan{ illustrations; also on
|
POTTER'S MAGNIFICENT EDITIONS
8
rove
the
: greatest sequlsition yet ofof
Family
Bibles. Superior fo all others. For terms
fered.
Packages containing suflicient for fifty
address JOHN E.POITER & CO., Pubs,, Philadehills, 25 cents. For full description of the above
phias
eon? sum
13t51
and other novelties, see: Amateur Cultivator’s Guide.
to the Flower and Kitchen Garden, enlarged, im<
proved and embellished by a magnificent colored

Ifyou have a friend troubled with a chronic cough

I., on Jan. 20:

Stevens

- SOME revival bas been experienced in the

have a common obligation with the other churches to do the general work need-

contains

in

:

-

in regulating the stomach and bowels.

and who apprehends

Concord, N. H.

is THE CHEAPEST Religions, ¥amily Monthly:
ILLUSTRATIONS. Fift cents a year, G
.
duction to Agents and Clubs, NOYES, HOLMES &
CO., 219 Washington Street, Boston,
25

that promised to eclipse that
popular favorite. We believe
the variety now offered supores in many respects,comining as it does earliness
with unexcelled sweetness,
richness of flavor, and dura-

MARKET

for Castoria.~Pleasant

DANGEROUS

W.S.

R.

$110.

The satisfaction

Every

use,

Apply to,

‘Christian Banner

10.25

146,
Treas.

Corn we have watched

ranted full size, and best quality.

wife gratefully
$81,

Cry

Every spool of the Eureka

mostly

J. L. KROESEN, of Toledo, Towa, would be
glad to correspond
with chorches wanting a
minister. EB
:

This question is:a pertinent one as applied to Freewill Baptists, for they not only

xy just made by

of

family

;

i

our
former
imtroductions
gives ug e
ence in callIng attention to the above

y

greenbacks; from their friends in Apponaug,

:

Public

a donation

Tae subscr.bers return grateful

THE revival at Ouleout,
states, still continues.

It does scem that, the United “Brethen in
hrist ought to'extend southward, and enter the open field there presented.
There
is a Macedonian cry coming up from ‘the
old slave territory.
In plain words, the
people down there ave in singularly sad
need of the
wl.
We are lying ‘along
the borders of that
great white
harvestfield; but we are sending no missionaries

the condition of the Chicago

Donations.
Wattace and

Rev. G. W.

Ministers and Churches.

:

SoME SIGNIFICANT Facts.

Lig

are
en-

MT.

acknowledge

D.,

Yellow Wrapper is for animals.

Children

The friends of the Institution

fact.

former

POTTER'S

take—a perfect substitute for Castor Oil, but more

generous donation from friends, of the Franklin

says: .

down there.

KENA'E

19.25
3,10

CORN!

EXCELSIOR

Price 50 cents; large bottles $1.

been secured, That done, and:thegchool
has a
Yani
basis on which to rest, and ite sucacss isa fixed

M.

ply because composed of revolutionary elements which always produce chaos.
The
majority of the people, white and black, is
one of comparative ignorance, and with
just religion enough to be superstitions. A
few men of eulture and cunning can, as in
the world's history such always have done,
lead this class through its easily aroused
passions as mere tools for almost any pur’
pose.
We can look for no permanent solution of the senthern question until the
schoolmaster and the preacher have molded
over and completely changed the clements
which constitute society there. The ** barbarism of slavery * has left a large number.
of true subjects for missionary labor, and in
no way can the churches so well discharge
the command of the Master as in preaching
the gospel with earnestness in every hamlet
and on every hill-top of this country. The
Religious Telescope, speaking of this work
and the duty of its own churches in the

:

dowment fund, one-half of which Fas already

fies the universal philosophy which Christ
Tae No. Kingston,
Ill, church reports
a
expressed with an intended application to
#precious revival, with 18 additions by baptism.
morals, viz. : that men do not gather grapes
Onto Grove church
is also ‘enjoying the fruits
from thorns, hor figs from thistles. South- of a revival, - These are'both in Fox River Q.

ern society isin a chaotic

Institute.

will be glad to learn that active measures
being inaugurated to complete the $25,000

encouraged

the

Lyndon

more’ money.

in

Sweet!

White

is for

Wrapper

:

D. L. GUERNSEY,

SKIN, and the

In order not to be ashamed of

___ muscle

,

4t5

Sweetest!!!

Sweeter 1!

24, ut 10 o'clock, A.
E. Ronixson, Clerk.

The

No?

upwards cleared with Sextainty,

interest for any improvement

ailinent.

h

Boston

E. Caverly, of Lynn, Mass., and Miss Abbie A. Per:
kins, of 8,, youngest daughter of Asa Perkins, Esq.
In Warren, Vt., Jan,
y
Rey, J. W. Burgin,
Pile and Humor
Cure.
Mr. James H, Lovett and
Miss Carrie M: Dréw, both
I WARRANT
ONE
BOTTLE a
perfect
of W,
.
Raycure
in
all
the
worst
forms
of
PILES,
also
a bere in
In Harrison, Me., Jan. I7, by Rev. L. W.
mond, Mr, J, Clifford Rice and Miss Rebecca
H. LEPROSY, BOROFULA, RHEUMATISM, SALT RARUM,
:
CATARRH, KIDNEY DISEASES, and all
seasesof the
Cook, both of Warerford, Me.

allay pain, subdue swellings, heal
burns, and will eure rheumatism
gpavin, and any flesh, bone or

of the

_—.

ACENTS
oi Best Selling
Bibles WANTED
(1300 ustrasions), an
a
hromos inthe United States. * $100 per month
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Centaur Liniments
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The

an interest.

into

wu

:

as

:

5.68

In Strafford, by Rev. William Rogers, Mr, Thomas

them white and spotless, and to give fragrance to
every word we utter.
:
\
The very largesale of the Eureka Machine twist
is not a matter of surprise, for it proves exactly as
represented every time.

St.

This school is prospering under the thorough
instruction of its present board of teachers.
Still there
is a demand for more students and

dedicatory

is much

signs

iL

CORRECTION. Our good brother, Rev. R. G.
Broadfoot, was doubtless surprised to learn from
the Star of Jan. 27 that he hails from Galena;

question of results.
Tue Hoek or THE Soutu.

«of general refreshing from the presence

many are anxiously inquiring the way.
Our aged brother, Rev. I. J. WILKINS, is
earnestly engaged in a revival meeting with the

The usual display of spiritual pyrotechnics
is expected, the usual abnormal excitement

with

giv.

qualhy

the

Sond Stamp or cata
R

:

Bs

church at Parker's

teeth.

2600w53
)

——

H00

.

.

.

13.15

r H G Corlls,

Baker,

C. O/ LIBBY,

|, them, let us use SOZODONT, which is sure to keep

Lord.” —7. r.

on

ing revival is in progress at Six Mile Grove,
which quite a number have been

working

the

pledged

that

laugh exposes them.

ET

5a

;

novelty. Since we introduced the now famous Concord

WE GANT TALK,
without showing the condition of our

¥. B. church, has been detained from his pulpit
of late five or six Sabbaths by indisposition

Two hundred and thirty

From Bro. S. we also learn

r a grand rally at the: First church, down

and

accommodates

the day of dedication before the
prayer was offered.”

town , and Mrs, Van Cott is on the ground.

sounded,

well

dollars to pay the indebtedness was

The Methodists have arranged

will be produced,

large,

word

N H, a New

Dover, N. H.

A Universal Remedy.—‘‘Brown’s. Bronchial Tro«
ches” for Coughs, Colds, and Bronchial ¥Affections.
stand first in public favor and confidence; this result has been acquired by a test of many yearse

for him” that he may be restored.to his great
and useful work here, especially "at this time

completed sufficiently to occupy for the present,
and though not

Head, commencing Feb,
3

which has been very painful. But «
er is
made without ceasing of the church unto God

Horton,

lege of worshiping in their new house for the
first time. After a severe struggle it has been

The preaching at these meetings has been

cheering.

from

Towa, says : ** The brethren of the Spring Valley church on the 17th of Jan, enjoyed the privi-

mainly by Maj. Whittle, a lay preacher not
unlike Moody in zeal and earnestness, but
.very unlike him in point of culture and
power over men and women who think as
as weltas feel. The various churches are
pow to continue the revival efforts in their

and

3

writing

the

3.50 | ©n and guaranteed.

lasting

and we.trust
© |

Next session with the

I be-

following.”—REV. MR. BOWEN, of the Main

v

. Denominational.

some time, and the result has been a general awakening and many. conversions.

own congregations,

lieve; having a gopd time, * the Lord

_——

REV. S. SUMMERLIN,

interesting and profitable,
good was accomplished,

Bro.B., by the way,

is oue of your every day workers, always,
with him and confirming

different orders in the West that a good de- and who, in time, will win it.

gree of revival interest is being developed
and many conversions are already reported.
In Chicago the various churches of the
West .Side have held union meetings for

interest among his people.

fame,

V1.

ren made the meeting, with the blessing of God,

interest there is moving with power. Indeed, in
nearly if not all the evangelical churches there is
more or less awakening.—REV, MR. BURGESS,
of the Pine St. F', B. church, is witnessing some

attention,

J.

$5
nm bog

rgb

At the lowest price y constant
Sona with

200
1.00

y

at
as

reported

of Rev,

‘

:

6.50

wife, Stewartstown,

cpsom, N H, per J

ISH

favored with the faithful labors

Seventeen converts were

fifty wete admitted to probation, and the revival

favorable

&

a

Park St. Methodist church, on the same day,

Pickering,as a figure painter,

it

8t., Chicago, IIL
pissy

2.00
4.00

Me,

Couliard, of the Montville Q. M., which with
Hampton Institution, is the labors of our own ministers and lay breth™

is deep and extensive.

last picture his

able

»

aranteed. Address Hudson River
128 Maiden Lane,
N. Y., or 18 Clark

2.00

Amelia F Purtridge, Orland, Ind, for Miss Cilley,

Grove

&o.

[L100

Cumberland Q M, Me, per § M Bailey,

churches being represented, The business was
done.with dispatch and harmony. We were

St. Baptist
H.,

30

R

G B Sonura,

Underhill {outer

ses-

TED

10,0
Builders of nearly 800 organs, including the Six
3.75 | largest and most complete in the country. Estab1.00 | lished 1827.
lyeow?

Harriman

tendance was rather small, only’ a part of the

and

work, and, with the instinct of a true artist,

artists who deserve more than

of

Butes

»

£18.00

Year’s present to J L Phillips,
A friend, Me,
Kev G P Blanchard, Saco, Me,

8

;

Encecous Q. M,—Held its Dec, session with

Master in this city. .gThe interest inf his church

while Ford, Carlsen and Gookins are grow-

" news comes to us from various churches

4

'

the Woolwich and Wiscasset “church., The at-

proving himself'to be an efficient worker for his

the

ing in favor steadily. Chicago may safely
be credited with at least half a score of

The cheering

CHASE;

awakened,

aims always to make each
challenging

A

every

Mr, Elkins bas won his position by hard

is justly

on Current Events.’

GospeL

nged meetings

India,

1.00
No

.

Ohio

fe

Mary
H Tibbetts, Pittsfield, N H, per A Deering,
Lucinda Walker,8 Norridgewo ck, Me,

Next session at Ohio Grove, commencing FridaypFeb, 19, at 2 o'clock, ». Mm.
io LEB, Baxsy, Clerk.

pas-

baptized by him last Sunday evening, in the
presence of a congregation, uncomfortably
thronging his large house ol worship.—At the

best picture.

Ill.

MR.

graduate of the New

it is said, on a companion piece, commenc-

structure

Western Department.
Madison

holding

chureh, Lewiston, formerly of Dover, N.

will be erected as soon as an eligible site
can be obtained. 2 “Crown of the Continent,” the appearance
ta]
of which is looked for with great interest.

6

time

kav

Mrs Jane Hilton, Biddeford, Me, perJ §tevens.

series of meetings held by the pastor, Rev. J, H.
‘Wesscher,
’

torate there, to go into effect next May, is at the
present

evening, and mapy are\being
a landscape Bix f66t by ten, was honored are
resolved on a new |
s

with a “conspicuou

the

ch,

MM. Lol, per

several additions, N . Kingston reported a good
revival, 18 baptisms as a part of the fruits of a

far full of blessing and

who has accepted

.

a whole encouraging.

promise.
r
;
In the Court St, F. B.
urch, Auburn, where
MR. Frost, of the Theological school, has been
supplying for six or eight months, the work is
general and very ho
1. Rev. MR, MARINER,

exhibition which promises
Among the rising artists, and

Sheidon in

n, Westport,
Mrs 8 Hodgdon,
=

;

Fox River Q. M~—~Held its Dee. session.
Blackbury. It was one of deep interest, and

interest in both of these cities, at the present
time, 18 unusually good and encouraging. The
‘week of prayer was generally observed, and the

who may be regarded purely as a representative of native talent, Henry Elkins is fast
becoming famous.
His ¢* Mount Shasta,”

summer for $84,000, as the site was not

Rich

1.Ronaers, Clerk pro tem.

CE

results huve been thus

Fleas

sion at Ellenburgh, "A very good season was
Mr & Mr&
Mrs/A MrsT
Moulton,
3.00;
3.00; Mr Mr & 200:
Mrsr E MrCas , ass,
3.003
3,003
enjoyed. The license of Bro, N. N. Niles was
H iLangmade,
& Mrs
C
renewed. Revdohn Willis was appointed to
Martin,
W
25;
Sunbury,
£
Mrs
1.00;
Bartlett,
1.00; A Libbee, 1.00; ¥ R Mouiton, 5,005 Mrs I.
address the Sabbath school at thaffext session!
L Bangs.1.00; Mrs L Wood,1,00; Miss F Wood,
Next session at North Lawrence, February
1.00, Stanstead, P Shera Moulton,
ler, Treas,
:
12-14,
Wikis Da Sy Swarm, Clerk,
| Ashtabula Q M, O. per

religious

The

LEWISTON AND AUBURN, ME.

regular congregation.
Its cost, together
with that of the leased lot upon whieh it | again and contemplates giving, in the early

Street Baptist church.

i

se

Marathon eh,
Richfield & Genesee ch,

prosperi-

TT
ame
(N. Y.) Q. M.~-Held its Dec.

LAWRENCE

A. 8.D.

ry in working for the Master,

The fire was a severe blow to Chicago
artists, many of whom lost valuable sketches and paintings.. The Academy of Design,
however, has secured a capacious homg

summer, an
great merit.

abundant

i

Corinth Q'M, Vt, per C I Burgffi,
Mich,Q M,
Genesee,
Davigon ch,

3

a hearty welcome,

in a more flourishing condition than at the pres-

be apparent this winter.

stands, was $5,000. The church organization has been in existence about 25 years,
and formerly owned an edifice in West
Seventeenth $t., known as the Seventeenth

ty.

0

| Foreign Mission.
Ay
M L Sheldon, 5.00; Mrs A ¥ Sheldon, 5.00; EE Sheldom, 10D; "Ada M Sheldon, 1.00; Bertie Shel¥

Next session with the church at Bellevernon,
followed Christ in baptism, and there are ‘others ; March 6 and 7, 1875, If any of our brethren in
that will follow soon. The church was never |! the ministry could visit us there, they will find

A commendable deART IN CrIcAGO.
of art begins to
matters
in
gree of progress

of the

seemed prophetic of more

converts

Five

sweet and precious day with us.

—T
or

don, 1,00, Glasgow, Iowa, for support of Elston

Business was transacted harmoniously, The
churches were well represented by “delegates.
The moptings of wornp were spiritual and

Last Sabbath (Jan. 31) was

“Lynx, Mass.

;

WestMorerANd Q. M.—Held its last session
with the Jacob's Creek church, Dec, 13 and 14.

They that sow
8. C.K,

God is too great for expression.
in tears shall reap in joy.

The Mercantile Library, of

of about 700.

Baptist Chapel, West Twenty-ninthgstreet.

ing soveral denominations.

an average

PORE TY

Quarterly Meetings. © © If

had
Cincinnati, ‘with | profructed meéting. ‘The ork] of graceOthers
| culation of about 800,
thorough.
and
deep
remarkably
been
60,000 volumes in the Public Library, has,’ are waiting to be baptized. Our gratitude to

Grace
. the dedication services lately beld in

10, 1875.
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all

east,
The winds have been blowing to

To the east, where my darling is;

And halt whisper that one loved name
To the happy, happy breeze.

Touch his®row with a gentle kiss.

{Can you not on those soft wings bear away

-

My méisage of faith to him,

To

the

are

drifting

.

winds!
. Oh! my message was joy and peace!

did tall upon me,

for

even then

mes and

but full-grown

my

net

on

my

down-hearted, little

face, he did not know it.”
Here the white-haired mau
wiped his sightless eyes.
* What do you mean by the
ed Clement,
presently.
*
blindness a curse ?°
“It was, in our family, my

Clement;

trial. + I carefully hid the truth

from

in

are

you

warriors

‘He didnot

10,

weil

;

Literary Review.

:

succeed in penetrating into

months, and of whom

he

took

hopiag to bring him home
killed himself, however,

him;

that Herodotus

travelers

had

some

and

enry

other

foundation

a

truction.

their

Hawthorne's Tanglewood Tales how
mus sowed the dragon's teeth

and:

Jr.

Boston:

J

Edited

by Ha Ey

The Full Envelope is made up of numerous

TALES,
.

ses

by

and no lack of entertainment in the book. Tne].

ligent young readers will hardly fail to prize it.

Ose

RB. On

:

selections in prose aud verse. The compiler hag
used his scissors and mucilage with good judg.

where the reader may find a great variety of |

wholesome

nson.

Cadreaped

a harvest of armed men ; and of the cruise
of the Argonauts in quest of the golden ap-

The

qualities

of

his

work

are

far

above the average, They are varied also, He
is not shut up to any single department of litera-

~All houses whereir. men have lived and died
Are

haunted

doors

Through

houses.

the

ture or style of writing.

With feet that nie®no

seynd upon the floors.

‘We meet them at the doorway, on the stair;

they were even then seeing his angel visit- | one look at her dear eyes, to assure myself
saying, “ Would you like to hear my ‘story, | growing old and fe¢ble now.

Iwvited ; the illuminated hall
Is thronged with quiet, inoffensive ghosts,
As silent as the pictures on the wall.

Clement?"

« Yes, very much indeed,

And held in mortmain still their old estates.

but w8 were very happy.
as the
Ae

These perturbations, this perpetual jar
Of earthly wants and aspirations high,
Come from the influence of an unseen star,
An undiscovered planet in our sky.

oiity

often

eyes.

my

on as usual,

went

sorrow.

-~Lhen
Then

Then,

to

Effie
how

quiet tears

chased each other down his cheeks; then
they stopped, and for a while he almost
last

some time.

very

Vanster P’ asked Clement.

.
¢

long,

\

Mr.

sil

+ Then you never saw at all.”

pmo,

A

did;

sonage or country.

example,

For

fate.

Breas thisybes

9, his lemory

was

fyto prepare

He assured me

1| dreadful as he bad

stories,

‘#

*

7

.

Tired with ovr long Josrosy from Four
with-of
and
I required
teenth
with therest;memories
Xead filled
enti alaStreet,
two hours of sweetest music, it was no
time to make charitable ealls,—at midnight,
—too, They would all be in bed,and my call
would acnoy. But I wil) eail in the morning, on my way to New York. Thus! rea-

and

Baron

-Galliver’s

I

Munchausén’s

adventures

| tral Africa,

who

¢very yeat

waged

He

parish,

4
among

fierce

stored.

not half so time, and

imagived beforehand.

They have large heads and

slender necks and bodies. Their lower
and chin protrude, giving the face an
like expression not.at all handsome.
‘They are very agile; even the old
will dance in a wonderful way for a
they

are

with wild elephants.

noted

for

their

and

are needed

deserves

honor and

ennobles

the heart.

retire

to

I then put out the light and

retired, but not to sleep; for those words,
“in some trouble, won't you go and see

jaw
apemen
long
fights

AH the tribes of the

one arm, and in the other hand a candle.

“Mr. —, Tunderstand you are in {roub-

le: excuse me for calling at this hour, but
I thought I might be of some service.”
Thank you kindly, sir; come in.”
1 followed my pilot through the long,

dark

ball, to

the

rear

room.

There

the

first sight which greeted me was six children, sleeping in their dresses jackets, pants,
and shoes, just as they

had

¢ome +in

from

play or school, and lying on pieces of bed-

din

SONGS OF JOY a collection of shane
especially adapted for Prayer, Praise

dnd

Cuwmp Meetings, Revivals, Christian Assoeiations, and Family Worship. By J. H. Tenney.
Boston : Lee & Shepard. 12mo. pp. 128,

It the number
which are being

of books of hymns
thrown on

and

the ‘market

down beside a small stove, giving out a
very
little heat,—though .the night was
cold, and the solitary candle shed a dim
and gloomy light over the room. He spoke
not a word until he had unfolded the coat
which lay acress his arm, whenhe said:

“This little thing, I suppose,
and [ am trying to feed it I"

I then saw

is hungry,

held a habe about five

days old, and with the blueish substitute , in
the tin dish on the stove he was trying
to

feed the little baby!

The Berean Question Book is like those which
have preceded it, except that its merits are larg.
er, its contents more varied, and its suggestive

quality more admirable, Carefully studied and
wisely used, it will not fuil to add much to the
interest and value of Sjunday-school teaching,
It would be easy to quarrel with the small type
used, but the great mass of matter which in conhostile criticism an unwelcome thing. It stands
for an immense amount of work, and deserves

of
IV.

:
Muon,

King
CharlesC.

By

A J arual of the

and
F. Greville

Council of those Sovereigns,
ard

Henry

.

i
Clerk of

Editedby Rich-

New York:

Scribner,

Armstrong & Co. 1875.
square 12mo.
p.
o
Price $1.50.
>.
PP. 346,

I'thought I had solved

many of the weaknesses of those two pro verbi-”

which

the

editor

quotes

in the

volume, * You do not know

preface

to the

yet, my son, with

how little wisdom mankind is governed.”

The memoirs are not remarkable for their lits

good personal knowledge of a godd many unnoted persons of that time, to

interest.

read

the

book

That statement doesn’t abate

with

ouy ap-

preciation of the suthor’s graphic and highly pic-

turesque account of ‘his journey over

the Alps

by the Mt. Cenis pass, nor of his really excellent photographs of Brougham, the
Duke of
Wellington, and a few others, as well as of his

rigid analysis of Byron's Sharager,

:

WEDDING GARMENTS ; or, Bessie Morris’ Dia.
By Mary W. McLain, author of “ Lifting
e Nu
ete. Same Pablisbers, &e. 16m.

pp.

269.

:

This brief life-record is very

interesting in its

{unes
were a

CONGREGATIONAL

WoRrsuir.

don, pastor
of the Clarendon

By

A. J. Gor-

8t. eharch, Bos-

ton. Boston: Young & Bartlett, 16mo. pp. 120.
Mr. Gordon has definite and wholesome ideas

‘of what properly constitutes divine worship. He

has but little sympal by with the vicarious qualities of a good deal of it, like the singing and
that of praylug that are paid” for at so much per year.

measure of the musieal taste and capacity of the
people, we should surely be a nation of singers.

Our air would be fuller of melodies than
Germany, or Italy, or Africa, and our singing
would have science as well as devotion.
Few
homes would be silent,school-rooms would overflow with harmony, and the praises of the sanc-

tuary would pour themselves forth like the voice
of many waters.

Much of the musi¢ and poetry

tian worship is sometimes let down to a low lev.
a change

for the better goes steadily on.

That

which is merely taking gives place to what pos.

seiges solid merit. We arg learning that life
may be joined with solidity, and a joyful anima:
tion may go hand in band with character. This

collection, compiled by Mr. Tenney, is really
one of the better cluss of products,

The

hymns

are full of devout sentiment, of reverent affection, of the yearning which springs

from a pray-

But heis temperate in his statements, and while

pleading that congregations should really participate more in the divine worship of the sanctoary,
he avoids extremes and

would keep clear of any

tendency to ritualism. The fact that the book hase,
come out of the author’s own experience gives it
fresh interest and will be likely to secure for ita
wide reading.
It deserves that.

Messrs, Hurper & Brothers have issued Wilkie
Colling’s AFTER DARK AND OTHER STORIES,
uniferm with their library edition of his works.

fateresting mat-

The stories contain a variety of

fer, and will be likely to tind their way’ veiy
soon under the eye of many readers.
The same Publishers issue A TALE oF TWO
CITIES , as a volume of their househa¥d edition
of Di
¢’s works, Considering the mechan!

cal ‘qualities of this edition, and the price, it
might justly be claimed to be the most

desirable

edition thus far issued.

How He WoN HER is the title of tue third

erful heart, of the love which Tmplies Inward
power, and of the (rust which looks up through

volume of Mrs. Southworth’s works, which the
Messrs, Petersons of Phila. are now issuing in a
uviform duodecimo morocco-cloth gilt-back edi-

ness. For the most part the music is worthy of
the hymns, It has real character. It seems to
have sang itself out of the ¢)mposers’ sould, It
will bear use, and the book, as a whole, seems
well adapted to its purpose. The popularity
which it wins will be an intelligent one. They
who give it a fair and proper trial will hardly

tion. The edition will contain all
seven volumes, and the admirers

trial and darkness and waits with patient calm-

friend sat himself fail fo find jts merits,

ding, carpet, ete. My

danger of skippibg the

pages or laying them asi le until finished.

way, and.will be likely to do good.
Itis moral
fu its aim and teaching rather than matrimonial,
{and is safidiently free from cant to give it tone
Tunes and interest. It is a wholesome book.
[

doggerel under the name of hymos, and skipping
ditties which carry the name of tunes.
Chris.

to

books are not in much

and healthy.
There is no pandering to low sentiment ; instead, the love which is exalted is that

the light, those words, ‘some trouble, won't

prepared

works,

there are frequent occurrences of the pronoun,
** he,” “ him,” &ec., which" may in each esse refer to any one or to all of a half dozen persons,
more or less. Ooe needs also to have a pretty

rest,

so

live

throp; The Maid of Malines, by E. Bulwer Lytton; The'Story of Ruth, taken from the Bible;

now published is really good; some of it is
doubtful or indifferent; a fraction of it at least is
worthless, bad, execrable. We have rhymed

next morning.

. The o'd story of a race of pigmies in Cen-

me for my

.it. was

land Avenue.
“Traly yours, in haste,

are

as Lit ‘illy weak monarchs, and help to illustrate the
in deal- sage remark of old Chancellor Oxeastiern, and

would attend to°this case before breakfast
|! by the use of what is unflt for. devotion. But

the giants of Brobdingnag and the little
people of Lilliput, are all myths.

“|/and to/tedeh méat home ; and then I found

ely

of four of our

family

what's the matter ?” kept ringing in my
ears. Bounding from my bed, I said, «I
one o'clock in the
true. We'll look in ‘“Webster” and find will go to-night.”
I was admitted at the basement
ont about “myth.”
’ morning
door of No. —, by a man. who carried an
A myth is a fabulous or imaginary state- old coat, apparently carelessly thrown over

want to tell you something wonderful and

first shock hesrass quite ‘ealwl, andbwiore | four feet high.
still continued(o do his duty in the

Se

vou go and see what's the matter?” for an
instant delayed my hand, and [ resolved I

word,

and you do not ‘know what myth means!

few words

plan

and touching pictare of human love than that
which the story ofRuth sets before us. The
| book is welcome,as all its predecessors have
been.

and to dream of the sweet songstress and
her sweeter songs. Bat as I turned down

self for it. ‘But I suppose all sach things | ip Africa tell us that ‘there actually is, in
seem to come stiddebiy at Jast. | After the Central Africa, a tribe ‘of little people about

* Nearly forty years,my child,” agswerefl ‘how wouderf

- the old man softly.

duall-looking

of the

ure, and whose words sweep across every chord
of the soul. There is surely no more beautiful

you
Won't Portsome trouble:
children
mission
go and see
what’s are
the inmatter?
No.— North

soned, and

Don't skip my story,

because foundation isa

the

cheerful than he had been for months.

blind

Stop, Bright-eyes!

lately

volume which overlooks no part of human nat

Nilsson's feasts of song.

“PDRAR MR. IT. :—The

*‘ And now, Clem-

so

and whe think of it as 1 dull and solemn book,
it may help to correct the false judgment, and
interest them 10 become more familiar with a

Breaking thie seal, the note ran‘thus:

long time, for it was hereditary in our fam- | wars with the cranes, has been supposed to
ily; and he had been trying to prepare him~ be “equany fabulous
but recent “travelers

his face was Jighted up with abright smile;
After the music, they sat in the porch for
* Have you been

return from one of

from my story.”

my God! give me patience ! Ob, let not the

at last burst out ‘into triumphant tones of
praise and joy, as'though some : great dan-

RR

They

erary qualities. But they are remarkable for
the perplexing aud indefinite style in which they
are written. For instance, on nearly every page

which

story.—Aline Wins-

library,” was Kate's greeting, as she open-

A.;A}

M.
PM.

spoken

The Story of Ruth is something one hardiy looked for, but it fits happily into the author's plan
and¥foves the elevation of his sim.
If it shall
induce an interested reading of a part of the
Seriptures by those who seldom open the Bible

along a well-known | 4 our door at midnight, to admit us on otir

‘NICHOLAS VANSTER,

7

have

The Rise of Iskandor, by Benjamin Disraeli.
The tone of these papers is, on the whole, high

-this

that

series.

Tus Saye

tle Classics, that

a

naturalist,

true

Bentie

They deal with real people. The children are
really flesh and blood personages. The life
pictured has always a purely human side, There
are no dull pages. The merry element stands
over against the serious, and each adds something to the other, Children who take up these

hearty praise,

skill, and

qualities of the series of véfumes known

“They came

Is my Neighbor.
a
ES

“Who
To

i

:

sometimes, | us,” said the musician.

curse fall upon my innocent son! Let me
‘be the last victim? My mother went to him
"and laid ber hand upon his forehead, and I
started wildly to my teet. T felt the blow
had comeat Jast. My father was bind. He
had been expecting
the calamity for a long,

ard

is a

%

table, and he actually sobbed. % O God! ment—a tale of some extraordinary per-

.Whas music it was, to be sare! Mr.
Vanster seemed to give the organ a soul

French

Ben and

bodied. The last of the sketches, that of Madame

We

de-

So

ou the pages

De Mauves, is executed with peculiar

ing with this sixth installment. It is made up
up from the water like the gentle thrills of after the same
method as’ those which went beofa
5 mygjeal thord, or the faint vibations
fore it. The selections are worthy of their place:
wine.olass when its rim is rubbed by a The whole number of papers is four, and are as
yoistened lager. It was not one sustained follows: Love and Skates, by Theodore Win-

fish story

in despair, | ent, my dear, [ hope you will take courage

from so long P "Then bis head fell updn

dt

E.

and thus

seribes the sounds he heard:

11 | eminent

It was enough to give any ove courage
gaze at her face as though he wanted to|
print it upon his very heart.
Then be |to see the old maa still so sweet and cheerwould kiss her tenderly, and turn away | ful, without a hard thought in his heart.—
with-a sigh; and I often noticed that she| From *¢ Clement's Trial and Victory.”
:
All
| was crying quietly over her work.
these things 1 saw, and yet never suspected
Youndation of Old Myths. |
the truth til'0né terrible night. © My ‘father |

he

both silently listened to the music.

held his breath with suspense ; and

ti

-

REV.

The little pony carriage, in which Cle m
always—ent eut, was soon ready, and
Effie drove her two blind ones up the hill
to the old church. Then they left the pony
been trying to read aloud to us,. but he
in charge of the boy, and went in, Effie kept stumbling and making all sorts of
leading her brother. Mr.. Vanster kne w | strange mistakes. Presently, he flung the
Lis way too well to require any guide, ,and book down .and stood up, wringing his
‘It is come,’ he cried;
soon took bis place at’ the organ; and Effie hands in agony.
found a sunny seat for her brother, and « my terrible enemy that I have pe
le

At first,

g

:

;

So he led-the way

and would turn to my mother,and gaze and

practice.

saw

They

J.

went out on the

night,

moonlight

ow fishes’ JJuusie sounds.

Shel the Hig

SVer gi

un

he made me J learn a. great

calling for more light.

called Effie and Clement, wonld like fo go

ger or sorrgw had been overcome.

So Sir

bass. On
y
the lowest
i
with
i
treble mingled
of the
wood-work
to'the
ear
the
her | app'ying

MARGARET, HIS WIFE; AND
deal ‘Ly heart, and I saw that he fried to
MARAH, THEIR ONLY DAUGHTER.
learn things himself; and he grew so: ngar‘* You see there is room for my nume on
sighted, that he almost made his book, touch
:
:
and that will; be the last of
he was always | the other side,
his face ; and inthe evenings

Mr. Van-

pleaded,

of shell-fish.

The journey will=so008 | (oo time after dinner, that you may know

1 observed, too, several little changes | the graves look.”

he would throw down his book

going

species

she | sjogr and distinct in itself; the sweetest

without any notes ; and his sermons, which path to where there was a grave headed by
Round the
before had always been so bright and hope- | a plain stone cross ‘on steps.
names:
three
were
|steps
ful, were now generally about trouble and

The’ Blind Musiciar’s Story.

music.

|
|
|
|

anc.hearc
before the
nurse our
and then,

Mr. Vanster finished is slory } utthe

in my father’s habits.” He began to preach |

The Family Circle.

he felt the

as

* We will walk round the churchyard,”
faces. and 1 lived in|
iE stee OE
daily dread of some storm bursting: upon | be said; ‘ and Euphemia shall tell me how

as

two

80 | called them “‘crying-shells.”

that I bore

choly, and they both went about their work | 10g look.

that sways .and | US.

and

snch | j,q¢ Ly

melan- | Wore bis sweet smile, and his patient, Wait- | 10 in Work and Play.

too, seemed to catch her husband's

bends,
Wander our thoughts above the dark abyss,
— Henry W. Longfellow.

face,

one. was

woninging fish seem to me almost as
ancy
almost
dawn.
asting day will
assure
1
already.”
rays both
the sun’swere
begin
an
authority of M.but Daffosse,
the mermaidens,
you ou as
crying when | derfal
Effie toandfeelClement

mother cheerful and happy; but at Jast she,

So from the world of spirits there descends
A bridge of light connecting it with this,

- watched her brother's

:
wondered

le

tried to find out what so Ne

Our home

one.

crowd
Tuto the realm of mystery «nd night,—

for the time ; it mourned nnd

T bad

every

For a long time | child she was visiting, and in a week

i
father used | died.
and my
child;
i
‘* Every one
for he could not afford|

imagi
i
but eould butnot;never1 imagived
ip
the true
misfortunes,
sorts ofhit,
all

And as the moon from some dark gate of cloud
Throws o’er the sea a floating bridge of light,
Across whose trembling planks our
fancies

with him to the church; he was

myselt,

and

| 3 '3e: Ard God was vey kind,
|™¥ Prayer, and togk her home
| Shadow fell. She just lived to
|mother through ber last Hilgess,

for hours with his hands pressed before his | I have your love.

children,

and

to send me to school; besides, he liked to | death =o well. But they did not know bout, the Yibration W greatly il
Afler a time, how lonely I felt. But God has been VEI¥ | at different points, and thvy- did not hear
have me always with him.
.Do not think | {hem on all pa parts of the Jake. Did you ever
though I was only.a boy, y I observed thatasq | |& good to me, my children.
and
I have | rub the edge
life.
happy
t
:
i
oo" round bring
:
ag of ka thin £0goblet
:
>
profound melancholy began to steal gradu. | Mie has been an unhappy
ally over my dear father. and he would sit | MAU joys that no one knows of, and pow sound, RSE GiDRIng Tour Gnjer LA

Our little lives are kept in equipoise
By opposite attractions and desires;
The struggle of the instinct that enjoys,
And the more noble instinet that aspires.

if his

they

you may imagine we -were not very rich; | Very soon after,she caught a fever of a poor | 5ote but a multitude of tiny sounds, each

The spirit-world around this world of sense
Floats like an atmosphere, and everywhere
‘Wafts through these earthly mists and vapors
dense
A vital breath of more cthereul air.

ster called to know

music,

but for a bright, young creature like her to | joke one

oo

kind, good parents they were. “We lived in
a sweet cottage in this neighborhood. You
can see it from the porch, nestling among
the trees. My father was the curdte, so

Owners and occupants of earlier dates
From graves forgotten stretch their dusty bands,

afternoon,

joy in my

« I was (he eldest child of my~pareuts— | have all her days darkened Sep a

‘We huve no title<deeds to house or lands;

One bright summer

would | darkness; thougirfor

Ido not mind,” aud so he be- | $004 to*ne, that I bardly minded it at all; | Tenyent took a boat and

“To you,

oan:

All that has been is visible and clear.

of a neighboring lake; that both

Queen Louisa is clearly pictured

the skillful hand, and the painstaking which is
This is the Publislfers’ fifih volume of their
never heedless over the smallest details, strike “ Bric-a-Brae” series, which have justly taken
one at once when the inspection becomes close high rank in the field of personal reminiscence.
and
cal. It is a choice book, therefore,in The present memoirs are mainly a diary of court
its way, which Mr. Jumes offers to. the reading joup which the suthor kept, and which are inpublic,and be will be Ireartily and widely thank.
repersed with anecdotes of the famoms pered for his contribution.
;
sons whom he met at court. They reveal a good

ed. from the bottom

could not bear my sweet Marah to 1ive in | (heir fathers were familiar with these sounds

if yon

not mind telling it.”

The stranger at my fireside can not see
The forms I see, nor hear the sounds I bear;
He but perceives what is; while unto me

I felt that1

of an

notes

sweef

the faint,

resembling

The silence was broken by Mr. Vanster | er’s words I could hardly trust, for she was | mslian harp,

Incident

sequence is crowded between the covers, makes

seems to be an easy, off-hand; spontaneous way;
one scarcely thinks of elaborate effort while fo!lowing the narrative. ‘But the artistic idea, and

J. E. Tennent,

fishermen told Sir

Tye

reading,

meaning, and stand for and imply many others. Phe New England traits are
not overlooked, but get themselves well-em-

one sees clearly below the surface of French life
and manners. All this work is done in what

j,6 Governor of Ceylon, that certain sounds

that they were not growing dim! My motlh-

\

ors.

There are more guests at table than the host

whose unsteady floor,”

eyes looked as though | falling upon her too! How I longed to have |

ent’s strange, dreamy

Along the passages they come and go;
Impalpable impressions on the air,
_ A sense of something moving te and fro,

O’er

They told me she was beautiful, | extensive observations, and have found that

vold or- 1 watch every tone of her voice! how mis- sounds. Some of these make grunting, or
* Happy child,” marmyred..the
erable 1 felt if there was the least touch of | gpyiing, or humming noises, but some up
onropen neon “0
oo
ganist.
Then there was a long silence, and Clem- | sadness in it, for I feared the shadow was | tor very sweet sonnds.

on their errands glide

instructive

He can reason, he can No reader need miss its lessons. If the style had
philosophize, he can describe, he can analyze a been more simple, the book woald have
been
character, he can glorify a common seere by the better than it is. The Latin is over-honoredat
aid of his imagination, he can be hamorous, wit- the expense of the Saxon. Pith and incisive.
Ly, wise, playful, caustic, sentimental.
All his ness are generally better than stately Johnsonproducts show culture, and many of them have a ese periods. ‘Boys aud girls prefer to be ade
stamp of real genius, He cun think on abstruse dressed on their own level,
things and deal effectively with practical matHelena’s Cloud is a good book in aim and spirters. He is never dull, nor common-place, nor it. It pictures the
dark and trying parts of life
prolix. These half dozen papers, now collected as most persons
find them in experience.
Brayinto a volume, show the qualitigs of his mind, ery of heart and a faith
in Him who doeth all
and make up a readable book. They will not tax things well are urged
by the story, The teach. ,
the reader’s brain, or stir bis profeunder feeling, ing ought to be of service. .
or set the bloods leaping through his veins. They
School-Life and Camp Tubor belong to the

and I am sure she was; bat oh! how anx- | gut of the more than three thousand species
iously, as she grew up into womanhood,
did | that exist, fifty-two are known to produce

:

sing, but I can not.”

JP

The harmless phantoms

comfort.

singing, and then they fly softly away—
|away;and I try to remember what they

a

ope

apd

of Miss Hurst’s volume, It is a historical’ study
for yousg people, well worth their attention.

«and I could bear it if it would only last a
boy; but not ples of the Hesperides. You've heard of
little*while ; but for forty years! and never for.you., Rather a blessing, 1 am sure. But Scylla and Charybdis. Do you remember
Ere the night, they will be o’er my darling’ s | to see Effie’s face again! Do you know I my father told me once- the dréadful story. about ‘the Sirens, the singing mermaids,
belong to what may
am almost lorgetting what it is like now; How, long, loug ago, one of our ancestors who sang se sweetly that all who heard There are haif a dozen beof called light literature.
path;
them. Iucidemally they
sometimes I try to remember it, and I can- committed a terrible crime, and thea basely them forgot their homes and were allured sketch the characteristics of several peoples. 1n
But I ean not bid them stay,
For the breath of God’s love carries just suc h not. I see all sorts of other faces instead.” denied it on his oath, calling upon God to | to destruction?
Wise Ulysses made all his A Passionate Pilgrim, England sits for a partial
clouds
““ What ave they like, my dear—beauti- strike him and his:children blind forever, if |. men stop their ears with cotton, and caused portrait. The limuing is skillfully done, though
Over eVery Christiar’s way.
there is some exaggeration,
ful ?” asked the old man.
what he said was not true. And soon the | himselfto he. bound firmly to the mast caricature now and then takes and good-natured
the place of sceuwee,
with
black
and
gloom
with
heavy
Not
¢ Yes, very beautiful,” replied Clement, carse fell. From that very day his sight be- | when they sailed by ; so he heard the song rate photographing. But everything is done geBut bordered with peaceful light,
nially, with
| dreamily ; * oh, so beautiful and so Sweet, gan to fade, and soon he was quite blin#™nd escaped destruction.
no bit of malice,and no disposition to
‘And so feathery soft that the eye of faith
I”
angels
like
and it has gone on from father to son ever | Modern science has found a foundation strike an unfuir blow. Even a, London cockney
May pierce to the lining bright.
at the
‘“« Perhaps théy are angels come to visit since—a malady that no d8ctor can cure. | for these old stories of the Sirens in the wonld sometimes catch himself laughing
pictures which satirize himself. There is a moral
*Tis Eternal Wisdom that guides. our lives;
| you in your darkness; you know the day However, it is spent now. Iam the lastof| musical sounds produced bycertain fishes. , purpose
To the Lord be all glory given,
underlying the art, and the reader may
You thought fishes were mute? Few
and night to him afe both alike. Perbaps the race, and none will come after me to|
learn while he laughs. The Lust of the Véleril
For our souls have risen on every cloud
bear the sins of the fathers—no, none.
people know that some sorts can sing, takes us to Rome, and it is a thoroughly
he sends them.”
To a nearér view of heaven.
Italian
>i
<
Clement looked quite bright as he said,
“ Well,” he went on, afier a pause, ** we | though Aristotle wrote about it cénturies life looks out upon us from the page and voices
itselfin the language of southern Europe. Oaly
;
| Do you think so,really ? 1 have fancied it, went on living in the little cottage, and Ma- | 40,
Haunted Houses.
too; for sometimes I seem to hear. them | rah grew;to be'more and more our joy and | Lately, scicntific men have been making a few phases of Roman life are shown us, but
a
——
r
they are full of
work

Ye are hearing clouds,<yet e’en they may
Fairest fruits of righteousness.

serap-book,

of

It is a sort

taste.

and

ment

Mr. James’s name has b:come quite familiar and anecdote fill a large part of the space, Not
of late, especially to the peaders of the Atlantic a few things are old, but they deserve preserva.
Monthly. His papers have supplied a real at- tion,

a
You've heard some of the old Greek and
paused, and | Roman myths; perhaps you've read in
corse?” askDo you call

James,

AND OTHER

Jove. tin lied

ancient
for

PUGRIM,

LITLE CLASSICS,

He

ovei-eating,

PASSIONATE

good & Co. 12mo, pp. 446,

great care,

with him.

by

A

fault of which it .was impossible to cure
him.
:
Du Chaillu has written a book about this
dwarf nation, and others have seen and
written about them; so we must acknowl

edge

1875.

traived

;

their country, but the king gave ham one
little man, who was his companion for

you be and though 1 could but dimly see his dying | stories.

So don’t

men,

to fight,

sister.

But the dear man was removed before that
day came. Thank God, be was spared that

shall see when our eyes are opened I"
“ Yes, ‘I know that,” answered Clem,

LS

but

all did a great work ; and our own beloved
Beethoven, he was deaf, poor man; but
the music gave him endless pleasure in

and you must try to keep
| good company,
{up your character; and there is another
thing to think of—what glorious things we

ye

clouds,

your

and

they were all blind,

| himself as it does us.

side

And whisper it low when yop reach his
In the twilight growing dim?
ye

here I have been ever since;

the shadow was falling upon

| ton, and Samson,

O zephyrs, rejoice! ye are going to him,
Do you know, do you know your bliss?
Ere the nightshades fall you will fan his cheek,

east

nearer.

him

FEBRUARY

| is worse than mine, for you did not know’ mother could vot bear to trust me away
I had the joy of seeiig my
our : Father from her,
!
prepared. But
w
no t prep
_=| | —you—you were
| has given me strength, and go he will you; sweet sister's face fora few years, and then
You it grew fainter and fainter; and so did all
| and the musie, too, that is his gift.
must not struggle against his will, my the objects that I loved. For months I livchild; think how many great .ones have ed in an ever-deepening twilight, and then
day,—
deen blind. When 1 feel inclined to mur- the night came—thie thick durkness in
There was which I have lived ever since, My father's
wur, 1 reckon them all up,
Homer, you know, the old singer, and Mil- prayer was only half answered. The curse

The Lading ¢
BY

STAR,

bitter it is; and your trial

| found the boyy and slrawing
| «1 do know how

MORNING

&

THE

THE SQUIRE

OF

i

WALTON

HALL;

or, Skétches

und ldtidents from the Life of Charles Wuter-

ton, Keq., the adventurous traveler and daring
naturalist; - By Daniel Wise; D:D: 8ix ftus-

trations, © New, York: Nelson.& Phillips. Sunday-school Department, 16mo. pp. 282.
Tae FuLL ENVELOPE; or,Gleanings for Youthful
Reatlers. By Rev. Richard Donkersl-y,
Sume

Publishers. 16mo.

pp. 264.

QUEEN LouIsA OF PRUSSIA;

"Palace.

or, Goodness

By Catherine E. Hurst.

ina

Five Illus-

of her thirtyof her works

will doubtless find them satisfuctory.
_—————

°

In the school-book line A. 8S. Barnes & Co,
New York, issue a volume on Elocution, by F.
Taverner Graham, in which the principles of the
art are well illustrated and explained, various
marks and curves and lines showiog the eye how
to modulate the voice, while a variety of ex-

tracts furnish all the practical drill of this par-

ticular kind that is needed. Itought.to prove
‘helpfatl to beginners,==Theyalso publish Peck’s

¢ First Lessons in Numbers,” a good book for
beginners in mathematics; and Clark’s * Easy
Lessons in Language,” in which the first principles of grammar are put forth in an easy and
comprehensive manner,
An excellent,

ent of sheet music comes

rations,
Same Publishers. 16mo. pp. 228,
Boston and New York. It 3
from Ditson & Co.,
interior hunt the elephant, but these dwarfs. the “trouble,” yet dared not ask, ‘Where HELENA'S CLOUD WITH THE BILVER LINING. comprises songs, duetts, choruses, ‘waltzes, bal=
is
the
mother?”
but
turned
around,
and
By the ‘author ol ** How Marjorie Watched,”
®
: ht dcambarkmombdnuds allas | my father bad mademe cultivate it “to the, are the most saccessful. The skin of the
pou the only bed, in one corner, lay. ‘ete, Two, Illustrations. Same. Publishers, 16 lads, &c., by the best musical authors, and is
wellhs though my eyes had only just been | fitmostandwas quit delighted when I told elephant ig so thick on his back and sides Shore;
printed in the excellent style which Stuistelés mo. pp. 185,
,
the m
, cold in death! (May my eyes
{ him I wished to dedicate my. life fo mu-] thav it takes a long time to destroy him never witness auother such sight.)
. closed. ‘Ah! it is a beautiful world,sur;ely
Lx:
11. | es most of the work of these publishers.
TI
The BCHOOL-LIFE OF BEN AND
what will heaven’be like P”
| tracts from Offenbuch’s » Princess v ease
ed sailor was calm, saying litile ex. lus
LR
sie.’
us. Same lh
:
with their weapons, but these little men’
4
zonde,” both vocal and instrumental, and €
but God is CAMP TABOR. A story of Child Life. i
Clement hardly seemed to hear the end
« Soon after his blindness came on, my will dart underneath the elephant and cept, +My burden is heavy,

wor

t

hn

rs! I) antomorc han | Ijbad always bad a (alent for susie,” and,

“of
sentence;
the
but satd: «oy

oo ob agursewns-born:

". « * Then you know what it is to turn blind,

She

grew
y up like asw
woweor,

lovely flower, bringing joy and

an\l
you can be cheerful ; how can you bear | into our home,

brightness

~My mother would. have

it? Do tell me; for now I am getting | her called Marah, for * the Lord hath dealt
and they tell me I may Jive fter | very bitterly with me,’ she said. When she
. srong,
jah, 4 igok: shvieiimes 8 ough 1 Id | was quite litile T was elected as chorister

Woods,

wound him in the belly, and then got out
of the way
sdfety.

of . the
:

maddened

creature
:

By M. H, N.

Same A, Lind. the tracts from Mozart, Hayden, Beethoven, &«.,

give character to the assortment, and some selecfp
1 the early gray of the morning, I found
pp. 210,
mo. BereAN
in | two ministering n angels, who waited not to | Tur
QursTiON Book
1875. In| tionsof Irish melody,
like * The Minstrel Boy,
‘ménd their nets,
but straightway oonght
lerational Series, Same Publishers. %4mo, |*8t. Patrick's Day,” “ Sprig of" Shillelagh,”

Schweinfurth tells about being surrotnded ong morning by a troop of impudent

the home

of the weepers, first,

to feed. the

«

130,

-

MY

don “ Rory 0'Moore,” &o., give it a striking variety.

in, fhe

“ The American Historical Rocord” has now

bear
it dt ‘Teast
when T
hear | fu Westminster Abbey, so 1 bad 0 leave
théd 1 ean feel better”, And | home
for a few years; till my voice: broke, him with their darts and arrows; then re. | give than to receive ; 1 know it,” we heard
avother voice, saying, ‘Inasmuch as ye
be broke into distressing weeping.
| and I could no longer sing in tlie glorious om 8 suddenas ly
they appeared. He have doneit unto the least of (hese
:
chi
he bad really
that ard
for || infound/outda afterw
BAILY bee been brethren, y= have done it unto’ ie
my father
abbey:post Then
child I" tillcriedhe || 91dme the
poor childing! mywithpoor
church, and
~My
in this obtained
of organist
bis hands
[he ob
ger, for these pigmies were not boys, |

become * THE AMERICAN MONTHLY, an Illus:
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ving

not 8
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i found

hoys, as he supposed, who danced about Tas our brother exclaim in broken accents,
him with strange grimaces and took aim at “Friends , I envy you; it is more blessed to

0,

tha a2

ag7 dd

do

at

I

in SL

Suds

i

Tai
ada!

with
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trated Magazineof ‘History, Science, Literature ©
and Art,” and is published by John E. Potter &
Co., Phila.

Tt will be the aim of the Publishers

to make it first class in all its departments.
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February No. contains an interesting, varied an
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The

is. the

keeper of {Le antiquities discovered, which
commis| are deposited at the office of the
There may
siop, situatedat the Capitol.

very old

pany with the mummified

manent residence. at the Side fory be:
When the brothers Schleginswell explored

no

idea

the Glaciersof the Ibi

Gamin,

ed

of In-

Journal,

dians who lived.-on—-an island north of
Ounalaska one hundred and fifty years ago,

.

Ry

in Thibet,

This contribption to science was seeured ly

Xi

Wicliffe.

Captain Henving, an agent of' the eomny, who has long resided al. Ounalaska,
Ta his transactions ‘with the Indians, he

| strokes per

—————

i If we can gpeak of one

¢en'er

where the

i

e P horse,

|

— There6 areavs 6evITSHYTy Sie Bulk y
theo| Bird.

owner's ‘whip,

the

tesemblanee in

ape .t0 . the rude claspusé among the * conta-

gp Prize.

These knives

“knives in @

oH

1 al , some

dini, ’ and above

the point, which

he won

all bear

probally

as a

a singnlar

have

a bead

then,

at

#s now,

was intended to prevent the too free use of

this favorite Roman
take

the

‘weapon.

up" far'tdo ‘munch space ' to

numberless objects of great

be seen here. They

It would
enumerate

interest to

$6 a wide range

of materials, such as

te, ‘crystal,’ ame-

thyst, glass, paste, alabaster, ivory,

fresco,

se

Ard

he others, which more

T€semble, _in_their

rown-grass matter, consignments of crude

sugar from the Sard¥jch

Islands than

the

remains of human beings. The bodies of a
pappoose and of -a very little child which
probably died at birth or soon after it, have
sea~-otter skins around them.: One of the

feet of the latter projects, with a toe-nail
visible. The remaining mummies are of
adults. ; One of the packages
has béen
opened, and it reveals a man’s

body.

in tol-

stucco, gold and mosaic.
They clearly erable preservation, but with a. large pordemonstrate, however, the vast quantity of tion of the face Seeoimjitey « +This’ and the

. valuable curiosities that are daily being exhumed at the present time in Rome.
There

ave bushels of terra-cotta lamps, some very

beautiful, besides many larger things in the
same wave, Heaps of iyory spille and

writing styles show how lasting and common this “beautiful substance must have

been. The pots and pads in bronze ‘ate a
magazine in themselves, but there is a far

smaller show of iron implements,

owing to the more

metal.

perishable nature

probably

of the

These things lie deposited in the

storerooms of the commission, - wailing

till

means he found fOF “their proper arrange-

who are left to mourn,

of the others lieon theiz backs in, a vault
adjoining the Tabularium

of

ithe Capitol,

awaiting their tara for testoration and
ting up in the gailery.” ;

set-

ry

POP

Religion

that of the chief, is one which incloses in a
single : matting, with sea-lion
skins, the

ies of a man and

. The

collec-

tion also embraces a couple of skulls, male
and female, which have still - the hair at-

tached to the scalp. The hair has changed
it§ color to a brownish red. The relics obtained with the bodies include

a few wood-

en vessels scooped out smoothly;

a piece.

of dark, greenish flat stone, harder than the

emerald,” which 'the

Indians

‘use to tan

skins;
a scalp-lock of jet; black bair;
small rude figure, which may have been

a
a

very ugly dolly ot an idol; ‘two “or three
tiny carvings in ivory . of the, sea-lion, very
nearly execnted; a comb; -a necklet made
of birds’ ¢laws
Mmsertéd’ into ‘one another,
and several specimens of little bags, ‘and a
cap plaited out of sea-grass, and almost
water-tight.—San Francisco Bulleti1.

of out Presidents.

Some

The question has ‘been raised ‘whether
day one of our Presidénts was a commwunicant in a Christian chureh.
There is.a
tradition that "Washington asked
mis-

woman.

Curious

ples were innumerable.

*‘ You

~-Wylie's Protestantism.

Aversions.

up his nostrils, with bread. if he'saw a dish ot
apples, to prevent an otherwise inevitable

tions were often

Before complaining of want of leisure account should be madeof the time wasted.
Many

people squander

money on

bad

hab-

its who néver think themselvés able to give
a cent in charity, or lay one b¥ for honest.
The N. E. Farmer brings this sort of folly
home to complainers'in the following fish
ion:
.

I would repair (hat

weak place in my fence,” said a farmer. He

had none, however, and.

while drinking

cider with a neighbor, the cows bréke. in
and injured a prime piece of ¢orn,
:

may

of the

be perpetuated,

pleasures, but by
—Scribner,

genial

’

4 ad

Muay

death with Jesus.

sinners to be

they heed his last tes-

to trust bis life and

He loved

to

go back

Lord,
for they rest from

‘their, labors

works do follow them.”

:

their

ELLA, wife.of Thomas W, Steere,

years,

died

18

after a lingering illness from consumption

of early a year.

She had Deen a worthy mem-

ber ot the Free Baptist church in Chepachet for
the period of two years, having beenbaptized by

Rey. D.C. Wheeler,
and married by the sume
near the time she united with the church.

Her

short Christian Plgritnite was mniarked by a
constant cheerfuloess,
living faith in Christ,
and although trials were experienced by her in
connection with her fon% and painfal
illness,

being called to part with

an

infant

son

of 9

months,’some two months before her death, she
cheerfully gave him up and
peacefully followed
him‘to the better land. Mother and son are
at rest in Jesus,
“

ZyLPHA E., wife

of Lyndon

Hicks,

died in

Burrilville, R. I., Nov. 22, 1874, oy
She ‘experienced religion more than 30

years,
years ago

aud was baptized by Rev. M. W. Burlingame
and united with the church in Pascoag. Alter a
few‘ years they moved to Gloucester and ‘united

with the churveh at 'Chepachety: where. she remained a worthy member until called to join the

church

above.

Sister

Hicks

was

a cheerful

Christian, and death found her with her lamp
trimmed and her light shining, and with joy she
was permitted to cross. the river of death, She
leaves an aged companion and dear children to
mourn, but they hope to meet in that land where

there will be no parting.

Fria

oils Pe

—

For Sweetness and Strength of Tone,
;
For beauty of Exterior,

of

For Reliable workmanship throughout

Estey Organs
Stand to-day: Unrivaled.,

Thus

St, Valentine

y

THEOLOGICAL

SCHOOL,
=
FALL TERM, 1874.

MAINE

Manufactured

J. ESTEY

&

by

Furnishes

Obituaries.

|

.!

ical and Ladies’

Sure

KIODER'S PASTILLES.
Ki

hg yA

Normal,

at

¥.

ry

Aug. 17, 1874.

Winter term commences

Nov. 2, 1874,

10

-

&@

Spring term commences Feb, 1, 1875.
Summer term commences A ril 19, 1875.
KINGSBURY BATCHELDER, A. B., Principal
Latin, Greek and Chemistry.
.
CYRUS

Miss

JORDAN,

Jari,

A. M., Principal

erman,

of

of

Normal

Physics and D,

LINDA ©. VICKERY,

t

~

Acide

De-

cS.

{poirot

French,

. Geometry and Botauy.
Miss LAVINA H. HAYNES, Normalulasges includ
ing rawig;
Miss
A C.
HURD, Music and Algebra.
Miss ANGIE E. HANSON, English studies.
10
uashigt wil be taught by an experienced
‘eacher.
No deduction for less than half a term, except en
accountof sickness. Half terms commence at the
beginning and middle of the term.
e price of board, inclubs, varies trom $1.60 to

$2.00 per week.

Ladies’ clubs as well as gentle

men’s are formed...

:

Rooms and board in private families at reasonalile

rates.

For further:

particulars,

Piitsfield, Maine.

address the Secretary,

iad

.

C. A. FARWELL) Secretary.

at

,

L

LXNDON LITERARY INSTITUTION
|
!
- LYNDON GENTER, VT,
a

[-- . Faculty :

J. S. BROWN, A. B., Principal.®

M188 Lizzie CALLEY, Precepiress.
With a full complement of competent

assistants.

Fall Term of 13 weeks, begins Tuesday

ug. 25,1874.

;
Primary Studies,
Common English,
Higher English
Latin and, reek,

TUITION:
*
.
-

*
:

French (extra), .
Instruction on Piano or Organ,
-

.
-

-

Use of Piano or Organ (ex‘ra),
Instruction on Guitar,

-

-

.

.

<

$5.00
7.00
7.50
8.60

-

3.00
10.00

=r

.
-

.

-

-

.

-

2.00

6.00

Vocal Music,18 Lessons,
35
Pen
ship, 15 Lessons,
.
o
#a-Clergymen’s children and students relying
on
their own exertions for an education; received at reduced tuition.
Board from $3.00 to $3.50 in families; in elubs at
lower rates, and rooms furnished for self-boarding.

, LOCATION :

For full particulars in
ard to the School send
fer catalogue.
I. W. SANBORN, Se¢’y. Board

CO,

of Trustees.

Lyndon Center. Vt.. 184.

*

AUSTIN

cts ASTHMA,

Spring Term begins Feb. 23. 1875. Rooms and
board in private fam
af reasonable rates.
#-Free tuition to students who have the ministry

1311

who do

N. H.

REV. 8. C. KINBALL, A. M., Principal.
Mr. Kimball is a graduate of Dartmouth College,
a supérior scholar, an experienced. and successful
teacher with competent Assistants.

rel

miedo

ACADEMY.

STRAFFORD,

in yieW. ‘For further information address the PrinOSTA
EMPLOYMENT.—At
female, $30 a week warranted.
quired.

home, male or
No capital re:

Particulars and valuable sample

Address with 6 cent return

lismsburg, N. Y.

HE

stamp,

C.

sent free;

RO3S8,

Academies

HANNAH, widow of the late Rev. F. Bartlett
was born in Farmington, Me., Nov. 14,1793, and
died in Auburn, M&., Oct. 14, 1573, of congestion

RIDGEVILLE

or,

. WARREN F088, Secretary.

Center Strafford, Jan, 18, 1875,

Wil-

25144

—————
7

a

cipal

&oc.

pr

NORTHWOOD

SEMINARY,

The next term-of ten weeks will commence Mon.

dads August 31,1874.
IL
M H. COTTON,

A.

B., Principal,

with

competent Assistants,

COLLEGE,
=

a

The tuition will be as usual.
For further particulars address the Principal.
Northwood Ridge, N, H., Aug.5, 1874.

theluvgs, Like ber hushand she was from early
The Spring Term will open March 2d, 1875, and
*1f 1 had leisure,” said a ‘mechanie, *< 1 of
close June uth.
life a member ot the F.' ‘Baptist denomination,
should ‘have ‘my’ work done ‘in season.” and by an exemplaty and Christian life won the
pd
The Summer Term will open June 15th, and close
Jersey to unite in the communion.: But it an antipathy to both the smell and sight of The man thinks his time has ‘been all oocu- esteem and love of those who knew her. Ag September
PRICES
OF
2d.
;
a family of pied, but be was not at work ‘till after sun- the moment of departure came near, she repeat=
is only a tradition.
Washington was a this wholesome fruit, and
The Fall Term will open September 7th, and close
A rise; he quit work at five o'clock, smoked | ed that beautifo stanza commeneing, * Jesus November 25th.
Yesiryinan in the Episcopal church. Bat Aquitaine had a hereditary hatred of it.
:
that of ice regnired
u
ore piety
than it Flemish damsel was sadly troubled by an a cigar afler dinner, and spent two hours on can make a dying bed,” and again, ‘‘ O death, + For Catalogue, address the Secretary,
where is'thy sting,” &c. Two children are thus
would kth Bea HtebF o RHE. There - uncomfortable aversion to the smell of the street talking nonsense with an idler. - orphaned,
.
:
?
)
WM. REED,
Sold by the dozen at 20 per cent. discout4 son who is & mérchant in “Norway,
. Ridgeville, Ind.
bread.
Chéesé, mutton,
musk and amis no acconnt of his communing in Boston,
Me., and a daughter who is g teacher in. Lewis.
++ If.I had leisure,” said a merchant, 1
bergris have ‘been so repugnant to ‘some would pay mere attention to. my accounts, ton. The latter feels very deeply the Joss of
or New. York or Philadelphia,or elsewhere,
‘
! Price. Postage. Total.
EVANSVILLE
SEMINARY.
during
the
Revolutionary - struggle. nasal organs as to send their owners into and would try aud collect my bills more’ both her parents, to whom she was very tenderPsalmody, 18 mo. in Sheep,
1.00
09
1.09
The location of thisanstitution at Evansville, Wis.
ly attached.
JOHN (HANEY.
:
Adams was’ member of the parish ia convulsions.
do
Morocco,
110
09
1.19
promptly.”
The
chance
is,
my
friend,
if.
is a beautiful one, being surrounded. by a rich, pro- |
Gretry, the composer,’ could not endure you had leisure you would probably pay
Braintreé¢. He was a High Arian.
His
ductive, farming country. The village of Evansville
DR. 8. D. YORK died in Windham, N. H., on
do
do Gilt,
1.50
09
1.59
;
ne less attention to the matter.
attendance at worship was not very cones
the Tth of Jun. , 1875.
He was a man whose in- can not be surpassed in the high moral tone of its in© do
Tuarkry Gilt,
2.00
09
2.09
habitants, having no
uors or billiard saloons.
fluénce for the general good will be greatly missstant. Jefferson was'an avowed skeptic, of Austria. The mere sight of the queen
«0
32 mo. Morocco,
85
04
89
The school enters upon its fifth year with increased
ed.
He
was
70
years
of
age.
He
soinpleves)
the
—
ai
of flow
y Heneagé,
and a devout admirer of Dr. Priestley.
for the accomplishment of’ its work, Prof. Sacred Melody Cloth;
85
02
37
study of his. profession at Hanover,
N. H., in facilities
Bradley and wife having, after four years’ charge of
Ve Bri
ag A
ess ; indeed,
Madison and Monroe were moderate church- Crh
do
Pasteboard
25
02
27
1827,
since
£0,
time
the
great
labor
of
his
life
the
school,
recently
énterea
into
a
contract
with
the
One of the Sorrows of Life. has ficen done in Lowell, where he soon attained rustees to condiict it for five years to come, thus Choralist,
> men. John Quiney Adams was a profess- Kenelni Digby records:that ‘her ' cheek be50
06
56
RN
giving permanency.
§ a
and always retainedby his: devotion td bis chosed Unitarian. He attended the service in came blistered when some one. laida white
Book of Worship,
1.00
10
1.10
CALENDAR:
the Representatives’ Hall during theses rose uponit'as She slept. Her ladykhip’s
Many a volume has- been written avd en profession a high positions Dr. York .pos|
Butler’s
Theology,
!
1.60
a2
1.72
FALL TERM Jpeus.Aug. 2 , 1873,—ends Nov. 21.
sessed a remarkably cheerful disposition, and
of the love of parents; the-love-of -mothers;-ite- ‘by
siomof Congress.
In the afternoon he. antipathy was almost as_strong as
Butler's Commentary,
‘WINTER TERM opens
+9,~ends March 6, 1874.
his genial temperament rendered himself deworshiped in thé’ Second Congregational the dame who fainted when’ her lover. ap- enthusiasms of hope and and faney, its servedly popular. ' His pleasant ‘smile and enSPRING TERM opeps March 24, 1874,—ends June 12.
Vol. 1. The Gospel,
2.00
12
2.12
For tucther pa
lars, address,
proached her wearing an artificial rose in adorations of the nnworthy, its agony for couraging words did much to inspire. in his pachurch, where he had 4 pew.
hen CouVol. 2. The Acts,Rom.&Cor.
do
do
do
Rev. G. 8. BRADLEY, A. M., Principal.
gress was not in session, Mr. Adams usu-+ his button-hole. A violet. was: a thing of the lost; but I do not remember that any tients the most perteet trust in his kindness of
Treatise,
:
25
01
28
History,
, 78
10
86
ally attended, in the morning, the Unitarian horror to the eyes of'the Princess “de Lam- one has ventured to touth upon a still more beart, while at the same time they cherished an
unbounded
confidence in the exhaustless reNEW HAMPTONINSTITUTION.
Memorial of Free Baptists,
1.25
. 12%
church. Jackson was a reverential bearer, balle ; tanzy was abominable to an Earl of terrible view of the subject, the "disappoint- sources
of his skill. As a husband and father he
Minutes of Conference(Bound,)
.50
09
59
A.B. MESERVEY, A. M., Prinéipal, with eigh
He attended church half a "day.
His pew Barrymore ; Scaliger grew pale before the ment, for example, with which such a wom- was eminently faithful and kind, and none can
Les. for ev’ry Sun. Ques, B’k,
18
02
20
and a soldier, who would
in the Four-and-a-Half
street charch was on water-cress;
an as I have attempted to.set before the mourn his loss so deeply as those of his ewn associates.
Six regular courses for both sexes. Four terms
Story of Jesus, Ques. Book,
15
02
A?
to turn his back on a. foe, reader—a woman full of high aspirations, household. In his Joule he hid God’s word in ten weeks each.
the Jeft band side of the preacher. He paid have scorned
and st
his memory with its preWonderful Wks of Jesus,Q. B.,
.15
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close attention to thé sermon, and made a fled without shame from a sprig of rue.
noble generosifies, and perhaps an unwar- bis heartpromises.
His was a Christian life, a
Register,
,
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. A poor Neapolitan was always seized rantable personal pride, all “intensified by cions
prorouid bow to the pulpit as he retired,
impeaceful death, a serene hope of a glorious
Life of Marks,
S
:
1.00
Je
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Fall Term begins Monday,
August 24, 1874.
a fit upon attempting to swallow a the. homely ' circumstances of life around mortality.
¢ joined the Presbyterian church after with
Com
Fall Term closes
” Friday, Tdotober 30, 187.
Life of Colby,
50
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Vacation two weeks.
he left office.
Van Buren, trained in the morsel of tlesh meat of any kind, and ' nats ‘her—sometimes looks upon the absolutely
HARRY A.,infunt son of Albert E. and Carrie
Life of Burr,
15
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Winter Term begins Monday, Nov. 16, 1874.
Reformed Dutch School, atiéhded the Epis- ure thus conderaned him fo veget:rianism commonplace people whom she has brought M. Cieveland, died in Chicago, Ill., Jun. 10,
Lafe of Cheney,
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Winter Term “loses Friday, Jan. 22, 1875.
aged 6 months and 10 days, after a lingering illcopal church, when he attended any..
His —a gorer infliction than that suffered by into the world.
She, too, had her dreams
Vacation one week.
ek.
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Com.
Spring Term begins Monday Feb, 1, 1875,
Sunday aflerngons were dévoted
to his Guianerius, whose heart palpitated violent- about them while they were children, ‘and ness.
Church Member's
;
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Spring Term closes Friday, April 9, 1875.
politica! friends.” Harrison -cared very lit- ly if he indulged in a pork dinner; or by all things seemed possible—while they were
Mes. DORCAS GILMAN died at Great Falls,
Vacation two weeks.
Thoughts upon Thought,
lady who could not taste udder of bear youth, with still some grace and freshness. N. H., Dec. 4, 1874, aged 71 years and 6 months.
tle for religious matters.
Tyler was loose the
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ment. Perhaps the most important item
in the long list of objects lately dug
up is
acollection of éighty-two statues.
few of
the most perfeet are placed in ‘the Capitoline Museum of Sculpture. The majorit

he
es.
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remained a worthy

learned that tradition among the. Aleuts as- light which is spreading over the earth, and
signed Kagama®, the island in question,as Which is destined one day to illuminateit beg, and his breathing became oppressed.
be seen a collection . oomptising specimens the last resti g:blace .of a great: chief, all, originally arose, that center is England. | AL 29,000. feet he became senseless; notLast year ‘And if to one man the honor of’ beginning withstanding which he still ascended anoth. of nearly everything, eiither for show or known as Karkbayahouchak,
used in the private life of the ancient, Ro- the Captain was in the neighborhood of Ka- that movement, which is renew ng the er 9,000 feet, when his hands were paraIyzed, and he had to oper the valve with
mans. ' Take, for example the coins.’ They gamale, in quest of sea-otter and other furs, world, be ascribed, that man is Wieliffe.
his teetF. In the Alps, at the hight of
‘have been diséoved in startling quantities. and he bore iid for the island. with the in‘He came out of the gross darkness of the 13,000 feet climbers suffer from the-rarity
found tention of testing the truthof the tradition Middle Ages—a sort of Melchisedek, withOn the Esquilin so many have
He bad more difficulty in ont father or mother, - He had no predeces- of the air; yet, in the Andes, persons can
that they fill chests. Only during the past he had heard.
- week the workmen came upon a massof entering the cave (han in finding it, his sor from whom he borrowed his plan of dwell, as at Potosi, at a hight of from 13,000
somegthree thousand lying loose in the schooner having to beat on and off shore church reform, and he had no successor in t0 15,000 feet without inconvenience.
These are ‘principally bronze, for three days. Finally, he succeeded in his office whey he died; for it was not till
ground..
but there is also a large amount of gold and effecting a landing, and clambering up the more than 100 years that any stood up in
St. Valentine’s Day.
presence of England to resume the work broken off
ig has a peculiar in: rocks he found himself in the
silver money. One
a small round the dead chief, his fumily and relatives. his death, Wicliffe stands apart, distinctly
terest attached to it. Its
bronze box, which was used to keep med- The cave smelt strongly of hot, sulphurous ‘marked off from all the men in ChristenIn England the day was formerly observed
als in. Although the medals were gone, it vapors. With great care the mummies were dom, Bursting suddenly upon a dark age, with mueh interest and feryor; but of late
ascertained by the archaeologist ‘removed, and all the little trinkets and ore he stands before it in a light’ not. borrowed the celebration there, as in this country,
was at once
that the box had contained them and that naments scattered around were also taken from the schools, nor from the doctors of has dwindled to the mere anonymous episthey had been stolen, for on the bottom of away.
the church, but from the Bible. = He came tolaries in prose or verse. Valentine parties
In all there are eleven packages. of ‘bod- preaching a scheme’ of re-institulion and have recently come into vogue here, and
ion left in
the box may be.seén the im
ies.
Only
two
or
three
have
as
yet
heen
the thick coating of verdigris. There are
reformation so comprehensive, that no Re- when the
guests enter into the spirit of
numbers of inkstands and bropze pens, opened. The body of the chief is enclosed former since has been able to add to it any them, these are really entertaining... They
eneugh to have Suppliedithe notaries of the in a large basket-like structure, about four .ohe'-essential principle.
On’ these solid are conducted in two ‘ways. The hostess
modern city... A collectionof small Etrus- feet in hight. Outside, the wrappings are
rounds he is entitled to be regarded 4s the invitesqlher friends, expecting each to send
can vases in colored terra-cotta has been of finely-wrought seagrass matting, exquisather of the Reformation.
With his rise at least’one valentine, original verses of a
At the the night of Ch
the means of proving the existence and site itely closein texture, and skins,
m came to an end, humorous or” bantering sort being’ most
bottom
is
a
broad
hoop
or
basket
of
tbialyof an ancient Etruscan cemetery on the
and the day
‘e which has ever sint:e con- desirable.’ The ‘writer. who need’ vot reEsquiline. From the tomb of a priest has cut, wood, and adjoining the center portions tinued to brighten. « Wicliffe possessed that veal his ‘or her ‘name’ beforchand, even to
been extracted the gold thread woven ints are pieces of body armor composed of reeds combifthtion of opposite qualities” which the hostess, must indicate ‘whether the mishis robes, whith has remained’ long after bound together.” The body is coyered With i
great mani ‘As subtle as any sives are intended for gentlemen or ladies,
he and the robes: he wore have crumbled the fine skin of the sea-otter, always a sclipol-man of them all, he was yet as prac- the hostess addressing them ns she. chooses
mark
of
distinction
in
the
interments
of
the
into dust. Among some hundreds. of bone
tical as any: Englishoddn of the nineteenth ‘without knowing their contents... The oth" and ivory-liaudle clasp-knives is one which Aleuts, and roupd the whole package are century,
ith intuitive insight he pene- er way. is:for the hostess to furnish to each
belonged
toa jockey. in the circus, On the stretched the meshes of a 'fish-net made of trated to the root of All the evils that afflict- of her guests a listof those expected, thereivory
handle was scratched a
plan of the ¥the sinews
of the sea-lion, also those ‘ofa’ ed England and with rare practical ¢agaci- ‘hy giving them an jopporiuvity to write

hig
circus,
t
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was subsequently baptized and united with the
B.ehurch ‘of Mechanic Falls, of which he

At 19,000 feet the hands and lips of the
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FRANCIS
QUILL died in Mechanic, Falls, Me.,
Jan. 25, aged 58 years and 4 months,
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hey once: ghpamped at 21,000 feet,+the
ghest altivade’at which a European’ éver
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until its Reatethl gloss in death, she demonstrat

dying of it. By his last will and testament passed the night, At the top of M . Blane,
he ordered his zorpse to: be waked by. fifty 15,781 feet above the level of the sea, ProIrishmen, for each of whom, two quarts. of fessor Tyndall spenta night, and with less
aqua vile. were 10 be provided; in the hope. digcomfort than -his=guide, who found it
that, getting drunk, they would take to very unpleasant. ‘In July, 1872, Mr. Gluikilling .one another, and do something sher and Mr. Coxwell ascended in a balloon
toward “essening - the = breed.—Chamber’s to the enormous hightsof 88,000 feet. Be-

betonging

remains

Ted 19 charige their exalted abbdefora pet-

and ve

infirm, an eclipse took: place, The good
Bishop went off as usual, and never came
to again.
Old John Langely, who settled
in Ireland in 1651, cherished an antipathy

to the Alaska Commercial Company, has
arrived. from the seal islands of the ' com-

Marquis Vitelleschi,

“and among 'i(8 members such well-known
antiquaviuns as the Commendatore Rosa,
Augusto Casiellani, and ‘Cavaliere Lanci-

!lasted,” Whenhe wad

quite as obstinately, *but had

The schooner William Sutton,

gentleman

is a

Aleutian Mummies.
ra

Everything that is dug-up is brought
under the immediate coghizance ‘of the
” Gommissione Archaeologica, This body has

ani.

Grnt

dole.

excavations iv that cily, says:

ldst-named

Generfil

trustee in a Methodist® chutch; ‘but ‘that

The correspondentof the London Daily
© felegraph at Rome, fn wriling about the

the

endured.

office does not imply a profession of personal consecration'.—Ezaminer and Chron-

. Antiquarian Treasures at Rome.

as its’ president
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-
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Vermont, made an elaborate speech in opposition
tothe ratification of the Canadian reciprocity
the

and

Butler, between whom

of Mr.

direction

Mr. McLean, of

early

neglect as the causes of the

Texas, a ludicrous and undignified exhibition of infants.

temper took place.
Thurkday, ® number of matters were passed upon by Senate. ‘The time of House was
entirely occupied with the civil rights bill,

been " defeat-

having
:

of expulsion

resolution
ed,

a

censured by the speaker,

afterwards publiely

The congressionl committee have submitted

at New Orleans on the subject, and it 18 not considered probable

A committee, consisting of HamConnecticut.
lin, Sherman, Stevenson, Fenton and Wash-

be

to

i

FOREIGN.
The Pope is said to have written a letter to
Pon Curlos,advising him to relinquish the strug-

’

gle.

demo’ished

An avalanche of snow and rocks

ceived an offer of aid from England.

ative to the St. Petersburg
conference, alleging that

Cs

Prom inent senators say that the Senate will
ag
department fis considering

numberof applications for ikhing bounty due
to vessels destroyed by rebel cruisers during the
.. Angus Cameron has been elected to succeed
Matthew H. Carpenter, in the United States

He is aleading lawyer of Lacrosse,

of fair

a gentleman

and is represented to be

ability and hard practical sense. He has served
in the State legislature, and was at one session
speaker of the House. A decision has been rendered in the ‘Alabama

gratalatory nature, The recommendations made
arc of minor ‘importance.
y
:
ee

eourt that all foreigners, except British
claims

time of capture, could recover before the court.

The annual

meeting

soon to take a mammoth

society-has received over. $12,000 during the
2
year; and paid off its debt of $4,000.

San Francisco by the determination of the CorChinese in all the
to
nell Watch Factory employ
eB
#
departments of the works.
of
swarm
November
The observations of the

nt has

At the annual meetingof ‘the stockholders of

the Eastern Railroad Company, Monday, substantially the old board of directors was chosen.

Seeds of cucumbers,
bearers.
roots as seed
squashes, and melons of all sorts are so liable
to mix, that home-raised seed can not often be

relied upon,
MANURE. ~Turn

‘wood thoroughly coated
Mark all your tools.

the eaves where snow
exhalations.

of

masters

.

_

1630, the year of thé ‘settlementof Lynn, Salem,
and Bostos. The house was erected in 1765.

Island, singular healing and embrocating qual

=

The rumors of the kidnapping of the Spaniard

ities. Externally it is particularly adaptedto
Skin Diseases, Salt Rheum, Rheumpifsm, and

The Bowdoin College alumni held their seventh

Neuralgia. Internally it is used as a sudovific
and anti-s pasmodic.
.
The Maine Central Railroad Company has just

who stole the Murillo picture are confirmed.

annual ;reuniony at. the. Revere House, Boston,

‘last Wednesday evening,

famous

Sods,

went

The futme charge on pre:

in

of

Pinchback is disheartened at the turn

surpass anything.of the kind in New England in
elegance und beauty. © It is 51 feet Jong, and. has

af

the Miller platform and the air brake, The interior is finished in Maine ash, in elaborate style.

‘In one end of the car is a apartment for the ex-

press company.

fairs, and again threatens that in case the Kellogg government is recognized and he is not admittedto hig seat in the Senate, he will. make
that

invention,

was

used

and was

so there

The rest is entirely devotedto

the postal service. There are852 pigeon-holes
for letters, 50 holes for the papers and a rack for

25 paper sacks. Tt is suid that no'hng like it has

ever run into Boston.
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just occurred under our immediate notice,
which show the error of postponing an ap-

Iu the

plication for life insurance, and which we

are two

Whiting—com .. { @
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DEAR Sir: —Two or three instances have

nding

dence seems somewhat remarkable,
Mr.
Greenough,
of this city, was solicited by

styles or

Shorts ¥ ton 27

¥ine Feed. ,.
Middlings...

think should be mentioned, as the coinci-

our Mc. Smith and filled and signed an application to the Equitable Life Assurance
Society for an insurance on his life to the
amount of ten thousand dollars. He, however, postponed his medical ‘examination,
wishingto wait for afew days, as he
thought that there was no necessity for

To ride after this fashionIs an athletic exercise;4 }pressing the matter. He died week before
strengthof the manis set against the last of typhoid fever without any insurance

strength of the horse, with little adventitious aid.
The rider restrains the horses’ impetuosity by

and leaving others dependent upon him.

1“
¥

[| I

his borse which follows from the greater security of hia seat, would make him inflvitely more
formidable in war than the European, in spite
of the superior size
strength of the latter.
History leaches us
the cavalry of the Sara-

Another case is that of Mr. Hovey, of
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Mr. Hutlbot, who filled and sigmed the
Friend's Certificate, died a few days ago.
Both parties were in their usual good
horves ; but it is clear that the balanced seat of
the Arab,
and the more complete command over “health at our interyiews with them,

A wooden

away

the

disagreeable

slide may be provided
Ag.

ad

cens,~small men on swall horses,~rode down
the Christian horsemen till they learned to ride

A

nessed and 80 very essential to the existence

lem cavalry. The iuvention
necessitated the stirrup, for
a barebacked horse is forced
more or léss heavily upon the
mu any part of his body

servation ind a long train of experiments, must

‘would

be remembered.
1. Were the atmosphere here, everywhere,
and at all times, of a uniform temperature, we
should never have rain, hail or snow. The water absorbed by itin evaporation from the sea

The ancient Greeks
to have known the
indeed, said not to
fifth century of our

and the earth’s surface, would descend in an
imperceptible vapor, or cease to be absorbed
by the air when it was ouce folly saturated.
power

of the

or

would

of the curb bit,
a man sitring
upon
to bear, at times,
bridle; and if, so

or

would

In the E&

they

the horse

j& warmer (ban it is in the regions of the clouds.
The higher we ascend from the earth the colder

|

It took (he place on the

:

climate.

—

ture is suddenly reduced’ by cold

found In the whole floral world,

scending

froma

higher

currents de-

are formed, and rain is the result. It condenses, e008; and like a sponge filled with water and
compressed, pours out the

water

which

its

di-

minighed capacity ean not hoid.
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Tt is comparatively easy to

adorn

each month

some of the

and

contains

most

singular

present the appearance
of a butterfly with its wings distended, on which
account it is called the Butterfly Orchid. The

Ania

“mine

i
«2 fiae he Alas Lonidity Times:

bears a very striking resemblance to a dove,
The flowers
are borne on a spike, and are of a
yellowish white color,of x waxy appearance, and
emit a very peculiar fragrance. Thé flowers of

this feat of cultural skill attempted, and in com~
paratively few is it actually accomplished, Many

months, The Orchids are very highly prized
in Europe, and are,perbaps, more thought of

y for. laying the

1

waler-
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a rosury under glass,

breaksup.

are of great

sub-

stance (waxy in apppearance) and of very bean-

tiful color:

surprising, the length of time

than -ady other family of flowers.

properly warmed, the supply of roses all the
year round would
be wide easy. But without They.
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GENTLEME < :~1 have suffered tn
worst forms of Acute Catarrh or Cold int 0 Head
that ever afflic.ed mortal man. Whenever took a
fresh cold it would. settle in ny head, causing the
most violent sneezing, accompanied w. th exoe [Tl "
nose, For days an
discharges from my eyes an
a 8 my sufferings would be intense, and finally
8 ing in my loins and bowels, would render uy
rable for a month, Never during all my sul
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Peristeria. alata is called the Dove Plant, for the
rea<on that the center of the flower shows with
its summit and the projecting gland of the pollen,
masses, whieh, together with the-erect wings,

owers will keep fresh,as’ they
year round continue the exception rather than some of {
the rule. Only’ in gardens here and there is have been known to last for a period of two

and if one could command
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estern,

SINGLE DISEASE HAS ENTAILED
the
suffering or
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The flowers

of the year with some form of floral beauty, and
in this way to girdle the season round with flowers. enough and to spare. Still; roses all the

and

‘

and beautifully grotesque flowers that can be

nearly all varietiesof Orchids

sueceed in making roses almost as common,

,

What a Distinguished
Physician Says.

clears

to a lower- latitude, dts) ot the Oncidium papilio

capacity to retain moisture is diminished, clouds
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The Orchid family is very extensive, 1s foual
plants tirat produce
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in nearly all parts of the world,

MARKET.
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Now, when from continued evaporation the
air is highly. saturated with vapor though it be
invisible and the sky eloudless, if its tempera-
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were

Orchids.

Jo we find the atmosphere. Hence the perpetual snow on very high mountains in the bottest
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trooper in Oriental’costume is drawn with

to

are intending to insure their lives.

used many centuries before, The earliest representation of one I know is in the above mention-

mosaic, where

coming

within our experience and seeming to have
a peculiar significance

flinch.

aud Romans are believed not
use of the sticraps, They are,
have been di<covered till the
era. This, if it is true,would

and injured

so that he died in a day or two.
Wecite these cases as aétmally

upon it, his horse

rear,

only apply to Europe.
ed

atmosphere,

stop,

from a rail

road train a few weeks since

riding, he were using a eurb bit, and he wereto

plants and animals, a few facts derived from ob-

absorbing

{he time tit
he was thrown

with the bite, and saddles and lancesof the Mos-

To ungpratand the philosophy of the beautiful
and often sublime phenomenon, so often wit-
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whose incomplete application to the Equitable for a life insurance
was in our office at |
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The bondholders of the Chicago, Dubuque
Adam Hawkes owned the iron mine which supand Quincy and the Chicago, Dubuque and | plied ore to the first foundry established in the
Minnesota railroads met Wednesday, and ap- country: Another homestead,over 200 years old,
d e to investigate and report two miles from this one, is still held by a branch
a écmmitte
* pointe
:
:
concerning the condition of the roagls. At a of the same family.
used
meeting of those interested in the $5,000,000
being
as
petroleum
of
speaks
Herodotus
bonds of ‘the Leavenworth, Lawrence and Gal- two thousand years go under the name of Pituveston Railroad, a committee was appointed to men. Tacitus, Pliny, and many Roman writers
Ionian
investigate the financial condition of the com- aseribe to a species of it, found inthe

force, Monday,

about

he 9
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the Gecek horsem:n in
= and consequently its capacityto retain’ humidi- ly indicated stirrups;
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The Hawkes “family of North Saugus, Mass.,
still occupy the farm ownedby their aucestors in cold air. The air near the surface of the earth Magazine.

and workmen promises to/be a long one.

arrangements

snaffle

brought intd Europe with the Moors.

The Philosophy of Rain.

crease the friendly and co: dial feeling between

shetwonatiopge *_ _ . __.

Fifteen hundred weavers are idle at Fall Riv-

into

carb is an Asiatic

petroleum.

to shut and open the ventilator.—Am.

France, who presented to her four volumes of
addresses, thanking the people of Great Britain

:
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with crude

this ventilator will take

to the sick and wounded durcomes from New York, where'itis alleged that for their geryices
The Queen replied ithat the
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iof-the discovery of the island by
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corruption

The contest for supremacy between
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curb is an artificial

every mans must be taken to get it into a fine

| glish observers of the Transit of Venus. It was
concerning the South:
on his return voyage from Otaheite to observe
Forty-five girls einployed in the shoe shop of the last transit that Capt. Cook discovered New
Jerome Ingalls, in Lynn, struck Monday, to re- Zealand on Oct. 8, 1768,
sista proposed reduction in their wages; and
Queen Victoria gave audience at Windsor Casthirty men struck in the shop of S. P. Niles on tle, recently, to a deputation of citizens of

Fl Paso and Pacific Railroad for the purpose

reach

remedy within reach,

as is
0
a battle between the Greeks and
Persians and Which,at avy rate, is the picture
houseall
should be composted in the heap. Save
of a battle between Europeans and Asiatics, the
slops and whatever ean’ be turned into manure. Eastern horsemen ride with curbs, and the EuFor garden purposes manure that bas lain a
ropeans with soaffles. The difference in the bit
year is best. but as this can seldom be bad, modifies the whole style of riding; and as there

EnCongress for the enactment of stringent laws dinver in the Government buildings to the

‘bribing Congress.

thus

Te

EL

the safe of timber for manufacturing purposes.
When sufferedto secure a full growth, the eucalyptus attains
a great size, averaging from8
tq 12 feet in diameter and trom 100 to 200 feet in
hight. A plant was exhibited at the great exposition of 1851 which measured 148 feet in
length, The wood is soft and easily worked
when first cut, but grows bard with age and exposure.~Chicago Tribunej
:

muck, and whatever other material is at band,

pomenon is now at lowest ebb of brilliancy.
‘The New Zealanders observed the anniversary

Some representative colored men now in
‘Washington have issued an address,calling upon,

The new Canadian

;
when

the heap

prevent burning, and to-fine

falling stars at the several French stations had
It seems pretty certain that the phepo result.

The road has had a prosperous year.

a demand for an increase: - .
Another story of Congressional

a

ure to be exercised upon the jaw of the horse.
The snaffle is,
so to say, a natural bit, and the

“ofthe day. A ventilator ought to be pro
for every root-cellar; it may be six to ten inches
] square, made of hemlock boards; place in one
been caused
in | cornerof the building, having the exit under

of tise latter city.
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pany.

the garden, if careis
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the end of four years, the lumber will be wort
$600. As the trees stump and sprout rapidly,
another equal yield of timber may be counted
upon in four years more, Fuel is very expensive in all the great valleys of California; but
with the eucalyptus-tree, land-owners have the

as being twisted jointed,and so forth ; the curb bit
is an adaptation of the lever and the lengthening
of the check piece allows a very powerful press-

Massachusetts” lected from the New Haven Nursery, for a resi
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siibjécts, entitled to the protection of the flag at
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ect., will probably average 25 cents per tree.

state so that its action may be quick and effective! schools of horsemanship,which may be called the
The refuse of many kinds of factories and mills Eastern and Western styles, The type of Eastern
The roads in the Canton de Vaund,Switzerland,
‘
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can be utilized.
Hs best seen in the modern Bedouin Arab, with
were recently buried under snow to a depth ol
order, so that his short stirrups, peaked saddle, and severe bit;
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very cheap rates, and there is no necessity for rules the bit, underlies the consideration of the
planting an inferior kind. Never rely for the whole subject of man’s dominion oyer the horse.
main crop upon any novelty, no matter how The intelligence of mankind has hitherto inventglowing the catalogue description may be, sue- ed but two principal forms of bit; the snaffle,
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“Tu Los Angeles, a company

has been formed with the object of raising the
eucalyptus for fuel and timber.“ An area of 200
acres has been devoted to the purpose. On this,
young trees, but 4 1-2 years from the seed, already measure 16 inches in diameter and 40 feet
in hight. Each tree is valued at $1 for fuel, and

days without injury to the plants. In very cold barn with all the modern improvements, and
nights the sashes must be covered with mats to build it properly, too. The old proverb,
“ take care of the. small things, and the large
or shatters.
$i
SEEDS.—Whatever seeds are not grown at ones will take care of themselves,” is applicable
home, should be ordered from some reliable to matters aboul farms, and barnyards, especialseed-house,and the sooner this selection is made, lv. . When the small things are well watched,
the more likely the desired varieties can be hud. large ones are not forgotten.~Am. Ag.
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mice, as these pests often destroy am.
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a proposition to settle the Louisiana difficulties
by arbitration,the Kellogg government to remain
undisturbed. There is considerable excitement

Friday, the Senate adjourned immediately
after the reading of the journal as a mark of respect to the memory of Senator Buckingham, of

burn, was appointed

throughout

were frozen to death, and many others had their
limbs frozen during the severe weather of /Jan.,
and the present cold weat her is almost as severe.
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The mean temperature during the month
Januagy was 14 degrees above—S degrees eolder
than the mean of eleven years previous.
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Useful buildings may be madewf logs or prairie
sods, or poles and coarse hay, and these,by skillput together with hooks at the corners, are more ful arrangement, maybe madeto serve as useful
durable, und ean be stored in a small spae¢ when a purpose ax dressed lumber and paiut, or pressnot in use. Where early hot-beds are niadv, they ed bricks. The main peoiots are warmth, dryoften require what is called * lining,” or the ness, and ventilation; for food is wasted when
application of fresh manare to the outside, to an animal shivers in its stable, or when its health
keep up the heat.
;
is injured by damp, filth, or bad air. A farmer
COLD FRAMESin which cabbage and lettuce who is thoughtful about such small things as
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is in ‘the yard and the barns that the produce of ‘the farm that is not sold outright is
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passed

profitably sold, It is in the yard also that the
manure is made and kept, The barn and barnvard are the manufactory of the farm, and if
they are not arranged witha view to economy,

Sayings Bank at St. Louis, is a defaulter to the
amount of $40,000 to $60,000, and has abscond-’
‘
ed.
The Louisiana investiguting committee received testimony concerning the Conshatta riot,
placing that affair in a new light. The late elec

exhibition of temper being marked. “The antifilibustering rule was

that the cashier of the People’s
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extent upon it.
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night, last Thursday night.

the Senate; the Louisiana debate being postponed, owing to the illness of Mr. Sargent. The
day in the House was a very stormy one, the
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eral rule, though not an absolute one.
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broken piecesof pots intermixed through the,
same to insure thorough drainage. These are
known as Terrestriul Orchids.~Briggs Bro's
Floral Work.
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